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We finally have it! Just as Yoshi's

Story premiered at Space World in

Japan, we got our hands on it here

at Nintendo Power, and a handful it

is! In this sequel, a gaggle of Yoshis

explores worlds made of stitches,

balloons and cardboard cutouts,

among others. Take a first look at

the first game of its kind for the

N64 beginning on page 10. You'll

agree, it's all it's cracked up to be!

PAGE 18
Are you ready to rumble? There's rage in the ring

when the stars of theWCW take on the bad

boys of the NWO! Learn the moves that will

earn you the belt—instead of just getting you

belted. Turn to page 18 to learn your lessons. i|Jg
|
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STRATEGY

This month. Snowboard Kids hits the N64 slopes, just in time

snows. And these kids are ready for action: they're slipping,

y they're pulling off amazing stunts to rack up big bucks.

i for the winter

,
they're sliding,
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Welcome to 1998! The new year promises to bring great new games
to the N64 including Yoshi’s Story, Banjo-Kazooie and Zelda 64. The
new year also brings new changes to Nintendo Power, and we’d love

to hear what you think of our redesigned mag!

Let’s Hear It for the

Stinkers!

I'm writing in response to Marc

Hansen's letter in Volume 102.

He's all ticked off because of

the 10 horrible games you

bashed in the 100th issue's

Worst Games of All Time list. If

a game truly stinks, it deserves

that kind of recognition. It put

a smile on my face to see some

humorous criticism instead of

all the praise that games usual-

ly get nowadays. Right now,

most games are really cool,

but, let's face it, there are some

that just don't measure up.

Steve Hobbs

St. Louis, MO

Bebe Blues

It was funny to see Bebe's

Kids as one of the Top 10

Worst Games of All Time. No
kidding! I played that game

once and couldn't stand it. I

wasn't even able to get past

the first level. Okay, now I

want a list of the top 1 0 things

that I can do to get some use

out of that useless game.

Melissa Taylor

Via the Internet

Here goes. . . .

Top ten other uses for the

Bebe's Kids Game Pak:

10 Hockey puck

9. Ice scraper

>8,.Lawn dart caddy

% Really uncomfortable i

vfuton for Barbie

6. Kitty litter sifter

5. fbasler slot compani&ih

4. As a prank, wrap iml

"tin foil, then trade it for

your friend's lundp by

[ offering your "delicious

M meat loaf slabT
' 3. Wedgie helper

(but $nil stinky in

|

its own Special way

)

I
whoopee cushion

1. PlayStation mallet

Can’t Get There from Here

In GoldenEye 007, I once

went to the docks on the Dam
level and armed my sniper

rifle to look at the distant

mountains. Across the water I

saw a guard tower and a

white building! Is it possible

to get there? I zoomed in on

the highest magnification and

was able to see the buildings.

Is it a hidden area?

Paul Franz

Via the Internet

The outpost wasptiginally

intended^to be a place that

"wSL/c/'oe stocked with heavy

artillery that Bond would be

able to reach by boat. The

programmers at Rare eventu-

ally decided that the area

wasn't necessary, so they

scrapped the boat idea but

left the outpost in the game
since they had already pro-

grammed it into the area.

Though there's no way of A
reaching the island resort, mA
you can still interact with it,

If you've earned Paintball i

Mode, activate it, then tryfc

splashing some color on the

buildings by shooting at them

with your sniper rifle.

And Along Came a Spyrier

I think GoldenEye 007 is the

best N64 game. The chal-

lenges are endless and the fun

and replay value are great. But

something has beerh bugging

me. I was flipping through the

instruction booklet^.for the

100th time and itnoticed

Thendzunas • Comer. Georgia

something: there is a gun

called the Spyder, but I have

never seen it in the game. If it

exists, where can I find it?

Fadi Bayaa

Via the Internet

The Spyder s till exists, but

Rare changed the gun's

name after the instruction

manual Had already been

B nrimed. The gun is now
Mmiwn as the Klobb, named

ir
‘in honor of Nintendo's

Development and

Evaluation Manager, Ken

Lobb. Better luck next time,

Mr. Spyder. Maybe some-

gun after you.

Shaken and Stirred

First of all, Roger Moore is

not cheesy. Second of all,

GoldenEye 007 is great! The

play control and story are

cool and the game is faithful

to the United Artists' movie.

The characters look real and

not polygonal} Bond stands

right up there with other N64

heroes such as Mario, Dash

Rendar and Fox McCloud.

V My praise goes out to 007,

Natalya, Trevelyan, Xenia

and the others from

GoldenEye 007.

joe West

Via the Internet

If GoldenEye 007 gets any

awards they should be for

"Most Overrated Game of the

NINTENDO POWER
Background Art Juan Aguaya • Calexico, California
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objectives than

just running and

jumping on mon-

sters' heads. Is this

the N64? The rea-

son I ask is

because of the

severe lack of

more adult games

on a system that

has the potential

to bring action

a whole

new level. Other

than GoldenEye 007,

the only more adult

titles have been

Turok and Blast

Corps (the games

actually required

some thinking).

Peter Anderson

Via the Internet

Lowell Silverman • Rockville, Maryland

GoldenEye, which falls very

short of achieving realism. I

think that all of the characters

are flat (in every sense of the

word) and that many of the

stages were poorly planned.

The game's story, like 99% of

other movie-based games, is

weak. As if these are not rea-

sons enough to have terminated

the game in its infancy, the fact

that the content of the game is

too mature for the majority of

Nintendo's audience alone

should have kept GoldenEye

from being released.

Ryan Stamey

Atlanta, GA

Finally, a game on the N64

that is more adult-oriented

than Mario or even Star Fox.

GoldenEye actually has more

advanced missions and

I think that GoldenEye is the

best game for the Nintendo

64 so far. The graphics are

unmatched by any game on

the market today. The charac-

ters' movements and reac-

tions to being hit are like real

life (for example, if you hit

someone in the leg, your vic-

tim will grab his leg in pain).

The only thing the game lacks

is voices. However, if given

the choice between captions

and the annoying repetitive

sayings heard in Star Fox 64,

I'd choose captions.

Joe Hofmann

Via the Internet

Old, But Legendary

I was shocked when I read

Trevor Laishley's letter in

Volume 1 01 . What's wrong

with putting old characters in

new games?! Using old char-

acters is a way of remember-

ing them. Most of Nintendo's

older characters are also pop-

ular characters, which makes

them video game legends.

And legends should never

be forgotten!

Colin Cypret

Batavia, IL
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TOP
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DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3

The new year brings new games to the charts, marking the debuts for some grid-

iron heroes. Bay City rollers, post-apocalyptic combat cycles, a short-fused pyroma-
niac, and a couple of Kongs on their third Game Boy outing. And don't forget those

old acquaintances who, after a year or more, are still managing to stay in the charts!

O NINTENDO POWER

7. SUPER MARIO 64 2 (N64)

8. EARTHBOUND 64 (N64I

9. SAN FRANCISCO RUSH: EXTREME RACING (N64)

10. NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '98 (N64)

It's no top secret that James Bond is

number one. Meanwhile, the bottom
half of the charts is shaking and stir-

ring with the debuts of NFL
Quarterback Club '98, SF Rush,

Extreme-G and Bomberman 64.

7 GOLDENEYE 007

DIDDY KONG RACING

STAR FOX 64

SUPER MARIO 64

5 MARIO KART 64

6 NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '98

TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

Smn 10 BOMBERMAN 64

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

ACCLAIM

ACCLAIM

MIDWAY

ACCLAIM

NINTENDO

With Zelda 64 coming soon, fans

are showing even more support for

Hyrule's hero. Gamers are also rally-

ing behind SMW 2 and Yoshi, whose
"Story" will be coming very soon to

an N64 near you.

2 SUPER MARIO RPG

3 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3
DIXIE KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

4 FINAL FANTASY III

5 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

6 CHRONO TRIGGER

7 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2
DIDDY'S KONG QUEST

8 FINAL FANTASY II

9 HARVEST MOON

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NATSUME

NINTENDO

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
LINK’S AWAKENING

NINTENDO

SUPER MARIO LAND 2
6 GOLDEN COINS

NINTENDO

DONKEY KONG LAND 3

DONKEY KONG LAND 2

DONKEY KONG LAND

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

1. ZELDA 64 (N64)

2. NINTENDO 64 DISK DRIVE

3. DIDDY KONG RACING (N64)

4. GOLDENEYE 007 (N64)

5. YOSHI'S STORY (N64)

6. SUPER MARIO RPG 2 (N64)

Look out, Link, here comes a triple

threat from the Kong clan! Making a

strong debut at number 3, DKL 3

leads the other two DKL games
toward Super Mario Land 2 and
Link's Awakening.



LETTERS, continued...

I agree with Trevor Laishley's

letter stating that a lot of the

N64 games aren't as original as

one might have expected. But

there are exceptions, such as

Blast Corps. Also, in issue 101,

there are almost 30 new and

original titles that will be

released by spring. So to all who
doubt the N64, be patient-it's

just gathering up speed. At full

speed, the only complaints will

be from the competition!

John Orth

Via the Internet

The Need for Speed

My brother and I bought an N64

in August. We want to get a rag-

ing game, but our parents told us

we are able to get only one. We
either want Extreme-G or San

'

Francisco Rush. We've been on

the Internet getting information

on both games, but we wanted

to know from the pros. Which

game should we get?

Chris & Derek Girard

LaSalle, Ontario

It all depends on whjit sort of

Vmang you likedlfyou're

looking for breakneck spedd.

.'\Jfand multiplayer battle modes,

Hffben Extreme-G will get you\

W motor running. The besTfed^

tures of Acclaim's ganfe are

B its four-player competitions,

:J high velocityfierrmdi cycles,,

add devastating arsenal of

weapons strewn about the

eight different arenas and

roller coaster tracks. On the

other hand, if you're into

higmflying stunt driving and

arcade action, then you'll

want to buckle up with San

Francisco Rush. Midway's 2-

player racer will not only test

your lead foot with its 24-

race circuit of tight turns and

vertical hills, but it will also

test your exploration skills

with the tracks' hidden short-

cuts and 45 keys that access

secret cars. Extreme-G and SF

"SoutiTSoccer down Sou
Who better to win the FIFA Soccer 64 Player's Poll Contest

than a soccer player? Nathan Liles, who plays as a right back

for his team in Oklahoma City, scored the grand prize in

|Volume 96's contest. Not only did Nathan win FIFA Soccer

164 (where he can practice his fancy footwork on the digitized

jplayfield), but he also won a trip to Mexico City to cheer on

[the U.S. Men's National Team its matchup against Mexico.

|Though the big game ended in a tie, the U.S. team was nev-

ertheless victorious since it was the first time in 1 8 games that

-the U.S. didn't finish behind Mexico on its home field. Way
to cheer them on, Nathan

Nathan Liles poses in front of the

Aztec Pyramids and then kicks

around with the U.S. Men’s National

Team Captain, John Harkes.

my way!" when you honk the

horn. And the red car is the car

from Starsky and Hutch. Are

any of the other cars based on

famous ones?

Michael Patronik

Via the Internet

We're not positive, but we
think the nuclear transport is

supposed to be a really,

really explosive Oscar

Meyer Wienermobile.

really explosive Oscar

Meyer Wienermobile.

Background Art: Mark Williams • Mississauga, Ontario

Rush are two very different

games, and the way we see it,

>€hris and Derek, is that you

can convince, your parents

that the two pf you deserve

both games'Just keep these

two words in mind: "brown"

and “nose.

"

What? No Knight Rider???

I just wanted to point out a cou-

ple of things that my cousin and

I noticed about Blast Corps. The

American Dream muscle car is

actually the General Lee from

The Dukes of Hazzard (with a

more politically correct paint

job) because it plays Dixie on

the horn. The black van is actu-

ally the van from The A-Team

because Mr. T yells, "Get out of

mom tmtw ms#mw
January is the time for fresh starts, and this new year we’ve resolved

to make a few changes to the magazine. Should more renovations be

in store for 1998? Write us and let us know what other changes you

think we should add to our list of new year’s resolutions.

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY

1 -800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900-288-0707

U.S. S1.50 per minute

1 -900-451-4400
Canada $2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a m. -9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

1 -425-885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips

and Future Product
Information

News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems. Call for

help on Diddy Kong Racing, Bomberman 64,

Clayfighter 63 'h. GoldenEye 007, Star Fox

64, Hexen, War Gods, Super Mario 64, Blast

Corps, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64,

Killer Instinct Gold, Star Wars: Shadows of

the Empire, PilotWings 64 and Mortal

Kombat Trilogy for the Nintendo 64. There's

also help for any Super Mario game for the

Super NES and NES, Donkey Kong Land, DKL

2, DKL 3 for the Game Boy, any Zelda game.

Donkey Kong Country 1, 2, and 3, Mischief

Makers, Harvest Moon, Lost Vikings 2,

EarthBound, Illusion of Gaia, Lufia II, Super

Metroid, Secret of Evermore, Chrono

Trigger, Final Fantasy III, Super Mario RPG,

Breath of Fire I and II, Killer Instinct. Street

Fighter Alpha 2, Mortal Kombat II, Mortal

Kombat 3 and Ultimate Kombat 3. This call

may be long distance, so be sure to get per-

mission from whoever pays the phone bill

before you call.

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com
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ONCE UPON A TIME THEBEW« THE J-B EIBE-ECROLLER

YOEHIE IELANB. TWO TEAR? ONE 64-BIT EYETEM ANB HALF A

BIMENEION LATER, TUE YOEHIE RETURN TO EPIN A TALE THAT

COULB BE TOLB ONLY ON THE N64: YOEHI E

ETORY, NINTENBO'E BAIELINC J'A-B i
Jfl WONBERLANB THAT REUNITEE THE

/ BINOE WITH MORE ACTION EUN
W ~X ANB WHIMEY THAN

\ EVER BEEOR

First things first: Yoshi's Story doesn't feature,^ crying baby Mario to make you

wish the island had a day care center. Baby Bowser, however, does make an appear-

^ ance. In this tale, the Baby Koopa steals the Super Happy Tree from the Yoshis and

transforms their cheery island into a picture book. With the tree uprooted, all of the Yoshis

become unhappy, save for six baby Yoshis. The green, blue, red, yellow, pink, and purple baby

Yoshis all hatched after Baby Bowser had toddled onto the scene, so they had never even seen

the Super Happy Tree. They have, however, seen how unhappy the other Yoshis are without the

tree. With their youthful outlook strengthening them, the baby Yoshis set forth to retrieve the

tree and restore order to the land so that all Yoshis, young and old, can live happily ever after.

Though the game is still in the works, we've managed to snag a copy of an early Japanese ver-

sion of Yoshi's Story. The screen shots may show Japanese text, and the island's overall look may

change slightly by the game's March release date, but after playing Yoshi's Story, we found it to

be a game that's just too hard to keep under wraps. And so the story begins...

@ NINTENDO POWER



Baby Koopa has condensed the entire island into a book of six worlds

containing four levels apiece. Each world has its own contents page that unfolds

on the screen like a pop-up book, complete with the selectable levels leaping off

the page. Bookmaking materials, including newspaper, wood tiles, embroidered

denim, quilted patchwork, corrugated cardboard, and even balloons make up

the trees, hills, sky and other parts of a level's unique landscape. And even more

bookishly, when you've reached the end of a particular area, the scene will curl

up and flip the screen just like the turning of a page.

With its trusty train of egg projectiles trailing

behind, Yoshi will journey through worlds
with different themes. Underground, where
the theme is

newspaper.
waterfalls
threaten to

“
flush Yoshi

into yester- ^
day's headlines, w/ttfe tv’ . oHj

In between 2-D and 3-D is "2'/rD.” In Yoshi's

Story, game play is strictly 2-D, but the
vividly illustrated backgrounds (such as the

intricate needlework on Stitch World's blue

jean skies) are so lavishly rendered that you
want to reach out and touch your screen.

trtsstorV^.weS s\asW

The baby Yoshis can't morph into

tanks or trains, but they will stumble

across items that can help them get

around. With the umbrella, Yoshi can

float on air, rather than free-fall.

s.The extra

;
physical abili-

ig, longjump-

ng blocks. If

I you with hap-

piness-boosting melons.

VOLUME 104 0
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YOUII IN MOTION
The movements and graphics in Yoshi's Story are so rich

and life-like that, as you play, the Yoshis actually seem to be alive and

existing in a storybook world. With its seamless animation, Yoshi's

Story presents a new and improved array of Yoshi abilities. In addition

to his old standby, the ground pound, Yoshi can now slurp in eight

directions and exDress emotions!

To squish obstacles or knock over enemies,

pound the ground. As in Yoshi's Island: Super

Mario World 2, Yoshis can dive-bomb to the

ground to make the earth move under their feet.

The big difference in

Yoshi's Story is not only

does it look more real,

but you can also feel

the seismic impact with

the Rumble Pak.

r
.

JUMP J
By tapping the A Button,

you can make Yoshi

jump. But to really get a

lift, hold the A Button and

Yoshi will run while in

midair in order to soar to

even greater heights.

Unlike the older Yoshis, these babies don't need to

morph into subs to navigate underwater. Swimming is

second nature to a baby Yoshi.

Baby Yoshis, like their elders, battle by pitching

eggs at their enemies. Yoshis can carry a maxi-

mum of six eggs at one time, but if they find a
heart icon, they briefly gain unlimited eggs and a

longer tongue.



Fruits make Yoshis happy and happiness is the key to the Yoshis' survival.

And not just any fruit will put a smile on their faces. Yoshis like to color-coordinate

their diets, so Yellow Yoshi prefers yellow bananas, while Red Yoshi prefers red apples.

When a Yoshi eats its favorite fruit, the game's flower meter will sprout more happy

petals than usual. However, if Yoshis eat fruit they dislike or are hurt by an enemy,

their happiness meter will sadly shed a few petals.

p I
^

4i:

A rainbow assortment of Yoshis stand

by to save their island. You’ll have to

adjust your strategy depending on

which Yoshi you choose, since each

has its favorite food. The more things

you slurp up that are the same color as

your Yoshi, the happier it will be. And
when Yoshis are really happy (and they

know it) they'll be able

to throw more eggs

^ . and lash out their

rfs* ' tongue farther.

s’
'

'

e j
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fruit
ENEMIE?
com

HEART?
MELON?
Y01I1I?

Six items will earn you points and, when you com-
plete a stage, they'll be tallied to calculate your
score for that world.

UNFOLDING TIIE STORY

Melons are the most powerful
and valuable fruits on the island.

To get the highest score possible,

you'll have to use Green Yoshi,

since melons are the emerald

dino's favorite fruit.

/rPLOTTINe TIIE ADVENTURE
Like Star Fox 64, Yoshi's Story will branch to different stages depending \

on how you've gone about completing the previous stage. Six worlds make up

Yoshi's Story, and each contains four stages. Once you've collected 30 fruits, you'll

move on to the next world, but if you want a high score, you'll want to snatch up

as many enemies, coins, hearts, melons and hidden fruits as you can.

Before you enter a stage, you
must play "fruit roulette" to ran-

domly select the lucky fruit for

A player can journey through only one stage per world, so any given game will be

a maximum of six stages. Which stage is available for exploration will depend on

the number of hidden hearts Yoshi can capture. Three hearts are hidden in each

stage, and if you can't find a heart upon completing a stage in World 1, you'll only

be able to enter the next world's easiest stage, 2-1 (the higher the number of the

stage, the higher the difficulty level, so stage 2-4 is World 2's toughest area). To

have stage 2-2 or 2-1 to choose from, you'll have to track down at least one heart.

Two hearts will buy you entry into stages 2-3, 2-2 or 2-1, while finding all three

hearts will allow you to choose from any of World 2's stages.

V

If
l

1
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/4R0M COVER TO COVER
The Yoshis' journey to Baby Bowser's castle will take them through a total of

different stages, but since you can venture through only a total of 6 per game, there

will be tons of possible ways that you can delve into the story.

}>#* 1 The first chapterraiit I
ot Yoshi's Story

has the dinosaurs scrambling

through cardboard and needle-

point worlds and floating on
propeller-powered saucers.

M#!E 9 In the third world,
a

the Yoshis frolic

through even more fancy-pants

stages. This time around, they'll

enter worlds of spring-action and

pillowy snowscapes.

sea is embroidered. Pirate ships,

eels and jellyfish attempt to

deep-six a dinosaur. Jacques
A Cousteau was sooo wrong.

PACE?
Yoshi heads below ground in the

story's second world. Beneath
the surface, Yoshi unearths fos-

sils, Blarggs and gelatinous ooze.

PACE 4
So who's the king of the jungle? Ybshi

is, if it's determined by how fond you

are of fruit andhow well you can

scurry along inflatable platforms.

PACE 4 The ocean floor is

cardboard and the

M#i A The most frighten-

° ing chapter is the

final one where Bowser's house of

horrors, complete with psycho

knives, buzz saws and ghosts,

attempts to close the book on Yfashi.

VOLUME 104



Fierce fossils and other foes assault

Yoshi, and not every one is

appetizing. Some change
color and if Yoshi eats the

wrong colored baddie, your
dino will get indigestion.

BABY BOWHB
Bowser's just a wee tot in this sequel, but he's still

a big bully. In Yoshi’s Story, the Baby Koopa plots his

revenge on all Yoshis by transforming their island

into a picture book.

There are two kinds of enemies: those Yoshi can
eat and those Yoshi can egg. The balloon bully's

too big to lick, but an egg will burst his bubble.

Still haunting the Yoshis, the Boo Buddies bust back onto the scene. Also
breezing in are Blindfold Boos who respond to sound and zero in on any-

thing that makes noise.

>' ENEMIEl OLD ANB NEW
' Alongside some all-new enemies, old baddies

including Blarggs, Bob-ombs, Boo Buddies and Shy Guys

are terrorizing the island. Other familiar foes will sport

[

slightly different looks since, in this story, they're much
younger and smaller than those we're used to. (To per-

fectly match the pint-sized characters, munchkin style

music a" la Oz's Lollipop Kids serves as background tunes.)

^ NINTENDO POWER
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ft LITTLE HELP FROM OUR FRIEND!
POOCHYPOOCHY
The loyal canine is back, and

he'll help you hunt down fruit if

you take him for a walk. Once

the dog is unchained, Poochy
will sniff out fruits and lead

Yoshi to them. When Yoshi

gobbles up 30 fruits, you can

move on to the next level.

MR. WARP
Mr. Warp serves as a bookmark in

Yoshi's Story. The roly-poly check-

point is always sleeping when you
first encounter
him, but if you
make Yoshi hop on

him, he'll awaken
and allow you to

warp to another

area or he’ll let

you retry a level

starting from his

resting spot.

Friendly dragons slither high

through the air or in lava, and

Yoshi can hitch a ride on their

backs to safety.

WIYeUY*
Like Yoshis, Shy Guys come in colors. By

licking up a Shy Guy that matches the color

of your Yoshi, you'll earn extra points. But

don't worry if a Shy Guy's color isn't a

match-just pound the ground and the

shockwave will magically change the Shy

Guy's hue.

YOfill'9 EPILOCUE
Ifyou read between the lines, you'll realize Yoshi's Story is about babies, but not

for babies. With 24 levels of varying and challenging game play, mini-games,

and stunning graphics, Yoshi's Story will rewrite the book on next generation

games to declare that 3-D isn't the only wave of the future. This March, the

2 /i-D wave begins when the Yoshis tell their story.
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Still not convinced? Then how
about 43 top pro wrestlers from four

different leagues. All the big

stars from the WCW (World

Championship Wrestling), NWO
(New World Order), DOA (Dead or

Alive) and Independent Union orga-

nizations are here, each with his

own repertoire of attacks, locks and

signature moves. No cheap fireballs

or fantasy juggle moves here—just

good, old-fashioned suplexes, slams

and choke holds for the best in

mat-slapping excitement!

Even if you're not*rw^flifig fan/anyone who likes action or tour-

ney fighting games should give WCW Vs. NWO World Tour a try.

In fact, WCW offers more gut-level excitement and

mean.) Granted, most

no 20-hit combo can! , .

WCW is also Rumble Pak and

Controller Pak compatible. The

"hot swap" option allows you to

use the Rumble Pak during your

bouts and then switch to the

Controller Pak to save your

progress between matches or after a

championship win.

mm



Play a single match against the computer or

another player. As in other modes, you'll be

able to choose an arena and set a time limit. If

you select the Quick Match option, the bout

will go more quickly because your moves will

inflict more damage.

Exhibition mode throws you into the "squared

circle" for a single, winner-take-all match. You can

choose any wrestlers you wish and play out all your "dream"

matchups. The action won't be limited to one-on-one bouts, either.

With Tag Team, Handicap and Battle Royal options, up to four play-

ers can join the mayhem. Will Kevin Nash finally have his revenge

against his foes in the WCW, or will Sting put

jfca, few
Nash 'n ^'s Place - Would upstarts like the

jgm Black Ninja and Puchteca stand a chance

I against the masked might of Rey Mysterio

|r. and Ultimo Dragon? Here's your

5 chance to find out!

If you have more mayhem on your mind, then

try the two-on-two Tag Team match. Up to

four players can participate, with the com-
puter guiding any wrestler that's not being

controlled by a human. To call for a tag, just

press the top C Button.

A Handicap match pits one wrestler against a

tag team. Up to three players can play, with

the computer guiding any wrestler that's not

being controlled by a human. This mode can

help rookies get the feel for things or give

veterans a new challenge.

The Battle Royal is a frenzied free-for-all .

with four human- and/or computer-controlled

combatants in the ring at once. To switch
;

'

your attention from one wrestler to another,

press right G. Four wrestlers will enter, but

only one will leave!

Up to four players can participate in a whopping five modes of play, and

there's a host of options, including three difficulty levels, Spirit Meter (the bet-

ter your spirits, the more powerful your moves will be), Realism (injuries) and

more. There's even a Lumberjack option, which allows a tag teammate to

throw you back into the ring so you won't be counted out!

The ultimate grudge

I match! This one- or

two-player mode pits the big guns of

the WCW against the renegades of the

NWO in a single-elimination tourna-

ment. You can select up to five

wrestlers from each league and set the

order for the tournament. If your cur-

rent wrestler wins, he'll move on to the

next match. If he loses, the next wrestler

in line will take over. Defeat all of your

opponents to take home bragging rights

and the championship belt.

nWo

r SINGL
Play a
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You can hit the title trail in any of the four

leagues. Will you go for WCW's Starrcade

series, NWO's Souled Out events, DOA’s Final

Blast bouts or the Independent Union's Grand

Prix challenges? Maybe you'll come out on

top in all four leagues!

If you thought the breakaway of the NWO
from the WCW was a shock, then the

creation of this secret organization will

blow you right out of your seat! Win all

the championship belts in all leagues to

make it appear.

CRUISERWEIGI
BothWCW and DOA have cruiserweight

division titles. These guys may not qualify

f as heavyweights, but they're no pushovers.
" The cruiserweight divisions tend to be larg-

er than the heavyweights camps, so you'll

have a long, hard battle ahead of you.

You can choose up to eight wrestlers

from any league to round out your all-

star roster. Maybe you'd like to mix and

match the biggestWCW and NWO rivals

or start an all-out war between the

masked marvels of Mexico. It's up to you!

The League mode allows you to create your own

Let your imagination run wild with classic

teams from the past (for example,

"Hollywood" Hulk Hogan and former pal

"Macho Man" Randy Savage) versus more
recent pairs (say,NWO co-founders Kevin

Nash and Scott Hall) vying for the

mini-organization with up to eight individual

wrestlers or eight tag teams. They will then compete for the league

title in a round-robin tournament. Standings are determined by

points. You'll receive three points for a win, one point for a draw and

no points for a loss. You'll be able to determine which wrestlers will

be human- or computer-controlled before the tournament begins. If

a bout is between two computer-controlled wrestlers, you'll be able

to skip it and go on to the next match. If you skip a match, the com-
puter will determine the winner.

; League Challenge will separate the chumps
I from the champs. In this mode, you'll choose an

organization and work your way up the ranks in the heavyweight,

tag team or cruiserweight division. Once you defeat all your oppo-

nents in the heavyweight or the cruiserweight division, you'll battle

the hidden league champion. If you

win, you'll not only claim the cham-

pionship belt, but you'll also make

the former champ a playable charac-

ter. If you don't save your game to a

Controller Pak, the former champ

will disappear when you turn your

game off.

KkVYWHfiHT
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After selecting your league, you'll choose
between the heavyweight, tag team and
cruiserweight divisions and then select a

wrestler. In some leagues, the heavyweight
title is also referred to as the single (as

opposed to the tag team) title.

If you choose a tag team division, you won’
get a shot at the league champion at the end
of the series. A sec-

ond player can join you
in this series as your

tag team partner, but

not as an opponent.



Last, hill not least,

is the Tournament

mode. As in the League mode, you'll

be able to select up to eight individual

wrestlers or eight tag teams for the

competition, but unlike the League

mode, this contest is a single-elimina-

tion tournament with no second

chances for the losers. If an odd num-

ber of wrestlers or tag teams is select-

ed, the last wrestler or team chosen

will sit out the first round. The player

who controls the wrestler with the best

standings will always use Controller I.

shot at wrestling greatness. Maybe The
Claw and Blackheart don’t get the air time

that Diamond Dallas Page dees, but they

might sj'pnse you in the ring!

Here's the last word in tag team challenges.

No excuses and no second chances. Choose
from the established tag teams or put

together your own pair of bruisers to cap-

ture the team belts. Just remember that one
loss will mean ultimate humiliation!

1 Lf J

Luckily, WCW doesn't have a huge list of brain-busting combos to memorize. Instead, all moves are

divided into a few common types that use the same basic control sequences. Don't be worried about

variety, though. While the same control sequence will produce the same type of move from all the

wrestlers, the moves themselves will often be quite different. The grapple (grab) is the basic building

block for most special moves. Move close to your opponent and tap A for a weak grapple or press

and hold A for a strong grapple. From here, you'll be able to perform most special moves with just

one or two button presses.

-

Choose any of the big-league champs to

carry the dav or aive vour oersonal favorite a Sri 1

Most special moves will end with your

foe on the mat. Move in and tap B to

attack or tap A for an attack or a hold. If

your opponent's spirit is strong, you may
not even have time for one strike. If his

spirit is weak, you may get in two or

three.

SPIRIT METER
As you land blows and execute moves,

your Spirit Meter will grow and change
color. When it's full, it will say,

"Special." Grapple with your opponent

and then press the Control Stick in any
direction to perform an extra-powerful

special move.

DAZED AND CONFUSED
Sometimes your moves will be so devas-

tating, your opponent will sway back

and forth in a daze. When this happens,

walk around behind him, grapple him

from behind and execute a special move.

You can also use a rear grapple after you

pick up an opponent off the mat (press R

when your foe is down on the mat).
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Now it's time to step into the squared circle and face off with pro wrestling's best, and we'll start

with the stars of the WCW. We're featuring one or two special moves per wrestler, but keep in

mind that each combatant has over 30 individual moves. Try the different control sequences with

different wrestlers to uncover even more moves, attacks and holds.

At 6'4" and 270 lbs., the imposing Lex Luger has a clear

height and weight advantage over most of his WCW
cohorts. He has both great power and great stamina.

Sting changed his colors and his attitude, trading in his

"charming" personality for a darker demeanor. Will we
ever see the Sting of old? Only time will tell...

PION POWER SLAMBODY PRESS TORTURE RACK
SLAM fmm&iwmsmxaaiti

Use a strong grapple and then

press Up and A to lift your foe

high and bring himdown hard.

When your meter is full, grapple

your foe from behind (strong) and
press the Control Stick.

Use a strong grapple and then
press B to introduce your oppo-
nent to the mat—personally!

Use a strong grapple and press the

Control Stick when your Spirit

Meter is full.

He's ended many a match with his Choke Slam, but his

story is just beginning. The Giant was the world heavy-
weight champ for a short time, and he may be again.

IVER CHOKE SLAM

"Nature Boy" Ric Flair is at the top of his game and, not
surprisingly, at the top of the wrestling world. Flair walks
the walk, but he's got the power to back it up!

FIGURE FOUR
LEG LOCK

Your foe will be in a body cast
after you use a strong grapple,

press Down and then B.
When your Spirit Meter is full, use a

strong grapple and press the Control

Stick.

Move next to a downed foe's

legs (make sure he's face up) and
tap A for Flair's signature move.

When your meter is full, use a

strong grapple and press the

Control Stick for a sucker punch.

No matter if he's wrestling solo or alongside his brother,

Rick, Scott Steiner is a force to be reckoned with. Get
ready to be Steinerized!

Rick Steiner barks like a junkyard dog, and he fights like

one, too. If you climb into the squared circle with him, just

be sure you've had your rabies shot!

SUPLEX
PILEDRIVER

When your Spirit Meter is full, use a

strong grapple and press A. Is there a
doctor in the house?

When your meter is full, use a strong

grapple and press the Control Stick.

That's gotta hurt!
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LOCK BACK SLAM

When your opponent is dazed, grapple

him from behind (weak) and press A.

If your meter is full, grapple your

opponent from behind (strong) and

press the Control Stick.

If your foe is lying face up, move

close to his head and tap A for a

twist on the basic arm lock.

When your meter is full, grab your foe

strongly from the rear and press the

Control Stick.

The winner of WCW's 1995 Newcomer of the Year award,

Eddy Guerrero is already making a big splash in this sport,

and his future certainly looks bright.

With his colorful costumes and incredible acrobatics, Rey

Mysterio Jr. looks for all the world like a real-life superhero, a

sentiment his fans would no doubt share.

SWINGING
BACK BREAKER

BACK DROP SMALL PACKAGE HURRICANRANA

Use a strong grapple, press Up when your Spirit Meter is full, use a
and then press A for this sweet, strong grapple and press the
acrobatic attack. Control Stick.

Use a strong grapple and then When your meter is full, grapple

press Down and B to wrap up your your foe strongly from behind and
opponent. press the Control Stick.

HjisId U^ujuJj:
A cruiserweight he may be, but at 5T0" and 220 lbs., Chris

"The Crippler" Benoit is no slouch in the power department.

Wrestlers, beware!

NELSON
BACKFLIP PIN

When your meter is full, get behind

your foe, use a strong grapple and

press the Control Stick.

iiih

"Lord" Steven Regal's bad attitude and arrogant manner
haven't won him many friends or fans, but that seems to

suit this chap just fine.

ROLLING
Use a strong grapple and press the

Control Stick when your meter is

full for this "regal" move.

Once you work your way through the ranks of the WCW,
you'll face the hidden league champ. Diamond Dallas Page,

in a championship bout. Page has come from behind the

scenes and into the glare, of the spotlights and TV cameras.

Despite his size, Diamond Dallas is'as quick as any cruiser-

weight, so steer clear of

moves like his Fast Flip:

weak grapple, then press Up

and then B.

Defeat Page to make him a

playable character. Save your

game to a Controller Pak to keep

him on the roster.



In July, 1996, Kevin Nash and Scott Hall broke away from the WCW to form their own wrestling

organization, which they christened the New World Order. Citing unfair treatment by the WCW,
the renegades were soon joined by Hollywood Hogan, Syxx and a host of other top talents. Their

mission: the total takeover of World Championship Wrestling!

Since his defection, Hollywood Hogan has emerged as the leader of the NWO.
Alternately praised and reviled by fans, this six-time world champ remains one
of wrestling's most powerful figures in and out of the ring.

PE CHOKE SLAM (

Use a strong grapple and then

press A to take your opponent

for a walk he won't soon forget.

For the full "star" treatment, get a strong grapple and press

the Control Stick when your Spirit Meter is full.

Whoever the fake Sting is, his very existence is an insult to the real Sting of the

WCW, which is probably what he had in mind! In any case, this imposter seems to

have mastered most of Sting's moves fairly well.

LEG LOCKMAT SLAM

Use a strong grapple and then

press the Control Stick when
your Spirit Meter is full.

If your foe is face up on the mat, move near his legs and tap B
for a fair imitation of the real Sting's leg lock.

Normally, Eric Bischoff is busy behind the scenes as

Executive Vice-President for bothWCW and NWO, but it

seems he'll even take to the ring when needed.

After a so-so stint in the WCW, Marcus "Buff" Bagwell
has come into his own since joining the NWO. Now he's

ready to take his career to the next level!

TWIST SLAM BACK SLEEPER

When your meter is full, get a strong

grapple from behind and press the

Control Stick.

With a full meter, grapple your foe

from behind (strong) and press the

Control Stick.
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Fame and fortune eluded Scott "Flash" Norton while he was
in the WCW, but an invitation from his friend, Eric Bischoff,

to join the NWO has put him on the fast track.

THROUGH THE POWER SLAM
LEG BREAKER ___

Kevin Nash powerbombed Eric Bischoff through the

stage at the 1996 Great American Bash. That act, iror

cally, would soon lead to Bischoff's joining the NWO!

LDER BIG SLAM

Get your opponent into a strong Use a strong grapple and press the

grapple from behind and then press B. Control Stick when your Spirit

Meter is full.

When your opponent is face up on

the mat, stand next to his head

and press A.

When your Spirit Meter is full, use a

strong grapple and press the Control

Stick.

Scott Hall and Kevin Nash have found incredible success a

the tag team known as the Outsiders. Will you be able to

recreate their championship win?

Trained by the Great Malenko, Syxx has both wrestling

and martial arts skills at his disposal. The trio of Syxx,

Nash and Hall is known as "The Wolfpack."

FLYING SLEEPERBACK SLAM

If your foe is leaning dazed against

the turnbuckle, get him in a strong

Use a strong grapple, press bottom
C, and then when your foe bouces
back, press and hold A.

When your meter is full, get a

strong rear grapple on your foe

and then press the Control Stick.

Get a strong grapple on your oppo-

nent, then press Up and B.

After winning four world championships in the WCW,
"Macho Man" Randy Savage joined his long-time friend

Hollywood Hogan in the ranks of the NWO. As the hidden

champion of the NWO, he'll hit you with spectacular moves



The bad boys in the NWO like to think of themselves as rebels and rabble rousers, but wait until

they get a load of the Independent Union! Hailing mostly from Asia and Mexico, these combat-

ants bring a raw edge to the sport of wrestling. They may not be as famous as the big names in

the WCW or NWO, but they're worthy opponents, all!

jmnju
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' # flB One of Shaolin's

attacks mixes a rope

move with a submis-

sion hold: use a strong

grapple, then press bottom C. When your

foe bounces back near you, tap A.

trample attack: use a strong grapple,

press Up and then press A,

IIjjjj UjjJsjjuj/Jjj
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Many of the

Independent Union

._>

W

and DOA wrestlers

share common
moves like this one: when your oppo-

nent is face up on the mat, stand close

to his legs and press A.

You can use this control

sequence with most of

the wrestlers, but we
liked the Claw's version

of this type of slam: get a strong grapple,

press Down and then B.

The Shaman isn’t a

'ttill^HQ flashy fighter, but his

Overhead Slam works
well. When your

Spirit Meter is full, get a strong grapple

and then press the Control Stick.

If you use this Backflip™
-JAr'

‘

Pin at the right time,

IQlMr
:
you may get a three-

count fall out of it. Get

a strong grapple on your opponent, press

Up and then press B.

Master Fuji's Flip

Lock is different

enough to warrant

some attention. Get

JRHS If you're in the ring and

ft your opponent is on

the apron, grapple with

him and then press

bottom C. All the wrestlers can pull off

this type of move.

a strong grapple on your opponent,

press Down and then press B.

p
The cold-hearted Glacier is the Independent

Union champ. He may try to make a big splash

with some turnbuck- w taraa? fjfffiMi t“

le dives, but you 1
1 l Lm] L

won't fall for that!

Once Glacier is a

playable character, try

his turnbuckle moves
for yourself.

mum

ft**H
JJJusLilm The Ninja has speed on
his side, but he's hurt

easily by larger fight-

ers. Trv this uniaue



Many of the wrestlers in the Dead Or Alive organization are former pit fighters and Death

Match survivors. Just because they've gone "legit" in pro wrestling doesn't mean they've

lost their fighting edge, though. On the contrary, many of them like to think of themselves

as "outlaws" in the spirit of the Old West.

JjJJJJJU Ju
Kim Chee looks more like a sumo wrestler

than Sumo Jo does! If your opponent is

facedown on the mat, stand next to his

legs and pressA for the Bone Grinder.

We like to call this simple attack the

Lucky 7 Knee Slam, but you can just call

it brutal! Use a strong grapple on your

opponent and then press A.

We don't know what to call this one,

but we like it! When your Spirit Meter is

full, get a strong grapple on your oppo-

nent and then press the Control Stick.

The Flying Twist is another rope move
that's near and dear to our hearts—or,

rather, Blackheart. Use a strong grapple,

press bottom C and then press and hold A.

Hannibal's Neck Brace is a fresh varia-

tion on the old choke hold. When your

opponent is face up on the mat, stand

near his head and press A.

You'll have a blast with Power Keg and

this move. When your Spirit Meter is

full, get a strong grapple on your oppo-

nent and press A.

Ali Baba shares this move with others,

including the Black Ninja. For the

Middle Eastern version of this take-

down, get a strong grapple, press Up
and then A.

Saladin is quite imposing, but he doesn't

have much stamina. To unleash his Back

Spinner, get a strong grapple on your

foe from behind and then press B.

LIllJJ £JllLU
Now this is the

- waY t0 wraP UP a

present! When
your opponent is face down on the

mat, stand near his legs and press A.

Could you put your finger right here?

You won't like being on the receiving end of.

Wrath's many slams and splashes and crashes, but

just wait until the

IX )A <
: UBMl:.

Speed and agility will

serve you well in your

bout against Wrath.

ttioned?

Atorld Wrestltag organization, and it's made up-of wrestlers Iroi

>ther groups. Once you defeat the WWW wrestlers, you'll fSce I

:hamps: the awesome Joe Bruiser and the deadly Black' Widow!
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Forget the bouncy characters and happy 3-D settings of

Snowboard Kids, because this game is really a vicious killer. The

main action lulls you into complacency with three goofy-looking

opponents who will stop at nothing to knock you out of con-

tention using a wide assortment of silly weapons. While you're

boarding for your life, you'll have to pull off staggering stunts to

earn big prize money. As if you don't have enough to worry

about. Combine this misadventure with skill mode, time

trials, three hidden

courses and a multiplayer

game, and you've got

an action-packed, snow-

boarding monster that's not

to be missed.

After you choose your char-

acter from five cartoon kids In all, 12 boards are avail-

at the beginning of the game, able in the game, each with
three other racers line up with different attributes for

you at the starting line. speed and handling.

^ NINTENDO POWER
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Slash plays pranks on everyone,

but he's is a solid boarder, rat-

ing two stars in each of the

three skill categories: speed,

cornering, and tricks. His

special tricks include the Slash

Spin (hold A, push Up, Down,

Up and release A) and the Slash

Banzai (hold A, push Left, Right,

and release A.)

BONDIN’' 3XJVV11$

On the difficult Dino Park course.

Slash has the second best time of

all the racers on a level-one board

CvfrttLt gjiCt ^ { SKILL (tint fif'ffi.CK ^

The Battle Race is the main

event. You have to win the Gold

Cup on each of the six courses

before you can access the final

three courses. You can use

money on the courses to buy

items from the Clown Shops.

The skill events can take place

on any of three courses except

for the stunt event, which must
take place on the half-pipe

course. The other two events

are the fan race and the snow-
man shooter race.

From one to four boardin' buddies can beat on each other in the

multiplayer Battle Race mode. Choose any of the open Battle Race

courses and let the fun begin. With the screen split into two or

I four windows, the perspective i

shrinks down, so players with

knowledge of the course

have a definite advantage. The

strategy is to pick up coins and

weapon items to use against

your opponents while trying to

maintain a lead. This mode

never gets old.

IOU Even when you choose the

two-player game, you'll find

four characters lining up at

the start.

In Battle Races, you
always race against

three other opponents,

whether they are

human- or computer-

controlled. With four

people playing, the

action is completely

unpredictable.

Time Attack races can be run

on any Battle Race course that

you've opened. You'll race

against a ghost of your best

time if you have a Controller

Pak inserted in the Controller.



The quick start is

essential. When the

announcer says,

"Go!" and the Go
command appears,Welcome
tap the A Button.

The Clown Shops have
one item that will cost

you 100 coin units. (Each

gold coin is worth 100

coin units. Tricks also

earn you money.)

The lift line has a narrow
opening in the middle of the

fence. Aim directly at it and

stay clear of other racers

who might get in your way.

COWR$t$

The following highlights and tips for each Battle Race will

help you win the Gold Cups in the one-player game while giv-

ing you an edge in multiplayer matches. By winning all the

faces, you'll be able to access the final three courses and get

special snowboards and a sixth character.

dtrBtrdtrBtr novutfiiv 5 Laps/541m

He calls himself the Trick

Master, but he's worried that

Nancy may be better at pulling

tricks. His special moves include

Jam the Amazing (hold A, press

Down, then rotate the Control

Stick 360 degrees twice, and

release A). Jam the Great is

much easier (hold A, push Left,

Right, Left, Right, and release A).

Definitely the easiest course in the

game, Guruguru Mtn. is a great place

to master such skills as getting a fast

start (push the A Button on the "Go!"

command,) and sliding into the lift

gate at the bottom of the course,

which can be very frustrating.

Guruguru is fairly wide, so turning is

easy. There are two good jumps for

performing tricks, as well. Remember

to pick up coins early so

you can buy items.

In our test runs, Jam turned in the

second slowest time on the first

course at 0.35:56.



Bid SHOWMAN 2 Laps/1,750m O
This course is long, but you have just

two laps to get into the lead. With all

the items that are sure to be flying

through the air, that's no easy task.

The difficulty isn't much greater than

Guruguru Mountain, but you have to

watch out for obstacles as well as

enemies. When you see an exclama-

tion point appear, make a sharp turn

or hop to avoid an

incoming attack.

ISTBRTl

;

This section of

the course winds

through the trees.

Stay to the left

side to take the

jGORLl

shortest route.

The long path along

the rim of the cliff

can be dangerous.

Stay to the right to

avoid slipping off and

This corner is fairly

tight. You'll have to

make a very sharp

turn. A good turning

board and character

losing precious time.

SVHStT BOCK 11 Laps/1,706m ©

Everyone loves Nancy's tech-

nique. She's the best, not to

mention the friendliest snow-

boarder in the village. Although

Nancy rates only one star for

speed, you can improve that

weakness with a faster board.

Her turning and trick attributes

each rank high with three stars.

You'll find more variation on this

course than in the previous two

courses, but it's still pretty tame.

Watch out for the snowmen who
shoot ice balls. You can avoid their

shots by staying to the far left. You

must also dodge the penguins near

the top of the course, but that's easy.

The jumps are straight and giv

plenty of time to pull off

some great stunts.

Two sections of the

track are bombarded
by giant boulders. Stay

to the inside or left

side of the course in

either case to avoid

being flattened.



Linda is rather spoiled. Her

well-to-do parents own the

Battle Race courses. Linda's

speed is quite good at two and

half stars while her cornering

and tricks rank only one and a

half stars. She has just four spe-

cial tricks including the Linda

Bourgeoisie (hold A, Up, Down,

Up, Down, release A.)

Linda blazed to the fastest time
on Dino Park in 2.03:53, beating

the closest competitor by almost
two seconds.

NINTENDO POWER

tfldHT HldHW^Y 3 Laps/1,368mb £3,

Right after the
1 fence with

sparklers, you'll

find a shortcut on

the right side. Duck
in the narrow
opening to cut off

a loop in the track.

Prepare yourself for a greater chal-

lenge. The Night Highway course

may look beautiful as it sparkles in

the chilly night, but it's full of ugly

turns and jumps and shortcuts that

could scare off a gargoyle. There's

a lot to explore here, so a kid with

good turning control is your best

bet when starting out. Later, you

can use a speedster.

.. you
river,

shortcut tunnel

just to the right of

where you are

placed back on the

course. It's a fast,

wild ride.

dRASS VAIXtJY 3 Laps/1 ,490m

At this Yin the

track, choose the

left branch to avoid

the deep and dan-

gerous pits along

the right trail.

Jump and do

a trick to

clear the

Stop sign and

reach this

shortcut.

Crass Valley is the first of the unusual

boarding courses. For one thing, this course

has no snow on it. The slopes are covered

with slick, green grass. As far as game control

goes, you won't notice much difference from

snowy courses. The shortcuts in this stage are

more trouble than they're worth, especially

the top shortcut. We recommend giving

both shortcuts a miss. Computer oppo-

nents will never take any shortcut.

Stay on the main course

(the right path) to avoid

the treacherous walk-

ways and gaps along the

left shortcut.



[START]

When you reach
(

the teacup ride,

stay far to the left

along the railing.

You'll come out of

the area perfectly

lined up for the

next stretch.

If you perform a

trick on the jump
before the big

gap near the end

of the course,

you won't clear

the gap.

The blossom-

ing slopes of

Mt. Fuji may
be only a two-

star challenge,

but nine laps is

a marathon.

The more difficult Dino Park caused
Tommy some trouble. He ended up

third with a time of 2.06:70.

Snowboard Kids packs a lot of fun and variety into what appears on the surface to be

a simple game. The more you play it, though, the more depth you'll find. Special tricks

are listed in the manual, but they're very difficult to master. But more than any other

feature, the multiplayer game will keep the dust off of this Pak.

The Dino Park course is laid out on

snow, mostly, but you'll also board

over the teacup ride and down a swift

river before you reach the finish line.

Jumps are limited and often unmarked,

so you have to know this course like

the back of your board to earn money

by doing stunts. Don't miss the short-

cut right before you reach the dinos.

It's on the left side.

SNOWBOARD KIDS

VWO VXRK 3 Laps/1 ,490m ^

MORtf fOR tXrvU

Tommy is the final racer (except

for Sinobin, the ninja boarder)

and he is the fastest.

Unfortunately, his control is

rated at a single star and his

trick rating is just as low. He has

just three special tricks, includ-

ing the Fatty Man (Hold A, push

Up, then rotate 360 degrees

once, hold Up, and release A).

If you win all six of these races, you'll earn a pass that takes you

to a seventh course. Quicksand Valley, which is full of pyramids

and shifting sands. Win that race to open up Silver Mountain

—

a foggy course with limited visibility. If you win that race, as well,

you'll reach Mt. Fuji with its nine laps.

On the easy first course, Tommy
blazed to victory in our test run,

clocking in at 0.34:70.

TRICKS fiRt fOB KIDS
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THE ANNUAL NINTENDO EXPO at

Makuhari Messe near Tokyo was trans-

formed this year into a dual-purpose event.

The latest N64 games and products were

introduced to the gaming universe, but in

addition to this the show

served as a Pocket Monsters

convention for hordes of

avid PM fans. Some of the

products, as you're about

to see, combined the

N64 with the Pocket

Monsters phenomenon

in unique ways.

Mr. Yamauchi, the

president of Nintendo Co.

Ltd., addressed the show

goers on the first day,

speaking about future directions of gaming in

japan and the rest of the world. "The future mar-

ket for games will be quite different from the past.

Over 240,000 gamers showed up for Space World.

Pocket Monsters and Tamagotchi are good

examples of products that emphasize four impor-

tant new aspects of game play: nurturing, trading,

collecting, and adding. Addition is an important

element for the Nintendo 64 Disk Drive. The idea

of 'addition' is to provide users with opportunities

to enjoy the same game for a longer period. After

we have introduced a Nintendo 64 Disk Drive

title, users will be able to add new bonus games,

characters and follow-on games." The concept of

games that never end may sound pie-in-the-sky,

but it's on its way in 1998, along with

other surprises.

0 NINTENDO POWER



WHICH WAY TO GO?
was not a question for

us at Space World

—

we went straight for

Zelda 64! The biggest

surprise in Zelda 64

was the presence of a

targeting system for

battles. By pressing

the Z button, a tar-

geting box appears

on the enemy, sort

of like the lock-on target in StarFox 64. We were

also blown away by the use of animated cinema

scenes. When you first meet a boss character such

as Ghoma, Stalfos or the the giant Dodongo, the

camera dramatically pans around the scene, or it

may even take the monster's viewpoint, before

shifting behind Link for the battle. When we

weren't fighting, we explored a village and a

dungeon and learned to ride the horse in a prac-

tice field with jumps. Link's horse can walk, trot

and gallop, but when you whip the steed to gain

momentum, it consumes the row of carrots, which

is the meter for horse energy. Once you whip up

a good head of steam, the horse can jump over

obstacles. As a pedestrian in town, Link is greeted

by Hyrulians everywhere he goes. The good

citizens actually call out, "Konnichiwa!" or

"hello" in Japanese. (We expect the English

version to have a different greeting.) We found

that play control was intuitive and refined. The

analog Control Stick is used for walking or

running while the A Button and right, left, and

bottom C Buttons are for weapons and items. The

Button operates your shield and the B Button

activates special actions such as climbing or

jumping. Your inventory sub-menu pops up when

you push Start. From the inventory, you can

change your armor or use items. Since the game

isn't complete yet, some of these things may

change, but the sheer amount of control players

have makes Link the most versatile hero ever.

ZELDA THE
MOVIE
Mr. Miyamoto's hope

is that players will

find Zelda 64 totally

immersive, like no

game before. Part of

that feeling is accom-

plished by cinematic techniques inspired by

movies. At the very beginning of the game, a

dramatic sequence plays out in a pounding thun-

der storm. Link, outside the gate of Hyrule Castle,

witnesses Zelda fleeing on horseback, followed a

short while later by an evil figure that can only be

Gannondorf, the king of thieves. Later, when

exploring a shadowy dungeon,

Link opens a treasure chest. As

the lid falls back, light pours out,

bathing the scene in a golden

glow. You can even do some

directing of your own using the

top C Button. It seems that Zelda

64 has it all, lights, cameras,

and action.
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YOSHI'S STORY and F-Zero X also grabbed

serious game time from your Power reporters. You

can read more about each game in its respective

preview in this issue. Yoshi's Story had just been

finished before the show. It promises to be a very

special game, combining playful, prerendered art

with captivating exploration and puzzle-solving

action. F-Zero X floored us with its speed

and smoothness, not to mention the

many cars and racers. Yoshi i

due for release ii

early March in North

America, while F-Zero

will follow later in 1998.

PARTY ON 64
The biggest surprises at

Space World were 1080

Snowboarding (which is

also covered in this

month's Pak Watch)

and some very cool

Nintendo 64 Disk

Drive products. An-

other title that has been

jjSfc quietly in develop-

ment at Nintendo

and Left Field

Productions is NBA
Courtside, which is covered in

this month's bonus preview

section. Five complete stages of

Banjo-Kazooie

showed that

B-K has come

a long way since we previewed the game last fall.

Third party publishers also showed upcoming

games in playable and video for-

mats. Imagineer featured SimCity

2000 for the N64, which is based

i the computer game. ASCII's

e, a futuristic racer,

attracted race fans, and we had our

first look at Konami's G.A.S.P.—

a

good-looking, 3-D tournament

fighter. Sumo 64 from Bottom Up,

which may be a Natsume release

in North America, was also

playable at the show. Namco's Family Stadium

Baseball was a hit, and the oddball game, Denryu

Ira Ira bou, in which you have to guide a rod

through an electrified maze, attracted a following.

|Jan|2QQQ|o| (J Q V|$i



Animate 3-D characters of your own
design. You can even put the character in

a game that's included in Talent Maker.

FUN MAKER
The coolest part of these programs

is that you will be able to

customize future games in amaz-

ing ways. For one thing, you'll be

able to use the art created in one

Mario Artist program in any of the

other programs, swapping data

back and forth. You'll be able to

create 3-D models, paint

the models with textures

created from video images

and modified in Picture fcpjr

Maker, then animate the L
models in scenes or use H
them as custom imports in U" 1"'1

games. Mr. Miyamoto men- B

tioned a specific example

of this. "In SimCity 64,

players will be able to cre-

ate a sign or image that

they put on a building in

their city." Other examples

could include painting

vehicles in a game or creating a new face

for a character. If you use a video image of

yourself, you'll be able to become the star

of your favorite game.

AT SPACE WORLD, we

saw for the first time

just how the read/write

capability of the 64DD
can be used, and it's very

cool. Talent Maker, Polygon

Maker and Picture Maker are

three separate programs that allow artists to create

3-D models, pictures and animation. (A fourth

program in the Mario Artist series called Sound

Maker is also in development.) Talent Maker lets

you modify 3-D characters for use in various

animations and games. An N64 mouse is used to

create precision changes to existing models.

Artists will find a library of features such as eyes

and noses. You can stretch and shrink body parts,

as well. In Polygon Maker, you create actual 3-D

models like the jet fighter shown here. By

combining and shaping polygon primitives, such

as squares, you can create virtually anything. The

final program, Picture Maker, is a powerful paint

program. Mario Artists won't be limited to using

their imaginations, either, because they will be

able to import video images from any video

source, such as a video camera or VCR, using a

plug-in Pak.

The dinosaur above hails from Creator, a paint

C
rogram from Software Creations. As in Super NES
lario Paint, you can play a flyswatting game in Mario

Artist, but this time it's in 3-D!

From a simple cube you'

be able to build a jet

using Polygon Maker.
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Two new Pocket Monsters
game—the Silver and Gold

editions—were introduced

in Japan.

THERE'S ALMOST no comparison

in North American gaming to the

incredible success of Pocket

Monsters in Japan. At Space World,

Nintendo gave away the 151st

monster, a little guy named Myuu,

to well over one hundred thousand

PM fanatics. The new gold and

silver Pocket Monster games

were introduced, as well.

Huge news in

Japan, but what does it matter to us? For one

thing, Mr. Yamauchi announced that the

collectible, tradeable Pocket Monsters would

arrive in North America in the fall of '98. He also

indicated that the games would be customized for

western markets, a process that should include

new art for many of the monsters. That's just the

beginning.

OUT OF THE POCKET
With the Nintendo 64 Disk Drive, Pocket

Monsters will enter that new realm of gaming

described by Mr. Yamauchi and

mmn M@mrm§

How finished is Zelda 64 at this time?

The play control is almost done, but

the game still needs more puzzles and surprises

I want Zelda to be a totally new experience for

players.

Is Metroid 64 on your schedule?

We don't have a Metroid game in

the works at this time. Would you like to see

one? [What do you think we answered?]

What do you like most about F-Zero X?

I think it's the fastest video game in

history. You drive about 1,000 kph and the

animation runs at 60 frames per second.

1 080 Snowboarding kind of appeared

out of the blue. How do you like it?

It's very realistic and I like that. We
want to make it the best snowboarding game
out there and we want to be one step ahead of

the others, but we also think it needs to come
out before the snow melts.

How will the Nintendo 64 Disk

Drive change video game playing?

I think it's now becom-

ing clear why we chose to go

with the Disk Drive rather than

with CD-ROM. Mr. Yamauchi

talked about several game ele-

ments that will be important in

the future. For instance, Pocket

Monsters is an obvious example of

trading, but the trading concept

can go much deeper. In

SimCopter you'll trade infor-

mation with SimCity. If a fire

breaks out in SimCopter,

you'll fly to the location

through a city that you

have created in SimCity

64. This is also a big

part of Mario Artist. You

could paint a picture on

the side of a building in

SimCity using art from

Mario Artist.

© NINTENDO POWER



Super Mario RPG 2

Super Mario RPG 2 really has a new

look. What are your goals for it?

The original Super Mario RPG used

rendering technology to give it a 3-D look.

With the N64 you could also do the game with

rendered art, but it would look very much

like the original and we want to do something

different. We're looking at ways to make it

new. For instance, in Yoshi's Story, we're using

the idea of the story book. In Super Mario

RPG 2, we're doing something along

those lines.

From there, monster data is downloaded to the

Nintendo 64 Disk Drive game. Once your

monster is in Pocket Monsters Stadium, you'll see

it in a colorfully rendered, 3-D form, and you'll be

able to enter it in a battle tournament against your

friends' favorite monsters. If you want to transfer

the monster back to the Game Boy for more train-

ing and RPG play, you can do that, too.

BAG A MONSTER
The second Nintendo 64 Disk Drive Pocket

Monsters game takes you into a 3-D world alive

with monsters from the PM universe. The object is

to hunt down all the monsters and shoot

them. ..with a camera. After all, you wouldn't want

to hurt an innocent monster. Since many monsters

tend to be shy in the wild, virtual photographers

may have to lure them into the open with bait and

In Pocket Monsters Stadium,

players import a couple of

monsters from the Game Boy
versions of Pocket Monsters

and watch them fight in full

color 3-D animation.

snacks. Once a monster is visible, players snap

off several shots then save the best ones in a

Pocket Monsters photo album.

MONSTER LULLABY
This one is really out there. An N64

product called Pikachu Genkidechu for

the Japanese market allows players to

give Pocket Monsters verbal commands.

A special microphone plugs into an N64

controller slot, and the game uses voice

recognition to interpret what the player

says. In turn, the monster will

react to your commands, display-

ing appropriate emotions on its

cute little monster face.

Space World demonstrat-

I ed that, in the near future, not

I only will we trade and

I upgrade game data, we'll

I design courses, add art and

I talk to characters directly.

I Much of that future vision of

I gaming depends on the

I unique read/write capability of the

I Nintendo 64 Disk Drive, and Game Boy's

I ability to transfer data makes it an integral

I part of the N64 gaming picture. The future

I is upon us, and

I a little monster

I shall show us

I the way.

Say "cheese." The
goal of Pocket

Monsters Snap is

to make a photo

album that includes

every monster

in the game.
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War fTlech S Ichiro

This code is a two-fer! On the

Copyright screen, rotate the

Control Pad counter-clock-

wise until you hear a tone.

War Mech and Ichiro will

now be on the Character

Select screen.

Golf Course Rrena

To hold your battle on a golf

course, go to the Character

Select screen, highlight

Koyasha, press Start, highlight

Kull, press Start, highlight

Takeshi and press Start.

Madden
FootballfjLl

Hidden Team
No Madden game would be complete without a cool hidden

team code at the very least. To enable the ultra-powerful

Tiburon team, first enter the Season mode, choose "Front

Office" and then select "Create Player." Enter "Tiburon" as

the player name. Save the player and exit. The Tiburons will

now be available in the Exhibition mode. They'll be more

than a match for any squad out there!

Hidden Surprises
We told you last issue that we had just one more Mace code

in our files, but we wondered in print if there were any more

to be had. Well, our faith was well rewarded with several

sweet surprises from our pals at Midway. We've uncovered

several hidden Mace characters over the last couple of

issues, and our code hunters have also bagged a whole herd

of special moves for them, which we'll reveal starting next

issue. In the meantime, see if you can figure out any of their

moves on your own!

Play Rs fled

To play as Ned, go to the

Character Select screen and

highlight Koyasha, press Start,

highlight Executioner, press

Start, highlight Deimos and

press Start. Now choose Xiao

Long as your character.

Choose characters as normal.

Crazy Cars
If you're a true Gear-head, then you'll love this tasty bit of

insider info. To activate the Milk Truck, complete the entire

first year of the Championship mode. If that little moo-ver

isn't fast enough for you, then complete two full years (two

six-season circuits) in the Championship mode to enable the

Helmet Car. Both cars are front-engined with rear wheel

drive and are rated "11" in acceleration and top speed.

2-Player Practice

Plug in two controllers. On the

Title screen, press Start on

both controllers simultane-

ously. Now two players will

be able to enter the Practice

mode and spar against

each other.

This team is available in

Exhibition mode only and can't

be saved to a Controller Pak.

pm'’
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Looking for a new ride? You'll

have to earn it!

This baby handles smooth-
smooth like buttah!

The Tiburons will run rings

around (or just run over!) any

opponents.

m



Boogerman
To activate Boogerman, go to

the Character Select screen,

hold the L Button and press
Up, Right, Down, Left, Right

and Left on the Control Pad.

lAV^AlltV

LAYfALlt'l

Boogerific Fatalities
Clayfighter 63V Boogerman as a playable character. The
patented Flaming Fart. The ever-so-delicate Toiletality. Need
we say more?

Flaming Fart

To unleash this, er, unique

fatality, stand at sweep dis-

tance and press Down, Down,
Back, Back, Toward, Toward
and the R Button. This must be
seen to be believed!

Toiletality

To bring a rain of porcelain ter-

ror down on your opponent,

stand at sweep distance and

K
ress Down, Down, Back,
ack and Fair Punch.

Falling Squish
Stand close (but not next) to

your opponent and press
Down, Toward, Down and the L

Button. Not terribly spectacu-
lar, but effective, nonetheless.

Squeeze Cheese
Stand close to your opponent
and press Down, Down, Down
ad the R Button to execute
this squeeze play.

*JKXS»
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’Htreme-l

Psychedelic Cycling
We're beginning to wonder if there's any end to the trick

names in Extreme G! To enable unlimited weapons, enter

"arsenal" as your name. Press the Fire button at any time

during a race to call for special weapons. To make your tires

and/or the tracks very slippery, enter "banana" as your

name. To have unlimited super turbo boosts, enter "nitroid"

as your name.

Many of these names can be
used together. Just enter

them one after the other.

The super turbo boosts can
make for quite a racing experi-

ence!

Hidden Pilots
If none of the default pilots is turning out to be Top Gun
material, give these two a try. To activate Mao Mao and his

F-15J Eagle, press left C, bottom C, right C, top C, left C,

right C and bottom C on the main menu. (He'll also appear

if you continue a game three times on the Tokyo stage.) To

activate Spanky the Dolphin and his X-29A, you must com-
plete all the bonus stages.

Enter the Mao Mao code on
the main menu.

The F-15J is effective against

land and air opponents.



Into the Twilight Zone?
Here's one that came to us via e-mail. To see a fun cinema

scene, first enter "VORTEX" as your name and press "OK"
to confirm it. Now press and hold the Reset Button on your

N64. The scene will repeat after several seconds.

Super Weapons
To help you prolong the inevitable in Robotron 64, try these

super weapon codes on for size. At any time during play,

press Up, top C, Up and top C to activate a double laser. To

switch to a triple laser, press Right, Right, left C and bottom

C. If you're really in dire straits, press Down, Down, Up and

right C. You'll activate the triple laser and you'll leave

behind a glowing trail that will destroy almost any enemy
that touches it. Each super weapon will last for only a few

seconds at a time.

It will take several seconds
for the scene to begin.

"You’re entering a dimension
of sight and sound..."

Extra fimmo
Here's something we just stumbled across one day. In multi-

player Live and Let Die mode, try shooting ammo boxes with

bullets. They won't blow up, as you might expect. In fact, a

few of them will split into two ammo boxes!

This trick works just with bul- The extra boxes will regener-
lets and not explosives. ate after you collect them.

f W
Use the Control Pad (not the

stick) to enter a code.

The effect will last only a few
seconds, so make it count.

c* Secret of Mana
Code Hunter Corner: Ornery Orbs
Some players have been having trouble with the Sword Orb

trick for Secret of Mana we printed in Volume 102. As we
mentioned, using the Neko save point near the Ice Country

can scramble or erase your game file, and that's why we rec-

ommended using an empty file. What we didn't mention is

that using this point can also cause your game to freeze. If

this happens, you can reset and try again. Be warned,

though; in some cases, this trick may not work at all.

If you have an awesome trick, password or code for our Classified Information

files, drop us a line at the address at the right. For access to even more cool codes

and tips, check out Nintendo's official web site at www.nintendo.com.

nintendo Pouter
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, LUR
98073-9733
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PUZZLER PREVIEWi

ETRIX
has a wonderfully weird and wet puzzler that h

ial splash! Dive into our preview of this game ir

Created by Zed Two in England and published by

Ocean of America, Wetrix is the second puzzle title

planned.for the Nintendo 64. The object of the game

is to move failing blocks around to keep rainwater

from leaking off your square parcel' of 3-D land-

scape. The longer yob keep water on the playing

field, the more points
1
'you'll earn.

You start Wetrix with a flat, square of land. As the

game begins, random blocks will fall from the sky.

You need to piece the blocks together to form

enclosed square areas to hold water. If you remem-

ber playing Rampart, you'll recall building fortress

walls with puzzle pieces. You have to do the same

thing in Wetrix, but your object is to build dikes and

dams and prepare for the impending storm.

to do your best to manage the

your luck holds on long enougt

arrive so you

can repair any JggjP
damage caused H
by the heavy

rains. As the I

Whether you're ready or not, the Wetrix rains will

arrive and tumble down across your landscape. You

must do your best to direct the small and large tor-

canyons you've

created with the

the saturation

point, the rivers



If you're not sure if you've got the next piece
lined up for a drop, you can use the C Buttons

to shift or tip Wetrixs isometric playing field. HEAD F0I
HMSH 1 .GRUrii
It's still too early to speculate <

for Wetrix, but the version '»*"> *

two-player mode. Truth be told,

still incomplete, we couldn't

bet that puzzle fans will be playing

more than forty days and forty nigh
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Nintendo Power Volume 102 featured secrets and strategies for three of the toughest

early levels in Duke Nukem 64. While this helped gamers get midway through the game,

we knew that sooner or later most hardcore players would run into a jam or two before they

reached the final battle. With this in mind, we wanted to provide some additional strategies on

—I. the final stages, including a tip or two for reaching Area 51, one of the

grooviest—if not the toughest—secret levels in the entire game. So load

^
up and get readV to rock!

If you get your kicks bashing alien bad-

dies, you'll love this month's coverage of the

trickiest spots in the advanced stages in Duke

Nukem 6. In addition to outlining tips on defeating the

alien invaders and uncovering secret areas, we’ll show
you how to reach secret stages, including Area 51.
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DUKE NUKEM 64

You need the Yellow Key Card to

use the Beta Transport. This means the

aliens know you'll be boarding the Alpha

Transport first. Clear out the car and use

your grenade launcher on the truculent

toadies waiting at the end of the line.

against the walls

where you found the

Holoduke, you'll

stumble into a room

with an elevator. Be

ready for action

when the elevator

doors slide open—there's an alien wait-

ing in the corridor. Drop a pipe bomb or

two into the water tanks to discourage

the foes gathering on the main floor.

• AMMO
•WEAPONS
•HEALTH
• ITEMS
SECRETS

•BABES
« ATOMIC HEALTH

All aboard for the Gamma Transport, the terror train bound for carnage
and chaos. The trick to surviving this level is to use laser trip wires and
pipe bombs to lay traps and clear out the enemies ahead of and behind
you, without stumbling into the explosive traps and ambushes the aliens

have hidden throughout the complex. Unfortunately, there is only one
way to complete the level, so, like the enemies, know your timetable as
well as they know the schedule for the 5:15 commuter express, they'll be
waiting to meet you at every stop along your journey.



Sprint for the

Yellow Key Card and col-

lect all of the other items

in the alcove the moment

you enter this chamber. As

you turn around, a half

dozen wall panels will

open and slimy creatures

will leap out at you. Use

your shotgun to dispatch

the aliens, then edge your

way to the door in the cor-

ner. Behind the door you'll

find a massive monster

armed with a shrinker and

some razor-sharp claws.

As you flee from the beast.

You'll stumble

into a secret area halfway

along the Beta Transport

tracks. To find it, lean out of

the door as the train rum-

bles through the tunnel.

You'll jump off the trans-

port as it passes the open

hole. Inside you'll find two

Atomic Health power-ups.

This broad crater

is swarming with explosive flH
homing drones. The trick

to defeating them is to lure 'A

them into chasing you

around the crater wall. As K
you run, spin around and

blast them with your guns. »
*

As long as you keep moving, you'll be able to vyipe

out all of them without taking a hit.

drop and detonate pipe

bombs behind you. You

won't be able to leave the

area until you defeat him.

Aliens are waiting to ambush you at the end of the

line. You can derail their plans by delivering a remote con-

trol bomb. Throw a pipe bomb on the Beta Transport, then

watch the security monitor as the train arrives at the other

station. Detonate the bomb when the doors open.

There's a heavily-

armed monster waiting to

duke it out the moment you

deactivate the force field in

front of him. You can take

this guy out without a fight if

you roll pipe bombs up

against the energy barrier.

Projectiles can't pass through

force fields, but the explosive

power of the pipe bomb will

always blast a target.

After you deactivate the force field, you'll have a choice between exiting the stage

at the bottom of the crater and opening up a passage that leads to Lunatic Fringe, one of

secret stages in the game. Either way you'll have to step into the black monolith. There

you'll find the normal stage exit at the bot- w j i r

tom of the pool. To find the secret passage,
j

look for a crack in the upper wall as soon as ^
you step through the monolith. Use a pipe

j
bomb to blast open the hole. Run and leap • S* ' *

J I

up through the opening, then hit the self- |

destruct button. You'll find the strategies for

on the next page.completing Lunatic Fringe

NINTENDO POWER



DUKE NUKEM 64

Blasting everything in Lunatic Fringe won't buy^
" you a ticket to the next level. The solution to

this bewildering stage is locked away in the mid-
dle of the central core. What you see inside the core
doesn't necessarily reflect reality, so don't believe W
your eyes—unless you see a huge alien pointing a W
massive artillery piece at your head. W

Dispatch the aliens that attack you at the stage entrance,

then shoot the four buttons on the walls around the chamber.

Pressing the four buttons will open the core, but it will also

release every enemy onto the main floor of the stage. This

strategy sounds suicidal, but it's easier to solve the stage puz-

zle and find the exit after you defeat all of the enemies.

START

l—” There are two ’if _____ ,

tough aliens inside the
j

; I

core. Standing toe-to- I I
T

,«
i

If'

toe and duking it out /

‘‘
’

Ilf

with these armored ' <"

beasts will result in -y

—

<ll ^ —

>

nothing but grief and 1 *
» —

—

frustration. The trick is to stand on the ledge of the core window and lob

pipe bombs and grenades down on them. You'll find it easier to clean out the

remaining pockets of resistance inside the core after these seedy characters

have been eradicated.

• AMMO • ITEMS
• WEAPONS SECRETS
•HEALTH • BABES

* ATOMIC HEALTH

To get out of the level, press the alien palm print just inside the core. If you

press the button and glance out the window, you'll see an open passage leading

out of the level. But if you walk around the corner, you'll see a solid wall and a

big map. What's going on ... -r—

—

here? Think of each core ~*

window as a rearview mir-
f

ror. What you're seeing is
j

on the opposite side of the
> y

core. You'll find that the ^
exit is on the other side. ' </"
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Flood Zone to send
you to your watery grave. The
twisting passages and sunken
streets in this half-submerged

city will take your breath
away—permanently. If you
find yourself constantly end-

ing up as fish food, remember
this Nukem fishing fact: one or

two pipe bombs will fillet the

catch of the day.

•AMMO • ITEMS
•WEAPONS SECRETS
•HEALTH • BABES

« ATOMIC HEALTH

Don't go diving off into the

depths until you rescue the woman
trapped on the rock i—

above the falls. Leap off

the ledge and swim up

the stream, then turn

around and let the cur-

rent push you back to

the rock.

This secret area is

tough to find, even if you're

wearing night vision goggles.

As soon as you leap off the

falls, look for the strands of

seaweed on the wall oppo-

site the submerged office

.building. Place a pipe bomb

or two against the wall to

open the hole, then swim in

and collect the scuba equip-

ment, missiles and assorted ,

ammunition.

High above these

ledges you'll find the Blue Key

Card and and a hidden alcove

containing missiles. Stand

where you found the card

and turn into the wall to find

the heat seeking missiles. If

you keep climbing you'll end

up on Flood Zone's lethal

rooftop level.

(50) NINTENDO POWER



Use the missile launcher or

other explosive devices to take out

the high flying hot shot and his

fancy jet fighter. If the alien closes

in before you shoot him down,

switch over to your pipe bombs

and leave a trail of fiery shrapnel

along your escape route. After

you've smoked the jet, leap off the

roof and land on top of the flashing

electric sign. Here you'll find an

Atomic Health power-up and

another prisoner.

Once you get the Yellow Key Card you can turn

around and swim back up through the building, or, if

you find yourself short of

breath, swim behind the i, ,J ;

red curtains. Inside you'll It H
find a tunnel leading up L H
to an air pocket and a . >
teleporter. The teleporter 1 1|

will take you back to the

^

Use the Yellow Key Card I - **WJ
on the door inside the white

office building. The door opens Bt
onto a stairway leading to the ™I^B I

roof. Load up on ammo and f

items, then watch your back— \

there's a flying jet jockey waiting *— —

_

for you to grab the Atomic Health power-up above the

stairway door. Nab the power-up, then spin around and

fire a spread of missiles. Replenish your health by pick-

ing up the second Atomic Health power-up out on the

building ledge.

If you guessed that

this is an elevator shaft,

you're exactly right. But

you'll run out of air if you

wait around for a lift. The

only way to the top floor

of this building is to swim

up the elevator shaft. Keep

your shotgun or pistol ready—after you reach the top,

you'll crash the extraterrestrial party currently underway

in the penthouse suite.

After you've 1
cleared the roof, go back 1
down the stairway and

swim into the basement.

Shoot the button on the

wall, then swim through ™
\

the open door. You'll

find the Red Key Card M KTTJ

beneath the red neon sign across the street.

If you detonated

grenades or pipe bombs to

clear out the pool, you

won't have to fight your

way to the elevator shaft

that leads to the room

with the Yellow Key Card.

If you're having problems

finding your way, see the

big picture by activating

your night vision goggles.

Your machine gun will

clear out the enemies in

your way.

If you haven't

guessed already, there's l.

a final jet jockey wait-

ing for you to walk to .

the Red Key Card door,
j

Blast him, replenish pS
your energy, then stock wV ^
up for one last battle

u ""

inside the rooftop storage room.



You'll find another secret area and a plasma

gun in a room behind the Duke Nukem billboard.

Climb up the wall above the smoking helicopter

and leap to the ledge beneath the sign. Inch along

the ledge until you find the hole in the canvas.

It's a little too quiet on the set of Studio 1 7A.

You can avoid a potentially lethal ambush by soft-

ening up the room with grenades and pipe bombs.

Use your machine gun or other small arms to clean

out any remaining pockets of resistance.

Watch your step when
you're rescuing the prisoner in the

sewers—there's an open pit just in

Front of you. You can take a running

leap or use your jetpack to clear the

?ap. After you've saved the woman
*nd collected the Atomic Health

jower-ups, take a step backwards

ind fall into the pit. You'll find the

stage exit at the bottom.

Some wise guy painted graffiti over the but-

ton on the USA sign in Studio 1 7B. Press against

the letter A to activate the switch. The hidden

switch opens a secret place next to the sign. Inside

you'll find three prisoners and some heat-seeking

missiles. Load up on the goods, because a squad of

aliens is sneaking up behind you.

game. You must follow Steps Six and Eight to reach Area 51. The other switch

near the chair activates a hidden panel on the other side of the studio. You'll find

a pair of night vision goggles behind the panel.

dollar bill by it—then run back to the candy machines in the other room. If

you're fast enough, you'll reach the door before it closes.

The Movie Set stage is a big fork in the road: depend-
ing on where you go in the stage you'll either end up in

Rabid Transit, the 26th level in Duke Nukem 64, or you'll find

your way to Area 51, arguably one of the coolest and toughest
places in the game. Read up, then chart your course.



If you walk down these subway

fairs, you'll be on a one-way trip to the

tabid Transit stage. Hidden along the

teps are explosive charges

hat will seal off the passage

tehind you. If you plan on

exploring Area 51, do not

valk down the stairs—move

ilong to Step Eight instead.

START

• AMMO \U '

•WEAPONS ’

•HEALTH
• ITEMS
SECRETS

• BABES
« ATOMIC HEALTH

The Red Key

Card opens a utili-

ty room door. This

room looks ordi-

nary, but there's an

important electri-

cal switch that controls both doors leading

to the Movie Set exits. If you flip the switch

and check the security monitor, you'll see

the door that connects you to the Rabid

Transit stage open.

When you flipped the electrical switch at Step Six, a second door

opened on the opposite side of the Movie Set. You won't see this door on a

security monitor, and it's very difficult to reach. Fight your way to the other

end of the stage and enter the open door

leading to the sound stage. Defeat the mon-

sters and press the red alien palm print in

the fireplace. Pressing the button opens a

small door at the far end of the room.

The Area 51 aliens have sent out a welcoming committee.

Clear the path ahead of you with the grenade launcher or pipe

bombs. If fight gets too intense, switch to your plasma gun. One

powered-up plasma charge will usually clear an entire room—

a

.survival tactic you'll use throughout the next level.

Not by a long shot, straight shooter. You're still four

levels away from trading blows with the head honcho
and mastermind behind the alien invasion. Luckily for you,

most of the combat techniques and clues you've picked up
in this review apply to the rest of the levels in the game. If

you remember our advice and keep your wits about you,

saving the world will be a piece of cake.
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Trademark of Nintendo, (s

Diddy Kong, Banjo & Krui

licensed by Nintendo.

Diddy Kotig facing School
Driver's ed is in session, and we'll put you on the fast

(

track to getting to the head of the class (and the pack)! After

racing each of the eight main racers on each of the tracks on

Timber's Island, we were able to map out the

best shortcuts and chart our best lap times.

L* Who's the besfracer for which course?

, Enroll in DKR school to find out.
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[ 12 Ben Shortcut* 1
Save time with a dozen detours. The A on each map marVs
the shortcut's entrance, while B is its exit.

Fossil Canyon
Why drive around the lake when you

can boost over it? Rocket from the

course's second zipper so that you

jettison near the left canyon wall.

When you touch down, head for the

nearby zipper to launch your car over the

lake and toward the tunnel entrance at the

opposite shore.

Whale Bay
Rather than cruising around the pirate ship docked

in Whale Bay, take the inside line by boarding the

schooner and detouring on its deck. Whenever you

approach the back of the boat, the whale will peep

its head above water. Using the whale as a ramp,

race up its blubbery back, hop on board the ship, I

then hop off by the tree that grows near the left :t

side of the ship.

Hot Top Volcano
By taking the right

passage in the lava-

filled tunnel, you'll

have a straight flight

path through the

cavern's first

stretch. The short-

cut's easy to over-

look, but if you fly

around the stalactite's right side,

you'll be able to make a

beeline for the detour.

lagoon
Enter Pirate Lagoon's

final zipper in order

to propel your hov-

ercraft over the bar-

rier reef. If your

is shaky,

you'll botch your

attempt at clearing

the wall, so try it

only if you're a con-

fident and capable

captain.

Crescent Island Walrus Cove
Cutting corners will also cut your time

down, and one of the best comers to clip

is Crescent Island's. As you exit the final

tunnel, hold both the R and B Buttons

while turning right to sharply swerve

into the hidden inside path.

@ NINTENDO POWER

While other racers will follow the course's zigzagging

path, you can save time by going off road and blaz-

ing your own trail. When you exit the last tunnel,

boost from the zipper to the snowbank on

the right. Plow along the bank, cross the

road, then head for the left rock wall to plow

through another snowbank.



Walrus Cove
Break away from the pack by taking the road less trav-

eled. Walrus Cove's final stretch forks into two paths,

and most racers motor down the pathway on the

right. Though the narrow left path leaves

little room for shaky steering, it'll be the

quicker road to victory. In addition to being

the shorter route, the left road also contains

the course's final road zipper.

DIDDYKONG RACING

Snowball Valley

The red arrow

visible from

Snowball

Valley's

starting line

warns you to

turn right.

Arrow, shmar-

row. Ignore the

sign and swerve left as you approach

it. Around the bend you'll spot a

Christmas tree with a tunnel to the

right of it. Barrel through the pas-

sageway, then, as soon as you spot

the tunnel's exit, slide to the right so

you can keep the inside line and reach the nearby road zipper.

frosty Village

The main path zigs and zags, so unless

you want a case of whiplash slowing

you down, cruise along the left or right

shoulder. As soon as you exit the tun-

nel that leads from the houses, head off

road toward the left or right lamppost. Both shoulders

will get you to the next tunnel in about the same amount

of time, and both feature a series of zippers.

Greenwood Village

Greenwood Village's wishing-well

shortcut bypasses the widely curving

road that leads to the town's caves.

To take the detour, race directly

swerve into it

When you hit

you'll be facing the cor-

direction to launch from the

shortcut's zipper. As you boost from

it, veer left to merge back on course.

Boulder Canyon
The castle's murky tunnel splits into two passage-

ways, and even though the left passage spits you

out farther down the river, the right passage is

the quicker and shorter route. At the fork,

hover through the brighter passageway on

the right. The detour will not only get you to

the river faster, but it will also plop you near

a zipper that the left tunnel bypasses.

TticVy Challenge

lenge with

shortcut. Just past

the third Blue Balloon grows a grove

of shrubs. If you turn left into the

bushes, you can shortcut through the

middle of the spiraling mountain.

When you emerge on the other side,

turn left to get back on track.

NINTENDO
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The shorter the bar on the

graph, the shorter the dri-

ver's lap time in seconds,

so, clearly, the turtle waxed

the competition. Quite the

shell on wheels, TipTup

gets our vote for best racer

in Ancient Lake.

Squeaking in at almost half a

minute per lap, Pipsy has no

problem eking out record

times in Fossil Canyon. Her

superior handling and accel-

eration make her especially

adept at clearing the corners

and shortcut.

Jungle FallsWot Top Volcano

( 30:66

t 30:28 ($BSH3i
( 3o.3 i

( 29:10

( 30:83 fe aaSa?

( 30-91 C Tiiacj
I 30:23 T”

By averaging our best lap times, we've
breakdown of each driver's performance

Ancient bake
ttMllilUi

WtPW
[ 20:65 -

( 21 :25
'

(& Qsngg

( 20:43

t 20:33 f§S. gsaSa

( 19:56 FlCUga
f 20:85 T-v Sj>57

( 20:1

6

(® 'fflnEs?

formulated NT's

on each track.

Fossil Canyon

ramrtlT

l 32:63

( 31 :20 fiS Snnc3?

( 31 63

( 3i:4o'fgstmsa
( 31 40 dllMU
t 30:40 'FWl
( 31:68 '(35 ®n£s?

.e

Heavier characters tend to

handle better in airplanes.

Banjo, with all his bulk

(what's in that backpack,

anyway?) swooped in with

the best Jurassic jet times in

our test flights.

W NINTENDO POWER

Pipsy's top speed may be

low, but the mighty mouse

more than makes up for her

slight sluggishness with her

ability to keep the Jungle

Falls inside track with her

tight cornering.



DIDDYKONG RACING

Everfrost Peak

Without a little weight, air-

plane pilots can have a tur-

bulent time in the skies.

Pudgy Bumper, who ranks

in DKR's second heaviest

weight class, proved to be

Everfrost Peak's swiftest and

steadiest glider.

Snowball Valley <!?%

( 25:21
'(£- S32E3Zi

( 21 :85

( 22:36 Snugs?

( 22:65 {&13SS
( 22:45 (25Q32t?v

t 22:1

1

(S-idUDil

( 21 55 C '
Tfcrc?

•

t 21 :76W ®nE3?

Chalk up another win for

Pipsy! With the tightest han-

dling of the bunch, Pipsy can

easily swerve through the

course's zigzagging tunnels

and past the avalanche of

rolling snowballs.

Walrus Cove

( 47:66 ^BaMti

( 41:88

( 41 :10 (-5 ESKBffS?

t 41 :96

( 41 :61 'tSS ®iSKS?

( 41:45

C 41 :48 TF
( 41 53 '(?9 ’fflnfe?

Yikes. Krunch is the clear

slowpoke in Walrus Cove.

While the other characters

clock in at about 41 seconds

a lap, the Kremling trails

behind by 6 seconds. Surely

if he had average handling,

like Bumper, he'd fare better.

Driver weight seems to be

the biggest factor affecting

performance in this course.

The times we pulled off indi-

cate that the lighter the dri-

ver, the better the time in

Frosty Village.

frosty Village

( 38.-96
'

r*rSiSEfl)

( 35:18' (f>BiiliUM

( 35:66 fe Bsugs?

( 38:07
’

(lEEBiO
( 37:41

'

(SMiliitl

( 34:05 'OcuBj*

( 34:85 '(K
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[ t £ferbet Island
~)

Whale Bay

Whale Bay is the most basic

hover course, and its simplic-

ity makes it manageable for

any racer. Timber, Krunch

and TipTup represent the

three main weight classes,

and each finished a lap in

under 22 seconds.

Crescent Island
RIVER.

( 34:33 ' BamS)'

( 34:1 qT$1MU
[ 34:28 fe BmigSJ

( 32:48 StflaSB i

( 33:48Tg ®sz&5?

'

t 30:96 (• ~U3CJ
( 31 :61 f ^557

( 31:68'® ®nC37

If it's a road race with plen-

ty of tight turns, leave it to

the lightweights to pull in

first. TipTup leads the pack,

with Pipsy and the slightly

plumper Timber not

far behind.

m

Pirate Lagoon

22:46 ffiaKSl

( 27:21

( 25:90 fe acBgS?

( 26:95

( 27:68

t 27:35'QlMU
Cz7a6 ( S$37

( 26:21 (f? tMesj

While all hovercraft pilots

performed at about the

same level in Whale Bay,

Pirate Lagoon’s stats show

that a little weight and solid

handling will help you nav-

igate through tricky and

twisting waterways.

Treasure Caves
"

( 23:1 6 ff ffianSb'

t 20:63

t 20:1 1

'

(£ tegs?

c 2233(snsnw
( 20:28 (B OaffiE?

f 20:48 TCUSJ
( 20:51 Tr ^7 1

( 22:20 ($ t/toSiS?

The best traits of Bumper and

second-place Conker are

their heavier weights com-

bined with their not-too-tight

and not-too-loose handling

—

particularly helpful for taking

on the sudden curves of

Treasure Caves.
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Boulder Canyon pits pilots

against log jams and twisting

waterways. Too light to avoid

bobbing off course, both

lightweights wiped out, while

light-heavyweight Conker

beat their times by more than

three seconds.

Boulder tartfm

( 39:63

[ 40:48 ffEBM
( 40:78 Bangs

( 39:51

[ 38:1 1 Tg teas?

( 40:83 dtMil
( 41 :48 > ^7
( 38:1 3 (?5 ®nEs?

All racers clocked in similar

times. And while heavier

characters tend to perform

better in planes, lightweight

Pipsy edged out everyone.

Her tight handling came in

especially handy.

Windmill Flan

43:35
'

43:06 ffEZM
43:86 fe' Srnigs?

43:31 ft- tasg)

43:70 ^
43:56 fcXaBEE
42:91

(•'^
4355 G*S '®nSs?

Greenwood Village

[ 40:20 ^ ~Saga'

( 35:33l8EZM
( 35:21

'

(£ Bangs?

[ 3858’(j?IMlM
( 35:63 fegsfe?

( 35:03 CillMJ
[ 34:08 C? ^PE7

( 35:83 «n£s?

The heavyweights clumsily

careen through Greenwood

Village's switchbacks of

zigzagging tunnels and hair-

pin turns. Pipsy the

mouse, however, can easily

scurry and hurry around

every unpredictable curve and

bend.

TipTup's tight steering pre-

vails in this neck of the

woods, so heavyweights

don't have ghost of a chance

navigating the haunted track

and its willy-nilly turns and

circular pathway.

Flaunted Woods
DRIVER.})

*2*
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Each driver is suited for particular driving conditions, but
here's how we thinV the racers stacV up.

fipsy Center
After racing each of the eight main

characters on each of the tracks

on Timber's Island, our test drive

results put Pipsy in the pole posi-

tion. She's a difficult ride for

beginners and she's not perfect

for every course, but with the

tightest steering in DKR, Pipsy, by

far, is the game's big cheese.

After Krunch and Banjo,

Conker is the fastest of the

eight main racers. His han-

dling isn't as squirmy as

theirs, but he's still a tough

nut to crack. If you can

master his slippery steer-

ing, you could leave others

trailing behind your bushy tail.

TipTup
With TipTup sliding in with the

second best overall racing perfor-

mance, the turtle proves that, in

general, the lightweights are the

best racers. Like Pipsy, he has one

of the lowest top speeds, but his

swift acceleration and tight han

dling more than compensate for

his shortcomings.

Diddy
Since Diddy is slightly slower than

Timber, DKR's other average

racer, the chimp didn't fare as

well as the tiger. Regardless,

racing upstarts should use

Diddy to get used to the cours-

es. With practice, you can pull

some tricks out of this Kong's

cap to shatter record times.

Bumper
Whoever said, "We don't need no stinkin'

badgers," never met Bumper. With middle-

of-the-road han-

dling combined

with above average

speed, Bumper is a

quick ride whose steer-

ing isn't overly sensi-

tive.

Sure, heavyweights are great when they're

?adily weighing down hovercrafts or planes,

but with Banjo and Krunch at the back of the

pack, our test drives show that the heav-

ies are usually the more challenging

drivers to use. Banjo does have a high

top speed, but his weight can make

him awkward to control.

Timber
Timber is one of the most aver-

age characters, with handling,

acceleration and a top speed

that is just in-between. And

that's not a bad place to be. The

tiger driver works well for

beginners and can turn out an

impressive performance on any

course and with any vehicle.

Krunch
Many DK racers will agree that

Krunch is one mean driver to

get used to. His steering

squirms like a buttered snake

on ice and he accelerates as

quickly as a snail on a tread-

mill. His top speed is high,

however, so save him for cours-

es with gentle curves.

^ NINTENDO POWER



t Tticta of the Trade )
Y ou know who to use. Now learu how to use them with
these DKR driving tips and tricks.

DIDDYKONG RACING

The Super Boost

If your car, hover or plane is spewing out blue flames, then your

vehicle is boosting at maximum power. To start your race with the

blue super boost, hit the A Button just as "Get Ready!" fades from

the screen. You'll also get a super boost if you let go of the A
Button before hitting a zipper or using a balloon boost.

The Tower Slide

To race your car around

corners or into tight spots

without losing speed, hold

the R Button while turning to execute a power slide. To nab tricky

Silver Coins, power slide while moving the Control Stick away
from the coin so your rear bumper will swing into your prized

pocket money.

TTie finish lines
The rankings we've charted are the fruits of our own find-

ings. See how you stack up by evaluating the racers in

own time trials. With plenty of drivers to choose from,

try injecting a fuel-burning challenge into DKR by

using the racer you've ranked as the course's slowpoke.

Sea Skipping The Tilt Turn
Of the three vehicles, the hovercraft

can make the sharpest turns. By press-

ing the R Button, you can make your

9 hovercraft hop. If you tap the Control

Stick to the left or right while your

craft is in midair, you can turn a full

90 degrees to conquer corners or

reach out-of-the-way items.

While the plane and car can't turn as sharply as the hovercraft,

both vehicles can still pull off some tight maneuvering. By hold-

ing the A, B and R Buttons as you turn in your car, you'll tilt it on

two wheels, enabling you to make a hairpin turn. You can also

turn your plane on its side by holding the R Button, and we rec-

ommend holding it for your entire flight.
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L€T'S m€€T OUR
conTesTflnTS

If you've ever dreamed of being on Jeopardy!, but were

afraid of how you'd look on television, here in the N64 ver-

sion you can try on all kinds of different bodies. Pick some-

one like you, or choose a different look entirely. In the

"Player Settings" mode, you can set either a human or com-

puter player, give your name, and choose your look. There's

no skill difference among the characters.

npOyDDRo
- fq ' If -:.

' M '

IrCjir U

Feel like being a woman with big

hair? Tall guy with a bad tie? Now
you get to choose from many real-

istic contestants.

DIFFICULTY
S€TTII\GS

You can set the difficulty level for the questions depending

on how much challenge you want: Easy here is pretty easy,

and the Expert level seems to be about the same level as the

TV show. With "Answer Display Settings," you can also

choose whether or not to learn the correct answer after a

wrong guess. The questions will be repeated, so not learning

the answers will keep you guessing.

Jeopardij

“THEWEB SLINGER”
IS A NICKNAME

FOR THIS MARVEL
COMICS HERO

Double
Jeopardy

THE ABOMINABLE
SNOWMAN IS SAID
TO INHABIT THE
HIMALAYAS.

ESPECIALLY THIS
HIGHEST PEAK

Jeopardy

IN 1927. HE SETA
DISTANCE RECORD
BY FLYING FROM

NEW YORK TO PARIS
WITHOUT
REFUELING

;qSjaqpuji sa|jeip

sbm oqM :£)

I

Jeopardy

IT’S THE FLESHY
FOLD OF SKIN

THAT HANGS FROM
THE NECK OF A

TURKEY

Double
Jeopardy

[suoacj aje )eqM : t)

Double
Jeopardij

euMapjd§ s; oqM :£) iJsajaAg junoy\ sj jeqM *a|UVM aqi si jeqM :f) *>||!W s| H’MM :b

TH€ CLCCTROIVIC LinCUP
Of course, this isn't the first version of Jeopardy! to

hit Nintendo systems. Far from it. Super Jeopardy!

debuted on the NES in 1991, and Super NES titles

include Jeopardy! Featuring Alex Trebek (1992),

Jeopardy Deluxe Edition (1994), and Jeopardy Sports

Edition (1994). The Game Boy version, which has the

feel of a classic game show, brought portability to

the mix when it came out in 1991.

NINTENDO
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TO SPCLL OR l\OT

TO SP€LL

How do you respond with the question if you don't have a key-

board? The N64 version has three options. The first, Computer

Provides Clues, is the most flexible form of play. You pick letters

and the computer provides possibilities for you to choose from,

so spelling isn't crucial, nor do you need to spell out long ques-

tions. In Loose Spelling Accepted, you have a little leeway in

answering, but you must spell it all out, and in Exact Spelling

Required (torture!) you must be perfect.

LOOSE SPELLING
ACCEPTED

This option lets you guess
at names you can pro-

nounce but can't spell,

such as suggesting

"J.R.R. Tolkin” for

"J.R.R. Tolkien."

e careful, though. This

misspelling of "Michael

Anjello" for

"Michelangelo" wasn't

accepted, even though it

sounds right.

COMPUTER
PROVIDES CLUES

EXACT SPELLING
REQUIRED

Li
.

|

i 1 •!
1.

J

1 1 i t; 1 1 /.

Clues are a big help. See
how picking out only two
letters, "I" and "t," quick-

ly gets you to "Italy"?

That’s pretty slick.

Don't get cocky and

accept an early option,

like "Dickens" here. You
may need to spell the

whole thing, "Dickenson."

Here you not only have to

know the question and its

exact spelling, but the

exact format Jeopardy!

wants entered.

Notice how "Vitamin C"

works, but "C" doesn't,

although it’s obviously

correct. This mode can be

a little frustrating.

IT'S„.jeOPARDy! TH€ DAHL'S DOUBLCS

Just as in the long-running television game show, you must give

your answers in the form of questions. You gain points by

responding with the correct question, according

amount, and lose points with incorrect guesses and lost bets.

Rather than following a time limit, in this version, you must fin-

ish an entire category before moving on in the game.

There's no time limit here. Select

a category, a dollar amount, and

start questioning.

One square hides a secret Daily Double, which lets you bet on

the right question. If you feel you know the category well, it's

best to bet all or most of what you have; it can boost you

ahead. The computer, on the other hand, will always bet conser-

vatively. Try to find the Daily Double before others by hunting in

the high dollar amounts of a category. The computer will always

move from lowest to highest, so you have an advantage.

I Jjjiw
—I

^HET
Daily Doubles are usually

hiding in the two highest

levels of a category, so

go there first.

Unlike the TV show, no

other players get a

chance to answer if the

player is incorrect.
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...I'LL TflKC mr\T€IVDO
pouicr foft one HimoaeD

A: THIS CHARACTER GRACED THE COVER OF THE
FIRST ISSUE OF NINTENDO POWER.

;ouew Sj oqM -b

A: HE IS THE PRODUCER OF YOSHI'S STORY.

z^nzai iqse^ei si ol)m -b

A: HOWARD DISPENSED GAME INFORMATION IN A
COMIC STRIP WITH THIS CARROT-TOPPED SIDE

KICK IN THE EARLY YEARS OF NINTENDO POWER.

ijaisafsj sj oi|M -b

A: THIS COLUMN, WHICH FEATURES CODES, IS THE
FAVORITE OF NINTENDO POWER READERS.

^uojjewjojuj psjjissep sj jeqM :0

A: NP RECENTLY CELEBRATED THIS ANNIVERSARY
NUMBER OF ISSUES.

^pajpuni) auo sj jet]M -b

JEOPARDY!

it's Time fOR
finflL jeopRRDy

On the game show, of course, all contestants scribble their bets

and responses furiously on their podiums. Here, things work
differently. In this last round, where you can bet anything you

like, other players are asked to turn away from the screen

while the controlling player makes a bet or writes his or her

question. Think carefully about your bet. If you have a com-

puter player in the round, keep in mind that it will always have

the correct answer—but it will also always bet conservatively.

Other players must turn

away while you make
your wager based only on

knowing the category.

Bet enough to beat the

computer, which will

always bet low but will

surely guess right.

Other players must look

away while you respond

as the famous Jeopardy!

When all wagers are tal-

lied, final scores are

given, and the Jeopardy!

champion is named.

THR€€ COIYT€STflI\TS

inan'onDf-
In Jeopardy! for the N64, up to three human players can com-

pete. When fewer than three live contestants compete, you

will almost always be able to beat the computer to the buzzer,

but once more than one human gets involved, the game
becomes more of a battle of buzzers. You may need to practice

the timing of the countdown so that you can beep in just as

that "1 " disappears. Playing with three players, you learn from

others' mistakes. Look at their questions, then jump in after a

friend fails.

When human opponents step

to the podiums, you have to be
quick buzzing in.

this Game PLflys
LIKC TH€ SHOU1

It's the small stuff that makes Jeopardy for the

N64 more fun than previous versions. The new
options for entering response questions and Alex

Trebek's animation and voice all contribute lo the

feeling of real competition. It's the next best thing

to being on the show—and the whole world

won't know if you give the wrong question!
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FIGHTER’S DESTINY

Scoring points is what it's all about in Fighter's Destiny.

Points can be racked up in six ways, all of which are detailed

below. If you score seven points in the Vs. Com tournament

against an opponent, you'll win the match and move on to

face the next fighter. Get the point?

RING OUT JUDGE
Tossing opponents out of the ring seems
dramatic, but you'll earn just one point for

the effort. When opponents hang off the
edge of the platform, stay back since they
may grab your ankle and throw you out.

If neither fighter scores a point within 30
seconds, the Judge will award a single

I

ioint to the most effective fighter,

nstead of letting the Judge decide, you
should try to make a throw down quickly.

THROW
DOWN :play

Worth two points, the throw down begins

with a hold move and ends if you success-
ful drop your opponent on the mat. The
safest time to attempt a throw down is

when you get behind an opponent.

It isn't easy to knock an opponent off

his or her feet, but it's worth it since

you'll score three points. Using your

character's powerful moves or combos
is the best way to accomplish this.

COUNTER SPECIAL
Counter moves, worth three points, are

about the toughest moves to pull off in

Fighter’s Destiny, particularly against

stronger fighters. Try countering a move
after hanging off the ring's edge.

Specials score four points if you use them
while your opponents are stunned. The
characters' graphics change when they

become stunned, but this staggering

state won't last long.

Spend some time in the Training mode learning all the moves,

counters, specials, aerial combos and other moves for your

chosen character. Your sparring partner, Robert the robot,

won't fight back, and you'll see all of your moves diagrammed

on-screen and the strength of the moves as you perform them.

NORMAL AERIAL
Look for the effect of each move on
Robert. Some moves can be used for

throwdowns or knockdowns against

Robert, but they may not have the same
effect on all of your opponents in the ring.

Aerial combos begin when you knock an
opponent into the air. The Master sug-

gests a move that you can use to do this,

then he gives you advice on what combo
moves should follow.

ESCAPE SPECIAL
The Master teaches you how to break

holds and turn defeat into victory using

counters against punches, kicks, throws,
locks, and other moves. Master the

escape and you’ll have little to fear.

Practice specials against a woozy Robert

to see the effect. If you perform the spe-
cial move correctly, the game indicates

that a special has been used, which
means that it would be worth four points

in real combat.
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Probably the most

balanced fighter, Ryuji has strong

P defensive and offensive moves. He
Kgs is fast, as well, and he sidesteps

j£|) quickly using the 3-D Button. In

g&KL addition to the moves listed

below, the Mach Fist is devastat-

ing against many opponents.

River Surface Kick OO D O D

OOOO U
Shinra-Bansho-Zan

m This native of Hong Kong

.
packs an incredible punch into a tiny

j
frame. Her health bar may be short, but

I she's quick enough to avoid many
' attacks. Her Spiral Jump is an effective

knock down move from a distance.

_ . . witTplffrfffE
Quick and unpre-

dictable as an opponent, Abdul

is one of the most entertaining

fighters because of his colorful

moves with names such as the

Prawn Kick and Snake Sword. His

Heaven Thrust is an easy

move at close range.

oooo u
Hell Hyakuretsu-Ken

OOO u
Flying Fish

I
heavyweight fighter, Bob, Tomahawk

explosive, and he charges into the thick

things. In addition to the moves shown

here, we recommend using Tomahawk's

powerful hold and drop moves like the

Brain Buster.

Sho-Koo-Tsui OUU
Shi-Ko-Rendan O UUU

Renshu-Hashu UUUOU
: Skill

UUDUUDU OOOU
Shisen-Mangan 4th Gate Thunder Kick

m



Air Kick OOUUU

Back Butterfly OODD

Rolling Crazy OO D+U

Hidden Skill

Tornado

OOdQ
Horizontal Bait OUUD

Special Attack

moves are awesome.

Chutotsu-Teng Attack

Special Attack Hidden Skill

Od+u
Holly Star Whip

OOOOU
Heaven Earth Breaker

/ Perhaps not quite as fast

as Meiling, Valerie has more staying

power and better defensive skills, and she
J

specializes in aerial combo attacks. Use

the Ho-Ka followed by the Double-Wall

v Palm. The Dragon Palm is a knock-

down for close and middle range.

This brawler from

Brazil is the strongest fighter in

the game, but he is slow and

L he's susceptible to attacks

I from the rear. At close range,

1| the Hammer Knuckle and

P Down Straight knockdown

,!•: A II i

Senki-Renpi OUUUU * -

Rapid Ground Palm ODDD

Head Bat OUOU
Blasphemy Chop O UU

Down Straight Double OOUU

GOO D+U
Windmill

OOOu
Omega Tornado

FIGHTER’S DESTINY

PBMsLt®
This Spaniard uses CilMTT'P
.sophisticated martial arts spins and

i kicks to counter the strengths of

other fighters. The Jolt Back

S Knuckle is a simple counter move

n to use against punchers. The

Dragon Riser is a good close-range .

knockdown move.

J With somersaults, spins wUUfl
and flying kicks, Pierre the clown is

jjTS-. a master of trickery and misdirec-

v30tion. In addition to the moves

Wf given below, use the La Tornada

and Conductor knockdown moves to

earn big points. Next to Abdul, Pierre

has the coolest moves.

©CO D+U
Frankensteiner

OOOu
Very Mysterious Dance



l/jjgl The stealthy ninja dis-VihHMUil

guises his moves well. In fact, his

’ teleporting moves allow you to pop up

in different areas of the ring. The Tsumuji

\ knockdown moves slowly but packs a

I powerful punch. Many of the ninja's

attacks seem to come out of nowhere.

Hell Gate Knee OOD+U
Hidden Skill

OOOGO U
Chidori-Uchi

OOO D+U
Juji-Sui

I Boro may be an odd name for Cfetfl

I a woman from Switzerland, but

there's nothing odd about

her fighting. Boro appears at

Y the end of the game as a hidden

character. She is powerful and quick,

and she loves to riddle opponents

with combos.

Body Attack

OOO D+U
One-handed Back-breakerDodge & Attack

Powerful

SURVIVAL M
Survival contests are like sudden

death—the first to score wins the

match. Use your best simple-to-

perform knock-down moves.

Longer range moves are the safest

since there is less risk of ending up

in a hold. If your opponent is

aggressive, use blocks and look for

an opening. Try not to use holds,

since they can be reversed, and

avoid moving in 3-D because you'll

be defenseless.

One throw down, knock-
down or ring out wins the

day in Survival mode.

In the Fastest contests, your goal is

to get a quick, four-point victory,

defeating your opponent in less

than a minute. Use your best moves

to score quickly. Another strategy is

to pummel opponents until they're

dazed using moves such as combos

and aerials, then use a special

move. You can access Robert as a

playable character if you finish

each fight in less than one minute.

You'll have to finish off all

the fighters in less than on

minute in this challenge.

ODEO
Perhaps the strangest fighting mode

in any game is the Rodeo mode in

Fighter's Destiny. Ushi, the Holstein

from Hokkaido, will do anything to

get a point on you. Your goal is

stand with the cow as long as possi-

ble. If you last for a full minute,

you'll get to use Ushi in battle, but

to stay in the ring that long may

seem udderly impossible. Be defen-

sive, blocking and moving, and use

basic upper and lower attacks.

Watch out for Ushi's sneaky rever-

sal moves.

This cow was made for

fighting. Try to stay in the

ring with her as long as pos-

sible to set a new Rodeo
record.

/£> Rodeo

roun score .''7

>



FIGHTER’S DESTINY

•/S5%

Try to stop the wheel on a

picture of the Master, not on

the Joker.

THE WHEEL
OF FORTUNE

In order to win the eight

special moves for each

character from the

Master, you must defeat

him eight times. You'll use

a spinning Wheel of

Fortune to select your

opponent in this mode.

The wheel consists of 12

slots—eight of them filled

by the Master and four of

them filled by the Joker.

SCHOOL OF
HARD KNOCKS
If you get the Master, and defeat

him, he'll teach you a hidden

move. In all, you must defeat the

Master eight times in order to earn

all of the hidden moves for each

character. Your accomplishment

can be saved using a Controller

Pak. Once you earn a new move,

you should practice it, then return

to the Master Challenge.

FRIENDLY
FICHTER5

The two-player VS. Battle mode of Fighter's Destiny

has a hidden component that sets it apart from other

tournament fighters. Using characters with hidden

moves, players can add new moves or lose those

moves while playing in this mode. Both players must

have their characters saved on Controller Paks,

which they plug into their controllers before the

game is started. When you win a new move, it will

be chosen randomly from the eight hidden moves.

Although Ocean describes this as a trading feature, it isn t really,

because you don't win a move from your opponent. Rather, you vt

a move at random for your character.

The old man still has some
good moves. Don't underesti-

mate the Master.

Since characters don't share hidden moves, you win new moves from
the Master, not from other characters. Ah, but if you lose the

match, you'll lose one of your precious hidden moves.

THE JOKER
IS WILD

^ a

You can break the fierce

onslaught of the Joker by

moving and dodging.

If you get the Joker instead of the

Master on the wheel, you run the

risk of losing all the moves

you've learned up to that point.

This is one match you can't

afford to lose, but the Joker may

be the toughest fighter in the

game to defeat. Practice with a

character who hasn't earned hid-

den moves yet.

Fighter's Destiny adds a twist to the fighting genre,

does it with humor and without gore, and manages

to give players as much replay value as you'll find in

any tournament fighter, particularly in the one-play-

er arena. That's value. It makes use of both the

Rumble Pak and Controller Pak, as well. It may not

have famous warriors like those in MK or Kl, but FD

has a fighting cow and plenty of other treats.
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i A Turok Adventure from

a New Perspective

> Turok: Battle of the Bionosaurs isn't a sequel to Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter for the N64. This Game Boy title is a

side-scrolling action adventure through eight stages you
" I won't find in the N64 version. While Battle of the

fij
Bionosaurs doesn't feature the same spectacular

* graphics you'll find in the 64-bit Turok, it does

r
— have the same weapons, power-ups, monsters

and challenging jumps. Some gamers might even

IfiJI dare to argue it has better

ifrr! play control than its N64 H
.

. counterpart! .

Take Aim at Winning it All

Lock and load, dino hunter—this eight-page review covers the

entire game. The opening levels are easy to complete, but Lost

\ Land's terrain becomes progressively more complicated as

you draw closer to your confrontation with

i
the Campaigner. This review has maps for

,
f^e las| 5 'x of the eight levels in the game.

™ • Your objective is to collect three keys and a piece of the

Chronoscepter weapon from each stage. We'll show you where to

go? what to do, and how to win it all.

NINTENDO POWER

BATTLE Of thc BIONOSAURS



Upgrade your Weapon
Collect the arrows and switch between
your bow and your knife throughout the
first half of the level. You'll find the
shotgun shortly after you pass the
Checkpoint and
the pistol when

El Collect the Keys

There are three keys hidden in each
level of the game. You won't find the

first key until you pass the

Checkpoint in this level, but you'll

easily find each one before you
reach the exit and move on to the

Hub Ruins.

The Chronoscepter Piece
You'll spot the Chronoscepter piece locked away in a cavern just

before you reach the Checkpoint. Unfortunately, you won't be able to

pick up the fragment until you get the grenade launcher from Level 4.

Note the location of the piece so you can revisit this place later.

Q] Writer the Hub

The first level is a one-way
path to the Hub—there's no

chance of getting lost. After

you traverse the lava cave,

hit the switch to activate the

elevator platforms, then fight

your way to the right and go

to the end of the stage.

Get a Bigger Weapon
The shotgun and pistol were great for get-

ting through Level 1, but you're going to need

a heavier caliber gun to take out the big

dinosaurs. You can't jump up to the ledges in

this stage to reach

the auto-shotgun

and the assault rifle,

but you can get them
by working your way
through the tele-

porters.

4. PICK UP THE SECOND KEY

5. GET THE AUTO SHOTGUN

6. HIT THE CHECKPOINT

Q Collect the Three

B Back to the Hub

It's easy to find the keys in the

Jungle, but the third key does require

a little exploring. Warp to the upper

left corner of the cliffs and work
your way down to the tunnels. Ybu'

find it near the assault rifle.

B The Chronoscepter Piece

Messing around with the poisoned spikes in this cavern will result in

nothing short of losing your life. You have to blast them out of the way.
As in the Hub Ruins, don't try to collect the Chronoscepter Piece in the

Jungle until you've picked up the grenade launcher from Level 4.

Once you've collected all

three of the Jungle keys,

you can move on to the

Ancient City. Retrace your

route to the teleporter you

entered when you started

the stage. You'll warp back

to the Hub, where you can
access a new gate.

VOLUME 104
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Rapid firing

weapons like

the mini or

pulse guns

work best

against this

mercenary. If

you time your

jumps just right, you can leap

over the enemy's triple-bullet

bursts and not take any damage.

Clearing these gaps is tough, but if you miss the

first jump, you'll find a ledge and the first key.

There's a pulse rifle down here too.

NINTENDO POWER

7. GO THROUGH DOOR G

«. GO THROUGH DOOR F

9. GET THE SECOND KEY

10. GO THROUGH DOOR D

ENTER /EXIT

^ I. ENTER DOOR A

“3 2. HIT THE SWITCH

3. GO THROUGH DOORS B&C
Cj 4. HIT THE CHECKPOINT

thd 5. ENTER DOOR I

After you hit the

Checkpoint here,

put your life on the

line and make a

death-defying leap

to the left rooftop.

Legend

A +5
Force

k + >0 Force

|» + 1 Health

/Q Checkpoint

Si Key

Chronoscepter
Piece

After you dispatc

the sergeant and his

foot soldiers, hit the

switch and walk into

the teleporter.

Leapers lurk beneath

the murky surface of

this lake. If you use

your knife as you swim
you'll have no problem

reaching the key on

the opposite shore.

Snipers are covering the ground from this

rooftop. If you have the assault rifle, you can
clean up this area in a matter of a few seconds.

This is a lethal leaper pool. Swim slowly and
have your knife ready so you can deep-six the

deadly fish before they chomp on you.

Get the mini gun and activate

the switch. Be sure to save

your mini gun ammunition for

your battle for the third key.



TUROK: WAR OF THE BIONOSAURS

The toughest part

of the Ruins is

making the jumps
across the cliffs

on the surface.

The key is to make
your jump as you
run off the ledge.

The only way to reach the tele-

porter on the left at Point B is to

make the jump from this platform.

This region is infested with dragon-

flies and leapers. Squash them
before they can bite you.

One of the campaigner's

high priests is protecting

the first key. Take him out

before he can send you
back to the beginning of

the stage.

There's a swarm
of dragonflies and
beetles waiting to

bug you here. Take

your time and you

can blast them «

before they buzz

close enough to

take a bite.

This strange waterfall

flows skyward, sweep-
ing everything up

instead of down. Float

upward and align your-

self slightly above the

platform you're aiming

for, then jump. If you

miss, you'll lose a life.

VOLUME 104
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Don't worry about entering Door H until you've collected the
first and second keys. Your first task is to use your grenade
launcher to blast apart the rubble blocking the switches that
activate Doors A and B.

After you

defeat the

get the third key, you'll have to

retrace your route through the

Catacombs to find the exit.

After you defeat the sergeant

and get the third key, you'll have

to retrace your route through

the catacombs to find the exit.

You'll have to blast the

rocks off this climbing wall.

Stand next to the wall and
aim your grenade launcher

up at each boulder.

Keep moving and dodge the
falling boulders in these

sections until the game lets

you continue.

Use a powered-up charge from the alien gun to

blast away the rock on the ledge. You need to

hold down the fire button to charge the weapon.

Use your knife and a gun to take out

the leapers and the high priest guard-

ing the first key. Switch between
weapons before each battle.

Just like earlier in the stage, you'll

have to crawl beneath the pendulums

to cross this plank. This is an easy aree

if you always keep your head low.

+ 1 Health

Checkpoint

The sharp, swinging pendu-

lum blades over this plank

won't be a problem if you

hold Down on the Control

Pad and crawl beneath each
whistling blade.

Chronoscepter
Piece

S. GET THE FIRST KEY

i. GO THROUGH DOORS F&G
7. GET THE SECOND KEY

8. HIT THE SWITCH

9. GO THROUGH DOOR H

10. RETURN TO DOOR I

NINTENDO POWER



TUROK: WAR OF THE BIONOSAURS

This cavern is actually the village

arsenal. Load up on all the ammo
you can carry—you'll use most of it

blasting the insect swarms.

Jumping left to Door A will

result in fatal conse- i

quences. The trick is to go
right and leap down to the

to lower ledges.

Fall too far and

you'll lose a life.

You can reduce the

height of your drop by hanging off the edge
of a cliff and letting go.

This tricky drop is

worth twenty Life

Force points. Hang
off the upper

ledge, then let go
and hold right on

the control pad.

The second switch that activates

the gate at Door I is in this hut.

Blast the high priests guarding the

hut door before you enter.Pace yourself and blast the

dragonflies in your path. The
Checkpoint is on the other

side of Door F.

This cave holds

arms, ammo and
*

a key. The stalac- C? * li.
;

tites on the ceil-

ing look sharp, but unlike everything else in the

you won't take damage if you bump into them.

You’ll have to hit two switches to

activate the gate to Door I. You'll

find the first switch on the floor of

this grass hut.

VOLUME 104
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This ledge looks close, but

you can't jump up here,

the teleporter you see is

actually an exit. You'll end

up here later.
Step lightly on each of these plat-

forms, then jump again before they
completely crumble beneath you.

Again, the trick here is to leap off a

moving platform as it crests, then

catch the next one as it sinks.
Fall too far

between platforms

and your journey

will abruptly end.

Lessen your expo-

Jump left to work your way down
to Door F. If you want to reach the

third key and Door G, go right and
take the long way down and around

the chamber on the platforms.
sure to injury by

hanging down off of each ledge and drop-

ping to the next platform.

Use your grenade launcher

to blast a hole down to this

ENTER / EXIT

L
Jump on each moving platform

before it sinks, then land on the next

one before it begins to climb.

0 NINTENDO POWER



The high priests and

bugs are here to wear
you down. Use a

weapon with a high rate

of fire and clear them
j

out before they can
\

reduce your life force.

Jump and fire at this

cyborg to clear him off

this high platform. Save
your rapid-fire weapons
for later in the stage.

Use a powered-up weapon
to destroy the attack robot

guarding the Life Force

points and an alien gun.

If you're a good jumper, 2
use the pulse or fusion 12
gun on T-Rex's head. If 5
you like standing still,

aim at his jaw and level him

with the grenade launcher.

You can use the

Chronoscepter

on the Cam-
paigner, but

other weapons will also damage him. The trick

is to avoid him as he teleports, then blast him
before he disappears.

Still Having A Auugh Time?
Even with maps and tips, you'll probably encounter some tough spots before

you finish this game. It's important to remember that you can build up extra

lives by returning to the levels you've already completed and collecting more

Life Force. If you have a Super Game Boy and a Super NES controller with

turbo buttons, you'll find that you can get in extra shots against the toughest

foes in the game.

VOLUME 104 Q

TUROK: WAR OF THE BIONOSAURS

Legend

Force

+ I Health

Checkpoint

Chronoscepter
Piece

Eq 1. GO THROUGH DOOR B 6. EIGHT THE T-REX
.
r 10. DEFEAT THE CAMPAIGNER

2. GO THROUGH DOOR C
7. TAKE THE CHRONOSCEPTER II. CEIEBRATEASTHE

3. GO THROUGH DOOR D PIECE CAMPAIGNER'S BASE

1
4. EHTER DOOR E 8. GO THROUGH DOOR F BLOWS UP

5. HIT THE CHECKPOINT 9. ENTER DOOR G

Blast the cyborgs a

stand up. If you hesitate,

you'll be borg bait.

Rapid-fire weapons work
best to clear out this ,•

cyborg-infested hall.

GAME

BOY
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HD III DO I DEFEAT THE UJIAGED GURRDIRH III GREER GRRDER?

T
he first three stages in Green Garden

are a snap until the Winged Guardian

casts a shadow on your bomber-

dude. If you don't care about scoring Attack

Level credits, focus on attacking the mon-

ster's main body—you don't have to bomb
the creature's wings off. If you're really

good, you can drop a Remote Bomb off the

bridge on top of the creature. The key to

beating the target time is to use pumped-up

bombs throughout the battle.

<#-

Dodge the Winged Guardian's fiery breath and
throw pumped-up bombs throughout the bat-

tle at the end of Green Garden.

You don't have to burn the wings off this big,

bad bird to win the battle—the trick is to just

concentrate on bombing his blue torso.

HOID DO DEFEAT THE COLD KILLER?===== mi
ithout question, Cold Killer will

be one of the toughest guardians

you'll meet in the game, unless

you're smart and follow these instructions.

Grab the Bomb Bonus at the beginning of

the stage and change over to Remote

If you want to have a chance at defeating Cold

Killer, make sure you grab this Bomb Bonus.

NINTENDO POWER

Bombs. Pump up the bombs and aim for

the blue body at the center of the beast. If

you throw the bomb and detonate it close

to the body, the creature will quickly lose

all four of its hearts. If you take too much

time while Killer has one heart left, he'll

Pump up the Remote Bombs and toss them up

underneath Killer's body, then run for cover.

knock the floor out beneath you and drag

you down into his webbed lair. Keep aim-

ing at the body to finish the battle. If

you're looking for Attack Level credits,

blast the blue claws and remove the mon-

ster's sinister red mask.

As he begins to lose, Killer may drag you into his

lair. Keep your balance and finish off the spider.



GOLDEHEVE 007

HOW DO I KnOCK OUT THE DEPOT DRONE GUn?

1 1
1* e ve ^ounc* a waV t0 knock out the

1 1 1 depot drone gun protecting the com-
mXJ puter room without taking damage.

After you enter the warehouse, dispatch the

guards and edge your way along the left side

of the steel crates. If you look closely, you'll

be able to spot half of the drone gun in the

comer without it detecting you. Make sure

that there are no guards following you, then

target and destroy the drone gun before you

take out the computers.

Dispatch the guards on both sides of the

crates so they can't disrupt your aim.

Use the crosshairs to line up your shot at the

drone gun, then shoot when you see half of it.

mt I

HOIK DO I GET PAST THE FIItflL SEIITRIES III THE JUNGLE? [| |T|l
*.mu

I 1

I

these guys aren't at all like the c haps at

Buckingham Palace. Clear out the guards

with a few well-placed grenades then make

a run for the floors before the smoke < lears.

Y
ou can never shoot away all the sen-

tries guarding the front of the jungle

complex. As you clear out one wave,

a new squad will step up and take the place

of their fallen comrades. The key is to

advance past the barricades blocking the

entrance elevator during the changing of

the guard. We mean that figuratively, since

Unlike the other sentries in the jungle, the

guards in front of the complex are endless.

Use grenades or other explosive devices to

clear the crowd hiding behind the barricades.

The key is to advance as the defeated guards

are staggering, before their replacements arrive.

I

f you had problems getting into the

complex, you'll really have a tough

time dealing with the guards out to

break Natalya before she breaks the

GoldenEye security codes. The big strat-

egy here is to listen. If you leave the glass

walls surrounding the computer room

intact, you'll hear the exact moment
someone tries to break into the room.

This means you shouldn't blow up the

Armored Mainframes on the main floor

until after Natalya has changed the satel-

lite trajectory. It's also helpful to clear out

all the computer terminals and desks

except Natalya's workstation before you

allow Natalya to enter the room. This

prevents the guards from blasting the

desks around you, hitting you with col-

lateral damage. Finally, where you stand

can make all the difference. Our favorite

spot to wait for the guards is at the back

Clear out all the computer terminals in the room
except the workstation Natalya will use.

of the room, facing the massive comput-

er screen. From this location, Bond can

glance left and right, covering the win-

dows and the stairs, and picking off the

guards before they can get into the room.

Wait for the guards at the back of the room
and hit them before they get down the stairs.



STAR FOR 5R

HIHY CAA'T I DESTROY THE FIGHTERS OR BOLBE?

T
he fighters stationed on Boise are

equipped with high-intensity shields

that protect them from your Arwing's

blasters. These shields are supplied with

energy from the six Shield Reactors

surrounding the base. Don't follow your

wingmen when they engage the

fighters-the key to winning this battle is

to disable the tops of the Shield Reactors.

Once the reactors are gone, your

Arwing's blasters can wear down and

destroy the fighters' shields.

Falco and the gang can't shoot down the Boise
fighters until you disable the six Shield Reactors.

Target and blast the red tops off of all six Shield

Reactors, but watch out for the laser cannons.

HDUI DD I flUDID SHDDTU1G FRIERELIES Dll KRTIIlfl?

[
orneria Fighters have a color scheme
similar to enemy aircraft, so it's diffi-

cult to discern friend from foe during

the heat of battle. While Bill Grey will yell

at you for shooting down your allies, hitting

friendlies will not ruin your mission. It will,

however, waste precious time you could be

using to blast enemy fighters and earn a

si
medal. To avoid hitting friendly fighters,

lock on to each of your targets before you

fire. Your Arwing computer will not lock on

to Cornerian Fighters.

Can you tell the difference between friend and
foe? The fighter on the left is an ally.

You won't be penalized for shooting friendlies,

but wasting time will reduce your hit total.

Use your Arwing's combat computer to lock on
the enemy. It won't target friendly fighters.

HO 111 DD I Eflfln ItlY ItlEDRL ID flREfl SIK?

Y
ou probably already know that you

must score 300 hits and keep your

wingmen in the game to earn a

medal in Area Six, but there are several

essential strategies that you can use to

make sure you reach your goal. Make
sure you lock on the enemy before you

shoot. Concentrate on eliminating all of

the swarms of enemies so you'll earn

bonus hits. The space cruisers and space

stations can earn you up to 19 points

apiece. If you have at least 140 hits

when you reach the stage checkpoint,

you'll be on pace for reaching 300 hits

and your medal.

Target and destroy the space cruisers and space
stations. Mdu can earn up to 19 points per enemy.

@ NINTENDO POWER

To keep yourself on the medal track, make sure

you have at least 140 hits at the checkpoint.
Destroy Gorgon as quickly as possible to

add more points to your final score.



DORKEY KDtlG LHIID 3

UIHERE IS THE FIRST BURRS EOIR in RRIRFOREST RURIBLE?

I

nstead of running to the right and

picking up Ellie the Elephant at the

start of the stage, select Dixie Kong

and go left, past the No Animals sign and

jump and helicopter spin to the other side

of the chasm. Here you'll see three hov-

ering Knik-Knak bugs. Bounce up the

backs of the Knik-Knaks and into the

Bonus Barrel. The Bonus Coin contest

here is one of the easiest in the game. Go left, past the No Animals sign and helicopter

spin across the gap to the three Knik-Knaks.

Bounce up the backs of the Knik-Knaks and

into the Bonus Barrel.

JT]j d H

D

Ilf DP I DEF ER T K _R D L I II K . ROOL DUEL?

T
he trick to defeating K. Rool in the Tin

Can Valley isn't dodging his electrical

bolts, it's getting out of the way when

he bounces across the chamber. Start the

battle by hitting K. Rool with a barrel.

You'll need to hit him four more times to

win. Run underneath K. Rool as he

bounces around. When he settles down,

he'll shoot three bolts at you: two will fly

high and the final one will be aimed at your

ankles. Jump the low bolt, pick up the bar-

rel and throw it at K. Rool, then run under

his bouncing passes and dodge the next

wave of bolts, this time from the right and

left sides of the chamber. Hit him with

another barrel and scamper under the

bouncing attack. Now K. Rool will fly to the

left side of the room and blast three low

bolts. Jump between the charges and hit

him with a barrel. You're one hit away from

winning the battle. Run beneath the

A barrel always appears between K. Rool's elec-

trical attacks. Pick it up and throw it at K. Rool.

bounces, then dodge two waves of

charges-one from the right side of the room

and one from the left side of the room. Now
it's your turn. Hit him with the final barrel to

finish the battle.

K. Rool's bouncing attack is the toughest part of

the battle. Run beneath him as he bounces up.

In the HSR Call:

1

-

900
- 268-0707

(S1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

Q&A FAST FACTS
Or write to: Counselors' Corner

In Canada Call:

1

-
900

- 951-5500
($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18
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3 BLAST CORPS DR. FRHRKEn 3

Q: What happened to Lady Liberty and Hobo
Cop? 1 read about them in Volume 102.

A: These characters were removed from the

game by the time it went into production.

Q : Who is the best character to use in the

game?

A: It's a tie between Earthworm Jim and

Kung Pow. They have the largest variety

of special moves.

Q: How many ranks are there and what is

the highest one?

A: 31. The highest one is called "You Can

Stop Now."

Q: Why do Sideswipe's jack hammer and

Ballista's missile launcher stop working?

A: Do you have ammo left? Run over a crate

to get more.

Q: How do
1
get out of Jim's Pond?

A: Try riding up on the bubbles.

Q: Can 1 defeat the bunnies and caterpillars?

A: Nope. The trick is to avoid them.

Q: How do 1 open the front door?

A: Collect 100% of the items and get the

Front Door Key.

VOLUME 104 o
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YOUR
ie simulator!

^Z-5 IvrnhcKX
The official shirt and hat of the

Aerofighters Assault team!
photographs, or other likenesses for the

purpose of advertisements or promo-

tions on behalf of Nintendo Power mag-

azine and Nintendo of America Inc.

INOAI without further compensation.

Prizes are limited to one per household.

Chances ol winning are determined by

the total number of entries received.

The ratio of prizes to entry cards dis-

tributed is 76:1,000,000. No substitution

of prizes is permitted. All prizes will be

round-trip airfare are included. Estimated

total value of all prizes is S4.000. Some
restrictions apply. Valid only in the U.S.

and Canada. Void where prohibited by law.

Not open to employees of NOA, its affili-

ates, agencies or their immediate fami-

lies. This contest is subject to all federal.

nr'



When two rats have to scramble their way
through a sewer full of puzzles before their ship

sets sail, there's good reason to fidget.

>*^
i Your ne'fves are

bound to fray as you try

yESPS? to get The Fidgetts to their ship

^ y on time. Their new Game Boy side-

v ' uS. scroller from Elite pits the two rodents against a

puzzle of boxes, springs and angry snails. You need to maneuver through each level

to bring both characters to the sewerrpipe exit, and that isn’t easy. The trick isTo

alternate between Fidgetts, using each one’s specialized skills to help the

pair get across dangerous gaps, through low-ceilinged passages, and

over some hurdles that require a little thinking.. .all before the time^

fc . runs out! ^ does, you have to start all over, so you mustruns out! If it does, you have to start all over, so you must move care-

fully. Lucky you—we’ve got these rats by the tail, with routes through*,

all the puzzling levels. You’ll be cleaning put this sewer in no tinfgj"



Freddie’s
path through
the level.

Frankie’s
path through
the level.

Place boxes
in these
locations.

total time = 130 seconds

rapn Once you get

I to these

Kxj
-l

crates, you'll

1 1 need to have

Frankie make steps: have
him drop a block, have
Freddie leap from it, then

let Frankie pick it up and

a. Repeat until both are

e top. Now move the

top block to the right for

Freddie's jump, and
remember to

bring a block r
along for

more steps Q gjj* ; 3

on the right. SnTmM

Have either rat

get the spring,

avoiding the spi-

der. Place it where shown
and, making sure one rodent

brings the block, bounce two
times and angle to reach the

next platform.

Use Frankie to place blocks where the map shows
so Freddie can jump up. Have Frankie get the first

block and go back and place it for Freddie, then get

the second and put it where the map shows. Switch
to Freddie and move him as far as you can, then send

Frankie for an old block to repeat. Continue until you

reach where the spring is placed on the map.

Freddie is the trouble

* W adorable, he can't jump

V quite as high or as far as

, Frankie. Only with the assis-

Wp4 tance of a spring or, more

^ •
• often, a block brought over by

Frankie, can he dear most of

the gaps and jumpsi 'You'JI' see

~ on the maps where Freddie's

block needs to be placed, so

have him leap on top and jump from there. His advan-

tage? He can crawl through pas- g lt

sages too small vfqr Frankie’s

height, so,even Freddie has his £_>

moments to shine. • * N -

Frankie is the big cheese, -

He's the kind friend who ™
needs to bring all those iflkj

blocks back for Freddie to

leap from—otherwise, he'd be 1
through those pipes like bath-

| 'I'N
water. Make Frankie grab the ^
blocks and place them, then 'A
have Freddie leap from them. *
Use the ^Select Button to

switch between the Fidgetts, »—pp^—

—

the Start Button to pause, the B

— hj Button to jump, and A to fire

or throw a’ block. Be pre-

IP pared for frequent switching.



t For the spring, drop down
I -/%w i

and pull Left on the Control

nCSal !

Pad - Grab the lef 1 sPrin9'
'

' place it at the edge, then

nab the other one and bounce five times
toward the right-hand platform. Drop the

spring into position, then take the block

and bounce up to place it for Freddie.

L Frankie's first job is to get a block to place on

I
tbe t0P 'eve * s second platform so Freddie can

I 'Jo I jump rattily across. To do this, Frankie must— *
» drop down to the second level, walk over to

get the block, then double back to place the block against the

wall for later pickup. Then he has to fall even lower (aiming to

the left) to grab a spring. All this for a friend! And be sure, on

the top level, to avoid the creeping snail.

total time = ISO seconds

‘JSpEX Only Freddie can crawl through

I the low passage, so Frankie has

to help him out. He must get the
1

spring in the lower right, shoot-

ing the turtle first. Next, have him place it on
the crate for Freddie, who can bounce up to the

left and wait. Then use Frankie to nab the

spring, jump up the platforms to the right and
over to the small mound. There, have him place

the spring and bounce five times to the top left

and another spring.

After unlocking the door

with Freddie, bounce back

At the top, have

la y J |

Frankie nab the

I— I spring and (gulp!) ‘

. ;

fall to the left. He'll pass it to

Freddie, who can crawl over, I

dropdown, and place the \

spring for himself. Remember >

to have Freddie walk over to

the left and turn the lock! Then
he can return and bounce for the block

on the platform. With it, he'll return to

Frankie on two bounces of the spring.

up with the block. There,

pass the block on to the

waiting Frankie. Frankie,

I block in hand, should then i_ ; .

1 make his way to the spring

he left on the mound and swap them,

placing the block and picking up the spring. By placing the

block, he'll be able to jump up and take the spring back to

Freddie. Once placed near Freddie, the spring will bounce them
both towards the last stretch. Watch out for turtles again!

NINTENQOfUWER



total time

Have Frankie

leap all the gaps,

then travel the

upper level to

get the block for

Freddie. Make
him drop and

place the block at the first

gap, then have them head

across to the crate with

Frankie carrying the block.

Get Freddie to grab the spring.

Now that they're both at the crate, have Frankie place the

block for Freddie to jump up. Next, have Freddie place the

spring so that he can leap to the platform and stand next to the locked gate. Now, after

nabbing that spring, have Frankie travel down to the locked area below the start. Get
him to leap and unlock the gate, then place the spring next to the wall. Frankie will need
seven bounces to make it to the top, pulling left on the seventh, but then the boys will

be free to run for the sewer and out!

If you like challenge in your side-

scrolling games, sjick with the fidgetts.

We've given you just a taste of the puz-

zles facing Freddie and frankie—just

enough to get you started There ace i.9

levels in all, and they'll take you fro® the

sewer through' fhe~ga'rden and into the*

house, where you'll explore several

floors before' picking, your, way through

the attic and onto the roof. The. levels

become progressively difficult, so you'll :

have to scramble like a rat to make the

ship's scheduled departure.

if you use up too many

bullets or wipe out too

often, but they aren't

crucial for winning

GAME

BOY
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LANDING
Your first quest is to collect 10 of the 12

compy eggs that are hidden throughout this mostly

subterranean stage. The eggs' protective parents

aren't terribly dangerous, so your main concern

should be avoiding the stampeding stegosaurs.

CRUSHING THE COMPIES

START

These tiny terrors are easy to beat as long as you get
down to their level. Just repeatedly punch them from a

crouched position and you'll finish them in no time.

NINTENDO POWER
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THE LOST WORLD: JURASSIC PARK

THE LOSTWO^LD
Jf.z A* '

:

£*S****i

Picking up the ammo and health

bonuses that litter the island is

extremely important, since you have

only one life to finish a level. Luckily,

you'll earn a password every time

you complete a section of the mis-

sion, so if your character does perish,

restarting a level won't be a problem.

It also helps to know that you don't

have to defeat every enemy you

encounter in order to succeed.

While they're sometimes
out in the open, clips and

grenades are also hidden

inside crates. Punch them to

reveal their contents.

The crosses may mend some
wounds, but the hearts com-
pletely refill your health meter.

STEGOSAURS
^ You don't want to get too close

to the stegosaurs or you'll defi-

nitely get trampled when they

stampede. Just keep your distance

from these big dinos and use three

grenades to bring them down.

—
VOLUME 104



TERROR IN THE TREES

The pterodactyls like to grab

interlopers and drop them in

flight. Either crouch to avoid

their claws or give their

wings a good clipping with a

well-thrown grenade.

START

If you're having problems getting off the ground, try leaping

up to these limbs to begin your search through the trees.

ABORATORV

These deadly dinos don't all

behave the:
11 'J-~ These Biosyn soldiers are squirrely,

so try crawling towards them until

they run your way, then pop up into

a crouch. You'll block their path if

you get into position quickly

enough, and that’s when you should

unload with your fists.

j way. If they're

I just jogging back and forth, keep

I your distance and hit them with

J a grenade. If they charge you
suddenly, try shooting them

three times with your gun once
you're freed from their claws.

In this tree-lined level you'll need to

play Tarzan as you leap along high and low

limbs in search of ten pterodactyl eggs. But

you'll have to tread cautiously because BioSyn

foot soldiers will confront you on the forest

floor while those high-flying pterodactyls will

try to carry you away from the treetops.

THE LQNC
This time your

goal is to locate ten data

disks in this labyrinthine labo-

ratory, while doing your best to

fight off rampaging raptors and

an army of BioSyn soldiers.

You'll notice that there is more

than one way to successfully

navigate this long level of cor-

ridors and lifts, so study the

map carefully before picking a

preferred path.

FEROCIOUS RAPTORS BIOSYN SECURITY



THE LOST WORLD: JURASSIC PARK

STRUGGLES WITH BIOSYN

All of the BioSyn

fighters will remain

stationary, so you
can just crawl up to

their positions and

pummel 'em with

your fists.

KICK FOR DAMAGE CONTROL

If you're falling from a great

height, just keep kicking

until you land on

jfSy. the ground.

If you want to use an elevatorthat's

stuck on another level, stand in front

of the lift's computer console (located

right next to the shaft) and press Up
on the control Pad.
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HE $UB LABS
Now you'll be deep underground, looking for ten DNA

flasks in a lower section of the lab. Use care as you forage,

because BioSyn troops are still on the move and the velociraptors

are even more ravenous than they were in the last level. Also note

that the lab's corridors are connected through a network of doors

that you can enter by pushing Up on the Control Pad.

START

The sub lab's raptors will usually try to take you by surprise,

so always be prepared to spray them with bullets. If you use
your weapons wisely and locate all of the clips, you should

have plenty of ammo to complete this part of your mission.

MAKING LONG LEAPS
To make the challenging giant jump, stand back from the

edge of a chasm and hold down the B Button. Now begin run-

ning towards the gap and pressH the A Button at the last second
to pull off a longer leap.

<S) DnAFLASK 0 CLP ® HSART
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THE LOST WORLD: JURASSIC PARK

MQjRE TO; EXPLORE
When you've conquered the first fourlevels o

(
f the Lost World, four more

fun-filled missions still await! The rest qf the quest will continue from deep

below the island's surface to the edge of the surrounding sea.

GOING
UNDERGROUND

A FINAL FOREST
A nighttime quest for ten more pterodactyl eggs

leads you once again to the treetops and the for-

midable dangers of the forest. This time you'll

face a mean triceratops that is totally immune to

frontal attacks. In fact, this dino is so vicious that

we advise that you avoid him altogether!

It's time to dig down deep as you explore the

subterranean world of Isia Sorna. As you leap

over lava pools and swim through darkened

waters, don't be surprised if you come nose to

nose with an unknown species of dinosaur!

Defeat the big

dinosaur by

crawling behind

three grenades

at his back.

You can simply kick these

bats out of the air to pick up

a few small crosses.

Crawl until this dinosaur flips

you onto his back, then bomb
his tail until he's defeated.

As you did in the second level,

jump to the lowest limb to

head for to the treetops.

JOURNEY TO
THE JETTY

NOW MAKE
YOUR ESCAPE!

In this level you'll need to make your

way to Isla Sorna's bay, while collect-

ing a bundle of eggs in a series of

underground caverns. Your troubles

begin when you encounter the hungry

tyrannosaurs that lurk around every

turn and continue with the BioSyn sol-

diers, who will block your path in

every way possible.

Your escape from the Lost World is short but sweet

as you battle those BioSyn smugglers for the last

time. While you will have to spend some time in

the water, you can be clever and stay mostly high

and dry!

Just crouch and throw grenades

to topple these tyrannosaurs.

keep jumping

across the

water!

You can defeat the sea

snakes by running in behind

a spear that you've fired.

You'll have to use the long-leap

technique to reach this ledge.

VOLUME 104

LAST WORDS ON THE LOST WORLD
You'll have to find your own way through the last four levels, but the tips above should put you well on

your way to surviving and escaping from The Lost World. If walk softly and carry ample ammo, you'll

avoid becoming a fossil yourself. '
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GREENWOOD
GRAND PRIX
Greenwood

Village's twisting tunnels

will slow down any speedster.

How fast can you blaze through?

Enter Tracks mode of DKR, activate Time

QUICK
KONG TIMES
Once you've collected every

item in DKL 3, you'll be able to race

through 12 different areas

in Time Attack mode. We’ll

start the first of our DKL 3

TREAD

In the Arwing, you can easily _
dogfight with the ships swarming

over Katina, but how many can I

you shoot down while driving

the Landmaster tank? Enter Katina

challenges off easy: in Time Trial mode, set the clock

What's your fastest

time through the Stilt race?

shooting is.

iwcSNnwoqmmu 3!

Ik JNP SCQRe&QAPPk SUPERMARIO 64

|

151 Coins in Big Boo's Hajrnf (Vol. 92)

Paul Canup Austin, TX

James Doyle Moore, OK
Jaylor Fernetti Hamilton, ON

Joshua Hancock DalyCity, CA " ,

Bryce Hatakeyama Visalia, CA
j

Jerrod Hegwlod Wyoming, 11 *

r . "Tim Hennessey 'ScotTAFB, It'"''

I George Murnoik Longmont, CO
jP.

j
Jan-Michael Olorga Panorama City, CA

David Hendren Charleston, WV ?

Tim Hosaka Tumwater, WA 1

mjkff*
blctnr - - i . HavwpttlrCA J

Matt Karls Avon,OH
Jonathan Lockman Miami FL

Raymond Mariano Oak Harbor, WA

Hi
,

* Keith Pearson Grand Rapids, Ml
Ryan Smith' London, ON
lason Sorrentino East Lyme^T

SUPER MA&IIO 64
The SLOWEST/\:59.9) time for the Princess's

is th'e SUPER MARIO 64

^

152 Coins in Wet-Dry World (Vol. 97)

j

Martin Larente Mont-Laurier, PQ
Sean Leonard Crysjal-Lake, IL

Ken Banks' • Ridgecrest, CA
Jeremy Bo^rgoin Murrieta, CA

. I _U . j
.

Hector Ochoa
^

Rio Hondo, TX if

Chris Rohichaud Lunenburg, MAII l



Try Twix!
RECON MISSION GOLDENEYE 007
Before James Bond can free the hostages from the Frigate, M needs

to have you to scout out the ship and relay some info back to

England. Sneak through the Frigate stage of GoldenEye 007 to find

the key elements that Her Majesty's Secret Service is looking for.

1 . What color is the flag at 6. How many light fixtures are

the front of the ship? on the ceiling of the cargo

In the room filled with nine

crates, how many circular

vents are on the wall panel

to the left of the door?

What two-digit number

is painted throughout the

side of the ship?

3. What code is painted on

the single cannon at the

ship's port?

What code is painted on

the missile launcher at

the ship's stern?

What letter is on the

outside wall by the cargo

bay door (by the heli-

copter)?

How many windshield

wipers are on the cabin's

windows?

In the communications

room behind the cabin,

what region of the world

does the second map from

the left depict?

Eric Wade
Brice Williams

iTTAfcei?

for this month's- Arena. If we use your suggestionWAVE RACE 64
Fastest Times for Glacier Coast (Vol. 99) you're a top qualifier, you'll receive Super Power

Stamps and havf your name featured in NP (for a
eorrrpteRrtisrrifqyaliftersrsurfTo ’wWWhiirteffdo.i

ANSWERS TO VOLUME 103’s

MIX AND MATCH QUIZ:

Jimbe Land -Mole Mania

The Mushroom Kingdom - J

Super Mario 64

Bomber World - Bomberman 64-

The Northern Kremisphere -

Donkey Kong Country 3: Dixie

Kong’s Double Trouble!

The Lylat System - Star Fox 64 •

Hyrule -The Legend of Zelda -

A Link to the Past

The World of Balance -
(

Final Fantasy III

Ticondera -The 7th Saga
j

Nathan Gray

Robert Coulson

Nick Piazza

Richard Pelletier

Thomson, IL 1:23.301

Phoenix, AZ 1:24.1 9t

SaoJoseJCA 1:24fe41

Montreal, PQ T3T.724

MARIO KART 64
Fastest Times for Moo MooJiarm4VoL-99)

Aaron Solomon Montclair, NJ 1:18.40

Chris Okaly Howell,’
(
N| 1:20.66

. ^Jonathan Bucca Bcltsville, MD
_

1 :20.70

George Posadasi Los Angeles, CA 1:20.117

Tim Moon Don Mills, ON 1121.02

Calvin Snau Cerritos, CA IECIO

to ee picT^e PGRpecr'
• "mcluTfe your NtT4 or Super NfSth the phdtd'of

' '

your high scord. • Dim the lights and then take a

few photos without a flash. • If youfre taking a photo

ofACamejLayj place it on a flat surface^j-Write^- _
your name, address and Member Number on the

back of your photo. • The Arena challenges featured

in this issue must be received no later than
'•

• February-!O, -L , i- ,„<4P

mail us with challenges and
arena@n intendo.com

Joe Lounder Weirt

Eric Desabrais Haw k

Power Player's Arena, P.O. BOX 97033
Redmond, WA, 980^3-9733 ,

BKKUft SEf '

. j

'
\ 1 i
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All the wrestlers, all the moves, all the action! THQ dares you to enter the ring.

IflifiiailH-l The 3-D graphics feature smooth, lifelike

animation, and the modeling and texturing make it easy

to recognize the wrestlers of the WCW and NWO.
Occasionally you'll notice an arm punching straight

through another wrestler's chest, but for the most part

the graphics are top rank.

| The great thing about this game is that

you can do a lot with-

out knowing a lot,

which makes it per-

fect for multiplayer

matches when one or

more players may be

new to the game. But

if you study the vari-

ous grappling moves

and attacks, you'll

find that WCW vs. NWO
l»fiillll^>14Jil»ill This is just what a wrestling game
should be. It features tons of moves, lots of wrestlers,

good options including handicaps, and the slightly

gonzo atmosphere of the real thing.

As a multiplayer game, WCW vs. NWO
is terrific. It's also fun as a one-player game.

Hntiim The music is high-energy and the crowd noises

correspond to the action in the ring.

M»llllllHl>M Paul: More real than pro wrestling

itself-no really. Scott P: You can feel their

pain. Sonja: This game is rad. All the

wrestlers have their signature moves. Erich:

Henry liked this game a little too much and

that scares me.

GRRPHICS=7H PWV CnnTR0L=7.8 GflmE DESIcn=8.5 SflTISEflCTIOn-8.1 sounD-7.l
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even more courses,

SnalDBOHRD KIDS
• Atlus/64 Megabits

• 1 to 4 players simultaneously

• Controller Pak and Rumble Pak compatible

• 6 courses plus three bonus courses

• Stunts

• 12 boards

Goofy-footed or not, boarders will thrash on these N64 slopes

Emms The

courses cover a lot of

ground, from tradi-

tional snowy slopes

to a night course and

a grass course on

which you board

through villages and

pastures. Don't let

the young look of the characters fool you. Snowboard

Kids is fun for any age.

The Control Stick is set up to mimic the

manner that snowboarders shift their weight when turning.

By pushing left or right and back on the stick, you'll turn

sharply. Once you learn this technique, the rest is easy.

Mlliiwuaiitil Although we would have liked to see

Atlus did include enough modes of play to keep the

courses fresh, including the Board Game mode in which

you earn money for upgrading and painting your board.

The use of items for attacking your opponents adds more

depth to the game. So far, this is the only snowboarding I

game that has taken the Mario Kart route.

HHWimi.iii There's something satisfying about any

game in which you can knock off your opponents using

snowballs or a frying pan. It also keeps you on your toes.

MUUiUl The kid's voices are high-pitched, like car-

toon mice, but the music has a euro-tech sound.

EMuSQa Sonya: It's surprisingly fun.

Coming out ofnowhere, I think it could be a

hit. |ason: It's not so cute that your stomach

turns. Terry: Just plain fun.

GRAPHICS=7.3 PLAV C0nTR0L=7.3 GflmE DESIGn=7.3 SATISFACTI0n=7.7 S0UnD=6.7

Alex Trebek has all the answers, and questions, too, on the N64.

Gametek used digitized video of Jeopardy! with the graphics, but

host, Alex Trebek, to create a close connection between this

N64 game and the popular game show. The set of Jeopardy!

was recreated in 3-D, although without much more success

than the rather flat results from Wheel of Fortune. Still, graph-

ics are almost inconsequential to the enjoyment of this game.

Ijyil'JdillHlW Let's just say that the requirements of

play control in Jeopardy! don't tax the system, but one nice

touch is that some actions can be activated by a button.

WililH'14-IHil Gametek placed its emphasis on the use

of categories and answers that are indistinguishable from

those used on the TV show. The video of Trebek and the

use of digitized audio further enhances the connection

between video game and TV show.

you like quiz games, you'll love

Jeopardy! Gametek may not have done incredible things

GRAPHICS=6.3 PLAV GOnTROL-B.8 GflmE DESIGn=6.7 SATISFACTItJn=7.0 S0UriD=7.2

Jeopardy! is still a kick.

fcl«l»llHh Although the game is only 32 megabits in size,

it manages to include a lot of voice and the very recog-

nizable music and themes from the TV show.

/ love this game until the questions

start to repeat, which can happen once you turn offthe game.

Jason: If I had a nickel

for every question I

got right, I'd have,

like, 45 cents,

can be pretty

humbling.

mVOLUME 104



FIGHTER'S DESTinV
> Ocean/96 megabits
» 1 or 2 players simultaneously

• 9 lighters

• Controller and Rumble Pak compatible

Trading feature

Fight for a point, not a fatality, in this N64 tournament fighter from Ocean.

flffiiailH--! Bright, polygonal figures whirl, leap, duck

and battle on platforms set amidst various exotic settings.

The animation frame rate seems lower than other 3-D
fighters for the N64, but the game plays very fast.

Quick response is the most important

control issue for any tournament fighter, and Fighter's

Destiny has it with both the default Control Pad and the

Control Stick option.

nrjiimiMiiil Thf

moves are in four cate-

gories: normal, aerial,

special and escape.

The game is unlike

other tournament fight-

ers in that it approach-

es fighting like a sport,

not a death match. In

each fight, you must accumulate seven points to win. The

options are very complete, including one that lets you alter

the size of the ring itself and change the award points for

different moves. In Master mode you earn new skills as you

win matches, just don't lose to the joker.

i--f.HW.mi.iii i. you want a different kind of fighting

game, this is it. Fighter's Destiny is easy to learn, but

there's enough depth to keep you in the ring.

WHIIHB The voice messages get old quickly, but

the music is well suited to the speed and energy

of the play.

ana Scott P: It's nice to see a fighting

game that relies on game play instead ofgore.

Erich: The fighting engine isn't overly

complex so it's easy to pick up and enjoy.

GRrtPHICS=8.2 PLUE COnTROL=7.0 CnmE DESICn=7.2 SflTISFflCTIDri-7.2 sounD-7.0

A small window on a big adventure. Turok keeps you in the action.

EiTfliiiim Good animation and large, clear characters to the original Turok

mark this Game Boy side-scroller as a meaty dish for

action fans. Like all Game Boy titles from Acclaim, this

one does not support Super Game Boy enhancements.

ElEUIAllUlMM Turok handles pretty well in side-

scrolling format. He runs, jumps, squats, climbs and

swims—just like in the N64 game. He also uses the same

huge assortment of

Selection of

correct weapon
facing different

turns out to

one of the greatest

was to stay close

game but to do it in a

the same items, enemies and areas in this Game Boy

version, but, of course, the map layout is quite different

in appearance.

HHH/.MI.Iil The action is constant and the eight

worlds are large, giving players a lot of game for their

money. Obviously, you shouldn't expect the same
immersive experience of the N64 Turok, but this is still

a good game for its genre.

H»W»H1 The music and sound effects are surpris-

ingly varied and high quality for an action

game. Dinosaur roars are not in evidence.

H.InlitHHH Scott P: Turok is a real

treat. Good play control and lots of action

and variety.

GRflPHlCS-7.2 PLRE E0nTRDL=6.8 GRIT1E DESIGn=6.2 SRTISFIlCTIOn=7.0 S0UnD=6.M
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Is something eating you? In The Lost World, it probably is.

From compies to pterodactyls, The Lost World

has dinosaurs coming out of the woodwork, or at least the

woods. On the Game Boy screen, you might not expect

these critters to be as ferocious as on the silver screen, but

the reality is a bit disappointing. The characters here, both

human and dinosaur, seem overly small.

The Lost World is needlessly

awkward because of its poor hit detection and delayed

trigger actions while using weapons.

K.IHH.Ij-HHil The adventure on the new dino-infested

island moves along side-scrolling paths with some interest-

ing detours and maze features. Mission objectives are

radioed in at the beginning of the stage, then you're on your

own. It's fairly straight-forward action, though, just scrolling

and shooting. The password is a nice addition.

The Lost World gives players an easy-to-

grasp game world for

some Jurassic fun.

Once you get beyond

the control issue, The

Lost World can pro-

vide a nice escape.

m»lll»l Very stan-

dard Game Boy

sound, but you have

the option to turn off

the music, the sound effects, or bo

best choice.

H.liiliiHiiH Erich: / may be all alone

this, but I think it's entertaining. Marty

Too easy for my taste. Terry: Something

survived, and it's really a shame.

rmprrj TTfrra rrri mames
EURLURTORS
Our evaluators have spent years

playing and evaluating games for

Nintendo and Nintendo Power. They

all have their favorite categories, but

they play and evaluate every game

we receive. Follow your favorite pro

in each issue's Now Playing.

(
ARMOIVD-Fighting. RPCs, Adventures J ( PAUL-Fighting, Sports. Simulations J

fMARTY-Sports, Action, Aduentures 1 (SCOTT D.-Action, Fighting, RPCs 1
(
ERICH-Sports, RPCs, Aduentures 1 (

SCOTT P.-Sports, Simulations, Aduentures
)

(HENRY-Fighting. Action, Sports J (
SOIUJA-Puzzles, RPCs. Fighting J

( JASOM-Aduentures, Action, Puzzles J ( TERRY-RPCs, Simulations, Puzzles J

VOLUME 104 ^



Five on five hoops arrives!

WILD CHOPPERS

CASTLEVANIA LEGENDS

An adventure that i

.100) NINTENDO POWER

Taka braa

THIS
MONTH
NBA IN THE ZONE '98 NO HOLDS

REPORTING IN THE
NEW PAK WATCH
N ews is good, but it's slippery. To

understand it, you have to grab it

and wrestle it to the ground until it coughs

up a good story. That's our philosophy at

Pak Watch. You've probably noticed the

change in the appearance of this month's

column. It's not just bold headlines, though.

The new Pak Watch will focus on the most

“Other magazine
editors assume
that we’ve seen
everything,

sometimes even
before a game

exists.”

important gaming news every month and

help you understand what's behind the

hype. We'll give you our first impressions of

games as we play them for the first

time-usually months before other mags

even see screen shots. We'll let you know
what's really happening at Nintendo and

third party publishers, not what rumors are

floating around. In short, we want Pak

Watch readers to be the best-informed

gamers in the world.

Hard-nosed,
rhino raporting
When we talk to other magazine editors,

they assume that we've seen everything,

sometimes even before a game exists. That's

often true, because we receive many games

when they're as early as 30% to 40% com-

plete. As for news of new games, you'll read

about the deals here before the ink is dry on

the contracts, like Ocean's license with

Warner Bros, to produce three Looney

Tunes games for the N64, which you can

read about this month. But enough self-pro-

motion. Check out the new Pak Watch,

paying particular attention to the red-

stamped special articles, then let us know

what you think.

The inside source for all
Nintendo News.

FIFA: ROAD TO THE WORLD CUP '98

EA Sports steps up.



AN AVALANCHE
FROM NINTENDO^
EAD GROUP rst lo

uddenly, it's a two horse race in the

category of N64 snowboard racing

sims. Up until now, it's been all Twisted

Edge, which incidentally will be published

by Midway, probably in

April. Before that hap-

pens, though, it is very

likely that Nintendo's

snowboard entry will

have been in the stores

for several weeks, or

longer. This month we
take a look at the first

spectacular screen shots of EAD's 1080

Snowboarding and report on the game's

play and features.

As lovely as a tree
1080 Snowboarding may be poetry

action, with graphics, animation,

effects and play control that com-

bine to feel something like Wave

Race 64, but is it as lovely as a tree?

That's hard to say, but we can report

that this game does have killer trees.

As you fly through narrow, forest

trails overhung with branches, you'll

get the picture, and it may take your

breath away or knock you complete-

ly unconscious.

Bara’s looking
at 1080
Here's the scoop. At least six

courses will be included

in the final game, each

with jumps, varied ter-

rain, stunning alpine

backgrounds and spe-

cial effects. You'll

choose from among six

characters, each with

special abilities or attrib-

utes. Five game modes

will include: challenge

mode, time attack, two-

player VS., practice and

stunt mode, all in a 96-

megabit Pak. Of course,

it will be Rumble Pak compati-

ble, and the game will save your

progress in the Game Pak. One of

the coolest parts of 1 080 is some-

th ing you

can't see-

the feel of

the ride. As you slip

and slide or carve your

edge into the snow,

you feel the surface.

Different surfaces, like

hard-pack, ice or pow-

der, all have their own unique feel, and that

feel is conveyed to the player in the way the

board handles. You truly feel the snow. If all

this sounds a bit too poetic, wait until you

plug in the game this March when Nintendo

releases it.

Natural and man-made jumps, like this cabin roof, give

boarders plenty of opportunities to catch air.

VOLUME 104 (Q)



Hands-on previews of upcoming

IN THE ZONE
WITH KONAMI'S LATEST
SPORTS SUPERSTAR

hen we first met Glen Rice at E3,

the NBA star seemed more inter-

ested in playing Star Fox than in talking

about his endorsement for a basketball

game that didn't even exist in demo form at

the time. That's probably changed now that

NBA In The Zone '98 is complete. If Glen

doesn't get enough hoop action with the

Hornets, he can dish up some more at

home on his N64, and Fox McCloud can

take a breather.

Tha NBA on N6h
NBA In the Zone '98 falls somewhere

between arcade b-ball blitzes like NBA Jam

and NBA Hangtime and true simulations

such as EA Sport's NBA Live series and

Nintendo's upcoming NBA Courtside.

(Subscribers: check out the special pre-

views in the subscriber bonus section of

this month's Power for more on Courtside.)

In the Zone features five-on-five, full-court

action with all NBA teams and players,

except for Michael Jordan. We think it's

going to be a hot ticket for players who
want a quick b-ball fix.

Tha Tear of Konanl?
Our 80% preview version exhibited fast

action and impressive animation—two def-

inite pluses. Players choose from multiple

camera angles and zooms while spectacu-

lar dunk shots are replayed in dramatic

close-ups. Most players closely resemble

their real NBA counterparts, as well, and

the game has full, 12-man rosters. Play

seemed very realistic, although the comput-

er squad was a little sloppy with the ball,

and the controls were easy to understand

and master. The game supports the Rumble

Pak and four-player action in VS. and

Season modes. NBA In the Zone '98 will be

released in February about the same time as

Konami's Nagano Winter Olympics '98.

That's an impressive beginning to a year

that has Konami written all over it.

"TheCUM
support* the

Bunbls Pak and
four-player

action
In VC. and

Season nodes."

You can flip through the camera options to

get the best angle on the action.

^ NINTENDO POWER



FIFA 64 GROUNDED
FIFA '98 GETS GROUND UP
REDESIGN FOR WORLD CUP

IFA Road To The World Cup '98

doesn't feel or look like a sequel to

last year's FIFA 64. The new soccer game

from EA Sports challenges Konami's ISS

64 in ways that surprised all of us here at

Pak Watch. Without a doubt, the new
FIFA takes the soccer animation crown.

Excellent lighting, textures, animation

and frame rate combine to give you an

almost broadcast-quality experience.

Sweet it is.

It’s all In tha game
Ease of control was an important issue

for EA Sports to address, especially in

light of the intuitive control of ISS 64.

FIFA World Cup '98 bridges the gap. You

can play with just two buttons, but the

use of extra buttons will add to the depth

of the game. It's a good balance. The

opening song on the title screen, Song

#2 from Blur, also surprised us. Options

include friendly

matches for up

to four players,

the Road to the

World Cup '98

mode, League

mode, Training,

and Penalty

Shootout.
Players can cus-

tomize their

teams by trading

players, switching teams,

and editing individual

players. (Incidentally, the

players are the real

thing.) The game even

includes text in seven

languages. It should be

the talk of the soccer

world when it's released

in February '98.

The new FIFA boasts

some of the most realis-

tic graphics in any game.

Ubi Soft plans to launch a blitzkrieg on SELECT-PLMII
action and military sim gamers with the HAKD BULL

release of Wild Choppers in the next
^ '-li-jf

several months. It's been a long wait.

Here's what to expect. Wild Choppers 4~

sends you on missions in 3-D territories '

i

j-TJ y; hSIlBgBi «m.ucn pi.im

piloting a heavily armed helicopter gun

ship. The controls require getting used

to, but once we managed that, we -

charged all over the large maps and Jf/C

'

blew up anything that moved, or for - *

that matter, anything that didn't move.

The fireworks are tremendous, and ir^rSSSSRpcojlF.
that's what the game is really about.

!

EA's Strike series was never this intense, V

nor was it as demanding. Ubi Soft hopes

to publish Wild Choppers in the first

quarter of '98, a deadline they should '^1 V
be able to manage. ^ ^
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Konanl bytas
Konami's fourth Castlevania title for

Game Boy arrives just in time to whet

the appetites of Castlevania fans who
have been waiting patiently for Dracula

64. In Castlevania Legends, the vampire

hunter turns out to be a fearless whip-

toting young lady from the Belmont clan.

Other than her ponytail, you probably

won't notice a lot of difference between

the new hero and the brothers and

cousins who came before her. The

action is classic Castlevania side-

scrolling, hopping, climbing, and col-

lecting weapons and hearts. This game
came out of the woodwork at Konami,

which is notorious for keeping projects

hushed up until they are complete. The

result is that you may find this game in

the store by the time you read this arti-

cle. For Castlevania fans, even that is

probably not soon enough.

Tha quack Is back
Sunsoft, once one of the most prolific

publishers for the NES and Super NES, is

getting back into the game with some

new N64 and Game Boy titles. The first

is a Game Boy version of Maui Mallard

in Dark Shadow that closely resembles

the unsung, but high quality Super NES

game of the same name. Once again, a

Donald Duck clone plays the role of

Maui Mallard, a south seas private eye

out to find a mojo idol of great power.

The levels and game play are very close

to the original game, but if you never

played that Maui, this Maui has it all and

it's probably less expensive. With all of

its intense Game Boy action, Maui may
send you quacking.

Dragon Quest lite
Enix plans to ride the Pocket Monsters

craze in Japan by introducing Japanese

RPG fans to the first Game Boy title

based on the Dragon Quest series.

Dragon Quest Monsters: Terry's

Wonderland is scheduled for release this

spring. It stars a character from a previ-

ous DQ game (but, he's not our

esteemed Power colleague and RPG ace,

Terry Munson). For gamers who don't

mind the small screen, the adventure

should be pretty big in this RPG.

Japanese players shouldn't expect to

trade monsters, though. Dragon Quest

Monsters follows the traditional form of

previous DQ games. As for North

American plans, Enix has not indicated

whether it plans to release the game
here. At this time it seems unlikely since

Enix USA has all but closed up shop, but

the Japanese company may be willing to

license the title to a western publisher.

Epic fans should cross their fingers

and swords.

Ttlng raga
Taito is another publisher we haven't

heard from in a while, but it seems that

the Game Boy market is currently so hot

that no one can stay away. Taito jumps

back into the thick of things with a fight-

ing game called Ring Rage. Not to be mis-

taken for the NES boxing game, Ring

King, this martial arts/wrestling game fea-

tures plenty of moves and good animation

on the small screen. Maybe WCW VS.

NWO isn't the only game in town for

fight fans.

AaroGauga
So, what is the meaning of the sub-title:

Racing Revolution of Sky Steppers? We
don't have a clue, but it has something to

do with AeroGauge, ASCII's futuristic

racer for the N64. What we do know is

that this speedy Pak puts you in control of

one of several jet hover cars with a range

of attributes (or an N64 Controller car)

and asks you to fly at high speed through

tunnels, canyons, cities and other danger-

ous locations. You don't have weapons,

but you can take plenty of damage if you

crash. AeroGauge features a Grand Prix

circuit, a time trial and two-player VS.

mode. Special boost techniques and

shortcuts help you take the lead and keep

it. We'll have a full review next month,

and maybe we'll figure out what the sub-

title means by then.

NINTENDO POWER



OCEAN GOES
LOONEY
TUNES
AND OTHER NEWS
Ocean of America told Pak Watch that, by the

time we print this story, it will have closed a

deal with Warner Bros, to produce no less than

three N64 games based on Looney Tunes prop-

erties. Inking the deal starts the development

ball rolling, but it takes time to create a game

so don't expect anything before late '98 to

early '99. Ocean says that it will spread devel-

opment around. Some of the games may be

developed by Ocean's French partner,

Infogrames, where Mission: Impossible is

undergoing final changes. In addition to the

Looney Tunes games, Ocean has signed up

"Oc«n 1» ready
to flood

North Aaorlca
withi

Wetrix, a puzzle game from a British company

called Zed Two and an action game called )est,

which stars a Court Jester. If that isn't enough,

Space Circus is moving ahead and should be

ready by midyear. It sounds as if Ocean is

ready to flood North America with games.

Late-breaking news out of Japan is that

Imagineer plans to join the snowboard club

with Snow Speeder for the N64. In fact, we've

seen some video tape footage of the game,

which turns out to have alpine skiing as well as

boarding. In the two-player mode, competitors

can square off, one on a board and one on skis.

Midway reports that every Midway arcade

game will make its way to the N64. The

illustrious list will include Rush The Rock (the

sequel to San Francisco Rush), Off Road

Challenge with Ivan Stewart, Mortal Kombat

IV (currently in the works at Eurocom) and the

current aracade hit, NFL Blitz, which brings

intense, NBA Jam-type action to the video foot-

ball field for the first time. Several of the N64

versions are already in the works at Midway

and elsewhere. The NFL Blitz N64 game

reportedly is undergoing development at

Midway's Chicago arcade HQ.
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GAME & WATCH GALLERY II
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NINTENDO POWER

How does your favoi

wrestler rank agains

NWO? Volume 105 will reveal all with a com-

prehensive chart showing wrestler 'strengths, hidden moves and

special attacks—everything you need to know to win in style

inside the squared circle.

Hold on there, young ninja

lad! You don't want to go run-

ning off to battle the bad guys

until you read next month's

jfeview on Konami's The

iKgend of the Mystical Ninja

for the N64.
You've read the Yoshi's Story preview—now learn

how to avoid the pitfalls crammed between the

pages of Bowser's magical picture book. Next

month's issue will

feature detailed i .

maps and strategies »

for eluding Shy- ^ *

Guys, Boo Buddies,

and even the & y $
clawed clutches of * 4

Kamek! W

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS
Sharpen your edges and wax

your skis—the February issue

will go for the gold with a

cool review of Konami's

Nagano Winter Olympics

—

just in time for the XVIII

Winter Olympic Games!
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got a brain?
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We're giving away 64 of each prize! Entering the contest fs

easy as 1, 2, 3l Just call: 1-B8B-74SBU36

1. Have pen and paper ready. Dial the number-hey, it's a free

call! You'll be connected to Nintendo Power's NPUT Game
Center. Using a touch-tone phone, you'll be asked to enter

your unique Member Number. (It's the 9-digit number that

appears on the mailing label of your magazine.)

2. When your Member Number has been verified and

accepted, you'll move on to a series of questions regarding

Nintendo, Nintendo Power and Nintendo games. Use your

touch-tone phone to NPUT (input) the answer for each ques-

tion as prompted.

EXAMPLE: MBR 01234567-8
Find your # and
write it here

I _J [_

SO,

3. If all questions are answered correctly, you'll qualify for our

NPUT Prize Pool. The prize you receive will be selected by the

Nintendo Power NPUT computer. The call should only last a

couple of minutes, but before the call ends you'll know if

you've won a prize and what that prize is. We'll match your

Member Number to the prize you've won (if any) and we'll

send it out to you.

CIVIL LBBB^DCWOUK



The phone lines will be open

until February 9, 1 998,

per subscriber.

All prizes will be awarded. Ifnumber ofentrants who qualify for a prize

is less than the number of prizes to be awarded, a supplemental draw-

ing will be held to determine additional prize winners from those

entrants who did not initially qualify for a prize. This drawing, if nec-

essary, will be held on or around February 27, 1 998. By accepting their

prizes, winners consent to the use oftheir names, photographs, or other

likenesses for the purpose ofadvertisements or promotions on behalfof

"Nintendo Power" magazine and Nintendo of America Inc. (NOA)
without further compensation. Came Pak prize titles and Controller

will be chosen by the Nintendo Power staff. Valid only in the

Contest void where prohibited by law. For a list of

prize winners, available after March 15, 1998, send your request to

NINTENDO POWER NPUT WINNERS LIST, P.O. Box 97062,
Rtfdmond, WA 98073-9762.

TUROK 2 1

NBAcq^tmaif e

Fbismen -

TOR* IPS 20

tut MJL6IC©BAIL'S
TRtmcrtms feu ma
Look for your free date book!



P-ZBRO RRCinG HRS
RDURnCBD R LIGHT-
VERR SinCE '91. BUT
somE THinGS neuER
CHRRGE. SPEED IS

STILL THE ULTIfTlRTE
THRILL m THE GRLRHV.

But some light and maneuverable vehicles crumple on con-

tact. In F-Zero X, you'll choose from one of approximately

30 vehicles and eight drivers with varying skills. Once

you're in your car, you'll have the best control Galactic

Credits can buy. The R and Z Buttons tilt the car to bank

through sharp turns. But the single biggest change in this 3-

D reincarnation of F-Zero is the camera control. Smoothly

zoom the camera position toward or away from your car,

then rotate the position

of the camera any-

where around the

vehicle. If you feel so

disposed, you can even

move the camera in

front of the vehicle in

order to see the compe-

tition eating your dust.

RETURn OP THE
KiriG
F-Zero, the best racer of the 1 6-bit era, now has a worthy

successor. F-Zero X appeared on the test track for the first

time at Space World in Japan, where we took it for a spin.

F-Zero X defines speed,

graceful analog control and

power. If Extreme-G was

captivating, F-Zero X is

exhilarating. This is the N64

on steroids, pushing poly-

gons faster than you can

believe through looping

tracks, half-pipes, and over

jumps, all between charged

rails that will do a whole lot

more than chew off your

chrome if you make first contact. Dozens of cars, drivers

and tracks give it impressive dimensions. The best game

designers, Nintendo's own EAD, in the world give it class.

look. mn. no
WHEELS
F-Zero X vehicles float above the high-tech track on mag-

netic cushions that reduce friction and increase speed to

breathless levels. But, if you hit the electrified side rails, your

car will take damage. Some cars are built like tanks and can

absorb the shock of rails and other cars smashing into them.



20.000 LEAGUES?
Twenty-thousand? Not yet. F-Zero

X has three main leagues and one

master league that you'll access

only after completing the first three

leagues. For those of you who
never experienced the thrill of the

original F-Zero, a league is like a

circuit in other racing games. The Jack League is for

beginning racers, while the Queen and King Leagues will

test experts. Each league will have about six courses. A
race lasts five laps, but you can customize the number of

laps required for victory. The courses are longer than in

the original game, with each lap lasting several minutes.

POUR On THE
FLOOR

Perhaps the most welcome

improvement in the N64
F-Zero X is the inclusion of

the multiplayer mode. Four

drivers can now battle for

supremacy of the space

tracks. In the multiplayer

mode, several types of races will be available, including

head-to-head and racing in a full field of cars.

DO IT YOURSELF
Upgrading and adding to games is cool, but for many
players, the ultimate in interactive fun will come from

designing their own tracks and challenging their friends.

On the 64DD extended game, players will find a com-
prehensive track editor. According

to Mr. Miyamoto, you'll be able to

create loops, curves, energy

boosts, narrow passages and long

jumps that are almost impossible to

cross-all the elements you find in

other F-Zero X tracks. Make them

tough, make them easy, make them

long or short or as twisted as a

plate of spaghetti. You'll be able to

save tracks on the 64DD game disk for as

long as you like, and best of all, you'll be

able to exchange your tracks with your

friends. The possibilities for custom tracks

are virtually infinite, so F-Zero X is likely to

be the first video game in history that has

no end. So when does the fun begin? We
expect F-Zero X to arrive in North America

by August or September.

FUTURE PERFECT
No matter how good a game is, eventually you will win

every race with every car, and then what? Or will you?

With F-Zero X, you many never run out of new courses

because it is being designed with an open architecture

that allows for the addition of future tracks, cars and

characters to be added via the 64DD. How it would work

goes something like this: You buy F-Zero X when it's

released as a Game Pak. When additional features are

available on the 64DD, you buy a disk or download the

information to a disk. In Japan, plans are already in the

works to place high-tech kiosks in stores where
64DD programs can be downloaded. The idea is to pro-

vide a low-cost extension to the life of a game. This may
sound almost too good to be true, but it's happening. And
there's more.



)'m, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter,

IN THE HEART OF TEXAS. A NEW TUROK
ADVENTURE IS TAKING FORM AT
IGUANA ENTERTAINMENT. IT MAY WELL
BE THE SHAPE OF FUTURE GAMING.

THE CREATOR
Enter the exclusive domain of David Dientsbier, director,

producer and creator of Turok and Turok 2 for

Acclaim. Although the modern office

^ m ^ building that holds Iguana

k Entertainment may be built

' of stone, steel and glass,

David's world is built of

aliens, jungles, fantastic cities

I and incredible weapons, not to

mention enough SGIs to choke an
'

elephant. David is a vision guy as
r
well as an avid gamer. "I think about

s that I would respond to if I were

playing." Sounds like the man to talk to.

THE CREATION
itJ&P^4C"The process for creating 40 or so characters that

you'll find in Turok 2 begins \v]th a concept document,"

says David. "I write down in detafbwhat the worlds of the

game will be like, what sort of sodeties'^op'll find there,

what the architecture is like and so on. I wfent fo«e£eateaft_

illusion that things really make sense in this w^JtC'and -

that includes the native populations that are found there."

David and his team of world class programmers, artists

and designers introduced us to an outstanding cast of

characters in the original Turok, one of the biggest hits on

the N64 to date, but clearly that was just the beginning.

"Our goal is to take Turok 2 to places no other game has

been. There will be things that Turok players recognize,

but we intend to push the limits," he says.

FAMILY TIES
One of the surprises in store for

players this August, when Turok

2 is scheduled to be released, is

that families of character-types

will be found in different worlds.

Remember the Pur-lins, the giant

ground-pounders from Turok?

Imagine a society composed of

^s^eral branches of Pur-lin soci-

etyAr^ngTrlg^m simple ogres to

sdptffcticat^ Veapon-toters. In

fy way/Purti£s striveMo advance to a

human level, but it is clear that mey^ren't really up to it.

-"Tlj|/ re jdal^is of us," David explains. That jealousy

hing they

'ing to build

MtacKjpgWiumans

like Turok who wa«der

. into frieir micIW^Qthe*-!

^ famil/ groups include an', I

^ihsectold race and ttik,"

\yjve-dwl „ ---, -^ry-
’"^fevid's favorite group, "mey make a triumphant return,"

DJtvid announces. "But most of the creatures and

families are new."

SIDER BONUS



HARDER
Some of the inspiration for Turok 2 comes from what

David considers the best video games, games such as

Zelda and Super Mario Bros. "I love games where you

have to explore, where you can look up, see a bridge and

wonder, hey, how did I miss that, and how do I get there?

Turok 2 is going to be very non-linear. You'll have to revis-

it and explore areas to discover weapons, keys or clues to

use in a later area." We don't know a lot about individual

stages yet, but we do know that they will be huge, giving

players many virtual square miles of gaming territory to

roam. We also know that each world will be a unique

place full of special creatures that evolved there. As for

the Campaigner, he's gone, of course. (You finished him

off in Turok: Dinosaur Hunter.) The new villain comes

from a story written by Acclaim comics. "He's bigger,

tougher, badder," says David. Sounds like a guy who eats

raptors for breakfast.

IT LIVES!
When we visited Iguana recently, we were blown away

by the look and animation of the creatures. The Turok 2

artists-one of the most talented N64 development groups

in the world-take David's basic direc-

tion and create 3-D models with soft-

skinned textures using the same

basic technique as the one used in

Diddy Kongj;Racir^g. Qne benefit

of thisTTS- th^t.-saves on poly-

gon cb'yjjM; Aybich frees up

memory for other (things. Another

benefit is that the characters look realistic

when they move because

joints are smooth. The

Turok 2 team adds

even more realism in

their animation. "We
don't use motion capture

for aliens," David explains, "because

we don't want them to look like people in costumes."

Instead, the animators create logical movements for each

type of creature. Some of the motion is based on the

artist's observation of living creatures like insects, and all

of it is highly detailed. Players will see emotion on the

faces of characters, moving jaws as they roar, bouncing

bellies as they walk and other touches that convey a sense

of reality. Iguana also uses tweening techniques to blend

animations together. The overall effect is hypnotic. The

creatures of Turok 2 actually seem to breathe, and they

seem to get mad, as well, particularly if you're pointing a

plasma blaster at them.

THE PROMISE
Much of Turok 2 is still in the works or being kept under

wraps at this point, but it promises to be one of the gam-

ing events of the year. Iguana and Acclaim have shown

the ability to innovate and create technically sophisticat-

ed games for the N64 such as the original Turok and NFL

Quarterback Club '98. We expect Turok 2 will be just as

breathtaking, and more fun than a cave full of Pur-lins.



NINTENDO AND LEFT FIELD PRODUCTIONS

ARE DEVELOPING A NEW BASKETBALL CAME

THAT COULD RAISE THE STANDARDS OF

EXCELLENCE FOR FUTURE SPORTS GAMES.

NBA. Gqfiil'SIDE

THE “00000H” FACTOR
Watch a real NBA game and you’ll invariably end up talk-

ing about a stunning play or an awesome move made by

a player. Cool moves are a big part of NBA Courtside.

"We want animation in the game that will make

gamers gasp—say ‘oooooh!’—even if they lost the ball on

the play,” Sterchi adds. "We motion-captured all of the

moves we could imagine—flashy passes, post-up stuff,

even if we didn't think we could fit it all in the game. We
want a ton of animation, as long as it gives a real sense of

fluid movement."

SEAMLESS ANIMATION
To accomplish this, Left Field created a proprietary ani-

mation system that uses motion blending. This is the

process of combining one move, like a run, with

another move, such as a jump shot, without a gap in

the action. The system mathematically interpolates

between the moves and joins the action to make it look

seamless. One result is that NBA Courtside's instant

replay mode doesn't have the fluttery action found in

many sports games.

The game's animation also looks incredibly human.

As a player dribbles the ball up the court, he'll crane

his neck to seek out an open teammate. Whenever the

ball is launched at the rim, the players near the hoop

THE NEXT BEST THING TO A

COURTSIDE SEAT
Henry Sterchi is a man on a mission. He's the producer

for NBA Courtside, a joint project between Nintendo

and Left Field Productions, expected to arrive in stores

this spring. If all

goes according to

plan, NBA
Courtside will be a

Rumble Pak-com-

patible, sports

simulation for one

to four players that

plays like an

arcade-style bas-

ketball game. But

easy play control

is only the beginning—Henry expects that the game's

new proprietary animation and stunning sound will be

the next best thing to a real courtside seat.

"We want the game to capture the feeling of being

on the court," explains Sterchi. "A lot of other basket-

ball games strictly take the television camera perspec-

tive, and we think that's overdone and old. We're trying

to do a blend of courtside action with brief, dramatic

camera angles throughout the arena."
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will turn and watch, following the arc of the ball until

it swishes through the net. Even the hands on every

player are rendered and animated.

A GAME WITHIN A GAME
NBA Courtside is easy to learn. Gamers can pass and shoot

using the A and B Buttons and move using the Control Stick.

As players get used to the game, they can expand their play-

ing style by adding moves using other buttons. Sterchi

knows multiple moves won't help a game without superb

play control.

'The response on the Control Stick isn't just intuitive, it's

exact. If you push the stick left, your player will turn

left—without hesitation—you're in complete control of

everything," he explains. "If someone steals the ball from

you, it's because you made a mental error, not because

you pressed a button

and nothing happened.

We're taking the offen-

sive and defensive

matchups and making it

into a game within a

game, and gamers will

realize this as they play."

Much of NBA Courtside's 96-megabit programming

space is dedicated to sound. When complete, game
sounds will include player names, nicknames, referee

calls, and special arena sound effects. To get the right

acoustics, the

design team took a

DAT recorder to

several NBA games

and collected actu-

al crowd noise and

reactions.

"Overall I think

we have 1,100

sound samples

right now, but I'm

not sure how many
we'll have when the

game is released," Henry

says. "We found that the

sound effects weren't

enough. We wanted a

real public address guy to

announce the player's

names, so we hired Vic

Orlando, the PA

announcer for the Seattle

SuperSonics."

"The hardest thing

about this job," laughs

Vic Orlando, "is probably

pronouncing names like

Vitaly Potapenko." A cen-

ter for the Cleveland

Cavaliers, Potapenko is

just one of almost 450

NBA players planned for

the game. During a

recent recording session,

Henry made Vic repeat

Potapenko's name sever-

al times to ensure that Cavalier fans would feel like

they're sitting courtside in Cleveland's Gund Arena.

These guys sweat the details like pros in the playoffs.



TH<S SUMMER, THS SUM WILL 8S OUT,
AMD SO W<L(- THS VAMP<RSS WHSM
KOMAM< R^SURR^CTS DRACULA AMD
CASTLWAMtA FOR THS M64.

castlwan<a
AMD DRAC
AR'E BACK
For the first time in the enduring,

almost immortal series,

Castlevania won't be a side-

scroller but, rather, a 3-D adventure.

Like Super Mario 64, Konami's

Dracula 3-D will have a second-person

perspective, but that's where the similarities end. No car-

toony pals. No happy kingdoms. Instead, Dracula 3-D

will bring players up close to Castlevania's 19th-century

world of action and horror. So close, in fact, you can

practically smell the fear, not to mention the garlic.

Game Director Takeo Yakushiji describes the adventure's

atmosphere as "terrifying, but beautiful." For research,

he's been watching vampire period films such as Bram

Stoker's Dracula and Interview with a Vampire. And

while the overall feel of the game is dark, the sun will

nevertheless play a crucial role.

MSAR DARK
To help in the hunt for nocturnal vampires, players can

consult a clock item to keep track of the setting sun. At

night, from around 7

p.m. to 5 a.m., the

bloodthirsty can

freely roam to paint

the town red, but

once day creeps up,

they must seek

refuge from the sun.

"Day changes to night every 15 minutes, but we're still

debating this length of time," Yakushiji explains. Planning

where to be when the sun sets is vital for survival, so play-

ers must budget their time. By day, players will have a

safer time exploring, but some doors and gates will open

only at night. "Also," he adds, "enemies will be more

powerful during the full moon." And not all vampires will

sleep during the day; some may stay up lurking indoors or

in shadowy areas. Others may even pretend to be vil-

lagers imprisoned by vampires, only to go for your jugu-

lar once the lights go out.

8SLMONT im
VAMPfRS SLAYER
Character interaction

will stake a juicy

claim in Dracula 3-D

to transfuse more

adventure elements

into Castlevania than

ever before. Players

will be able to adven-

ture as one of four diverse vampire slayers (gamers won't

be able to switch characters mid-game), and each char-

acter will have a unique personality, plus special powers

and personalized ending sequences. The main hero is

Schneider Belmont, a descendent of Dracula who inter-

prets the recent monster sightings and disappearances of

children near Castlevania as a sign of Dracula's resurrec-

tion. While Schneider seeks to destroy the Count to sever

the Belmont family's blood ties from its bat-caver lineage,

the other three characters—Cornell Reinhart, Carrie

Eastfield and Kola—have their own personal vampire

vendettas motivating them.

|
SIDER BONUS
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For Cornell Reinhart, laying Dracula to rest means the vin-

dication of his sister, Eida Reinhart. Dracula's curse con-

demned the Reinharts to being werewolves, but the siblings

believed that the vampire and the curse were gone forever.

Dracula reawakened, however, reviving the Reinhart curse

as well as the monsters in Castlevania's woods.

While Cornell and

Eida were desperately

struggling to save a

child from a monster,

they regressed into

werewolves. The

townspeople, over-

looking the siblings'

heroic efforts, feared

the pair’s powers and

unjustly executed Eida

for being evil. Enraged,

Cornell turned against

his town and vowed to

destroy Dracula and

his curse.

Carrie Eastfield also

believes herself to be

cursed by Dracula

and that only he will

be able to unlock the

mysteries of her psy-

chic abilities. Like the

Reinharts, 12-year-old

Carrie was misunder-

stood by her peers and

was labeled as evil,

even though she used

her powers for peace-

ful things, such as

magically causing flowers to bloom in the winter.

Only the fourth character, hulking Kola, remains

cloaked in mystery. However, Yakushiji hints, "Kola can-

not become a vampire, but you'll have to use your imagi-

nation at this point to figure out why." Schneider, Cornell

and Carrie, on the other hand, can become vampires, and
once bitten, must work quickly to avoid transforming com-
pletely into bloodsuckers. Kola may be unable to become
a vampire, but the other characters will have their own
special advantages. And regardless of whom players use,

their character could very well stumble across the other

playable characters, who may or may not act as allies.
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MSW BLOOD
Dracula 3-D introduces pints and pints of new gaming

elements to Castlevania. Gone is the heart meter,

replaced by a new power meter that decreases whenever

a player uses a character's

unique special attack. Gamers

will also be able to wield

weapons (including primitive

machines such as Kola's chain

saw) in three dimensions by

using the A Button to brandish them and the Control Stick

to aim. And now, items will be hidden in rooms rather

than coming from candelabras. "Plus,

there will be an item exchange system,"

Yakushiji asserts. "A man will bring you

items and ask you to sign a contract.

Then, you must do something for him."

But he warns, "It's not good to call on

him too often. . .
." Every decision a

player makes will make a difference.

Throughout Dracula 3-D there are "branch points," and

the choices a player makes will affect where the story and

mission will branch to next.

So what is next for Dracula 3-D? Yakushiji is currently

experimenting with adding dramatic cinema scenes,

sound effects and dialogue, along with music that lives up
to the Castlevania soundtrack standard. In the meantime,

Dracula 3-D is being capa-

bly fine tuned by Yakushiji,

a Castlevania fan himself.

"I've adored the Castlevania

series since I was just a

gamer," Yakushiji enthuses.

"I'm very excited to finally

have the chance to work on

the series as a game direc-

tor!" We're excited, too.
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Not Just auy fool would arm
himself with a False Teeth Gun.

But then, EWJ isn't just any fool.

And this isn't just any game.

Earthworm Jim fans expect three main thttpgr from the

wormy superhero's games: lots of atfipn>0 twistfed ser'"

of humor, and. ..cows. From its opening sceneJme^ *

Earthworm Jim 3-D delivers the goods, and, far the

tion of the game, the three ingredients refuse'ko lej\up.

Stephen Hewitt, Games Designer at Vis Interactive, me-y
I developers of EWJ3-D, describes the game's(intro scene

1

I as a parody of the James Bond movie openings’ tinged- J

I with a "worm with the golden cow" theme. -i-

1

I stark raving intro sets the stage for Jim's

1 latest mission: battling the demons in

|
his head. -*•

When a stray cow lands on

noggin, the wormy wonder get

I knocked out cold, only t6
/
^wak-

I en inside his own brain/A^his

every phobia an^?!j§i5&sy

mutate into the fame's play-

ground, EWJ mGst struggle to\|

regain consciousness by search-

I ing for his brain cells, which have

I been scattered throughout the

I demented region*, of his mind.

\ U "Bn

k let T^y

< charapt^rs."
,

Psycrow,

if-Hfead and

N\ nSguFafs Aflxl rather,

pient Jim

the worm's

fbodiments of

ffiong them are TV

it with a boob tube

l head, and Fatty Roswell, an obese

alien working in fast food. And let's not forget the cows.

"The mere fact that we have them eating grass, has noth-

ing to do with their full capability as advanced bovine life-

forms," Hewitt preaches. Thus, EWJ3D introduces the

Bovine Special Elite, or bulls in berets.

Js$m ©$
"Other Jim games were predominantly a get-to-the-end/col-

lect-the-thingies shoot-'em-up, and we've maintained all

this while providing puzzle elements and the extra

dimension," Hewitt asserts. Jim will get to

through six 3-D environments that

le platform play and nonlinear

frggiraaming. The game levels each

represent a part of Jim's subcon-

fercfik, such as Fear, a forest filled

i's horror movie memo-

In Fantasy, the worm real-

izes his"3re_am of being a cow-

>oyf albejurat modern, urban-

:ed wircr west. Jim's fast food

fondness njaterializes in

Haoppess, a prehistoric world

ma,d^8p of greasy

pTemimtems. Ir

/rijasical level's

^fche’fywi the Gods, Jii

ur^ert^tfes domjKtic duties, while,

in^AggreSsfuFfr he wages barn-

yard warfare. Everything's a

tad bit warped in Jim's spa-

cious head, so in the final

level, Childhood, Jim

returns to the boardwalk

he visited as a larva, only

to find the fairgrounds

mutated by radiation

Cut scenes, cartoon



as everywhere!^

/NP: Why should people

like your new game

?

EWJ: Other games just

don't offer the chance to

rfs of surprises do you have up your

ytm/favorite part of this game?

'est la vie), we
' by talking, to

NPj 34/Kars next <hi store for Earthworm lim?

EWjTPummeling? \V,

NP: Who's your favorite Spice Cirl?

EWjrPrinces^Wossgr' f'Jame, ever sincere had that part-

time job at Taco Bell. I once tried to call her Royally Spicy,

but ‘she wasn't impressed.

NP: If you coutdbe a tree, what kind would you be?

EW): Ah...um...uh..
Ncould I be a still life of

unusual fruit instead? u

s
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(PREVIEW
NP: How did you train for I

the fight?

music, and spoken dia-

logue (possibly courtesy of

Dan Castellaneta, the voice

of EWJ and Homer

Simpson on TV) also figure

into this one-player shrink

session. Moreover, as in

previous EWJ games, each

level will contain pop cul-

ture references aplenty,

varying styles of game P^SXrifcA (pity " he knew
and strategy, and a hidden

\ noAa,s. a |iout Mud-hj...but
arsenal of screwball weaponry, including the Goldfish Gun,

njyGK'evlar-beaded Pocket
Gnome Gun, and the new and frightening, "Pump Pack,

seaJr covers are
r> ino

Wvrfjme fhjJfa-

EWJ: Four long years

I studied beneath the tail

fins of the Great Mystic

Mud-Guppy. Hard won

were the century-

old secrets he

patiently

taught- m the lost arts of

"This breakthrough allows bean-energ^tp be/fiysteri

ously transmuted (by a highly secret proceS^with

super-suit) into. ..uh...upward lift and a J3nKer (r!)9^

noise," Hewitt reveals.

The methane-powered action of Interplay's Itarthworm

Jim 3-D blows into stores this spring, and HevvitrasSu'reS

us that all will enjoy the game. "Unlt^'^-Jw'rwSffiis,

,

"they're scared of cold, slimy things, ta^htef),case, they\f

lira have to remember that he's on theff»and that ev I what he does , And perhaps mMt importantly .

can be cute, soft and fluffy.” We a^'now'liaying seconp why is th rfe.-1aijjajn here!!
thoughts about Kirby.

Though we're no Barbara Walters (c'

tried our hand at some interviewing

the worm himself.

NP: Your N64 debut was in Clay Fighter 63 /. How do you

feel about being second banana to the blobby brawlers?

EW|: Second banana? Ha! Earthworm Jim laughs in the face

of the overripe fruit of villainy! I am the mighty kumquat of

justice, the kiwifruit of righteousness, the...err...other fruit

things. Above all, I am...A WORM! (And have you

what worms do with wet earth???) Ha! Ha! Bring on your

strange and unusual soft soil deposits, I say.



There’s a lot more work to be done,

but the latest version of Quest 64
shows the beginnings of an
immersing, intriguing epic.

There were boundaries, of course, but we didn't ever feel

closed in or restricted.

The animation was so Mario-like, we often wanted to

jump on top of rocks and other objects, but, for better or

worse, you won't have (or need) this ability in the final

game. On the upside, we truly had the sense of being in

a wide, open space, and we were always wondering what

was around the corner or over the next hill.

Epic Update
As the anticipated first RPC for the N64, Quest 64 will

have a lot of fan expectations to live up to. We had a

chance to play the latest pre-alpha version of the

game, which is a bit farther along than the version we

reported on back in Volume 100. We also had a

chance to talk to THQ
Senior Vice-President

Mike Haller, who is

closely involved with

the Quest 64 project.

From what we could

see, THQ is pulling out

all the stops to ensure

that Quest 64 lives up

to fan expectations

—

and then some.

Freedom of Movement
Though Quest 64 is far from complete, much of the basic

"mechanical" framework is now in place. In the previous

version, we could explore only a limited area, but in this

version, we were able to roam freely about the country-

side, strolling along dirt paths and through flowering

fields between a small village and a walled city. The

experience was very much like Super Mario 64, with

large, well-animated figures and a great sense of freedom.



Combat in Quest 64

will be based on four

types of magical

crystals, with nary a

sword in sight. In the

version we played,

combat was real-

time rather than

turn-based, but char-

acters needed a few

seconds between
attacks to recharge, so there was still a "my turn, your

turn" feel to it.

During combat, the camera swooped dramatically

around the battlefield. Each spell had its own animated

sequence, which was played out

from a different angle each time it

was cast. The animations changed

slightly as our spells increased in

power, but we hope there will be

more variety in the final versions,

just to keep things from becoming

repetitive. The overall effect, howev-

er, was much more dynamic and

exciting than what we've seen in

past RPGs.

One side-effect of 3-D movement

and combat was the problem of get-

ting turned around during a fight.

Enemies could attack from any direc-

tion, and our character would turn to

face them automatically. After a fight

was over, we often could not tell

which direction we'd come from,

and we spent a lot of time backtrack-

ing. We eventually suggested to the

development team that a compass be

added to the main screen.

I?Ivth-inc Links
Game mechanics are only half the

story, so we turned to Mike Haller

for news on Quest 64's plot. "The

overall story and character motiva-

tions from the Japanese version may
not translate well for the North

American audience," he said, "so

we plan on hiring a Hollywood

screenwriter to come up with some-

thing exciting that will appeal here."

According to Haller, much of what

we've reported on the game's story will

Po,- 2 0
S /
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be changed, not I

least of which will be

character names. "In the

Japanese version, you have

names from different cultures and

elements from different mythologies," Haller observed.

"I think we'll be going with a Celtic theme, keeping it in

one mythology."

Haller also revealed that

there will be multiple char-

acters and paths, and possi-

bly multiple endings. "Your

character's friends will have

a big effect on steering you

through the game and

determining which path

you follow, but we're still

wondering how to work

them into it, mechanically

and dramatically." Does

this mean that Quest 64

might not use the tradition-

al "party" system that most

RPGs employ? Haller

would say only that he was

committed to "making the

characters logical, active

and important to you."

Future
Quest
With so many details to

work out, Haller said that

Quest 64 will likely be

pushed back to the second

quarter, possibly to an

April or a May release. He
also revealed that Quest

64 would be merely the

first of several RPGs that

will bear the THQ label.

We can only hope that the

good Mr. Haller is a man
of his word.
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ckrgnit, anti grav cgcle tfirougti tk

ruins of unrtii. Fintf out if gou vn got

wkt it tabs tn k a tiigli tucfi mail

warrior in ttio wnrlil af Rcclaiws Fonnkn.

The Earth Is Yours

For The Taking

Ten years ago a massive scientific exper-

iment on earth went wrong, wiping out

the atmosphere and destroying almost

all life on the planet. Now the entire

solar system has been condemned by a

galactic tribunal. Anything and every-

thing that can be salvaged from the

planet is up for grabs. This universal

proclamation is an open invitation for

looters, free-loading scum and other slimy opportunists.

Acclaim's Forsaken is still in the early development

stages, but we had the opportunity to explore some of the

levels in the game's multiplayer mode. The game's

premise is fun-sort of a

futuristic adaptation of the

Road Warrior movie

series. As a player in

Forsaken, you assume the

role of a ruthless rogue on

a high flying, armed anti-

gravity bike called a

pioncycle. The game

action unfolds from a first-

person perspective, simi-

lar to Descent.

In the game's multiplayer mode, you and up to three

friends can chase, race, twist and turn through dizzying

3-D environments, collecting weapons and other loot to

enhance the performance of your cycles. After you've

armed yourself with one of the 25 different weapons in

game, you can hunt down your rivals and blast them into

proton particles.

Forsaken will feature a one-player mode, but it's far too

early to speculate on specific details in this feature. A

basic story line is planned for thirteen to fifteen characters

featured in the game. Depending on the character you

select, you may be out to make your fortune or magnify

your infamous reputation. As you rip through the dusty,

radioactive ruins on your anti-gravity pioncycle, gene

mutants and other rivals will be waiting to take a bloody

cut out of your share of the profit. While Forsaken sounds

like a lot of fancy flying and sharp shooting, strategy plays

a big role in this game. The players know their pioncycle's



strengths and weaknesses will be the

warriors that live to fly and fight another

day.

Get Your Motor
Running

When completed, Forsaken may feature

as many as fifteen different futuristic

craft, all ranked according to Shot

Power, Shield Strength, Acceleration

and Weight. As we played the multi-

player game, we found that each of our

game strategies depended on the

strengths and weaknesses of the pioncy-

cle we selected. Players riding bikes

with strong Shot Power but weak Shield

Strength ended up lurking in the shad-

ows and taking out the enemies from a

distance while players flying cycles

with colossal Weight a massive Shield

Strength engaged other players in bru-

tal, close quarter combat. Still, while

the variety of bike characteristics

enhanced the game's replay value, it

was the futuristic arenas and the multi-

tude of weapon power-ups kept us beg-

ging for more.

Head Out On
The Highway
Since the earth no longer

has an atmosphere in the

Forsaken world, players will

have to search for loot

underground. Some of the

early stages in the game
include an abandoned

Nuclear Research Center, a

top secret Military Research

Base, a crumbling, Ancient

Temple, a

volatile

canic Tf

Power Station, and an

intact and overgrown Biosphere.

We found that we couldn't just

ride in and grab the loot—we had

to dodge spike traps, navigate

through whirling turbine fans,

swerve around falling ceilings

and rolling boulders to reach

secret areas.

Looking For

Adventure?
Forsaken will feature over 25

types of conventional and high

tech weaponry, ranging from guns

to missiles to smart mines. These

weapons are spread throughout

the levels, although the most pow-

erful devices are usually the hard-

est to find. We found that big guns

didn't imply better firepower,

since large weapons rocked our

bikes with a shuddering recoil,

often affecting our pioncycle's

steering and speed.

The game's real-time lighting

effect is one of its coolest features.

We noticed that the flash from an

explosion casts momentary shad-

ows on the walls around our

bikes, giving us the chance to spot

the shadow of an enemy pioncy-

cle or smart mines lurking around

the corner.

Count on more information and

game strategies in Nintendo

Power as Forsaken is prepared for

release this spring or summer.
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Thousands of fans send him e-mail every week/^^^^B^*2
Hoping their questions will be chosen for His on-line column.

Come with us as we look at the mind and manners of

Dan Owsen, and see for yourself why so many people Want to

Welcome!

Dan "The Han” Owsen has worked at Nintendo for

OVER EIGHT YEARS IN PUBLICATIONS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT.

Now he’s back in Publications as Internet site producer

AND WRITER FOR OUR OFFICIAL WEB SITE, NINTENDO POWER

Source (www.nintendo.com). Dan’s experience and unique

insider's perspective made him the perfect choice to write

A WEEKLY Q&A column for our site, which he’s done for

JUST ABOUT A YEAR. "ASK DAN” IS NOW ONE OF THE MOST POPU-

LAR FEATURES AT NINTENDO POWER SOURCE (WHICH WAS

REDESIGNED IN LATE NOVEMBER, BY THE WAY), AND WE DECIDED

TO TAKE A LOOK AT SOME ASK DAN HIGHLIGHTS OF 1 997.

FUTURE
GAMES
A lot of the questions that Dan receives are, not surpris-

ingly, about upcoming games and hardware. If Dan

doesn't have an answer at his fingertips, you can bet that

he'll try his best to root out the truth.

Will there be sequels for Super Mario RPG, Super

Mario 64 and Donkey Kong Country for Nintendo 64?—FA

Super Mario RPC 2 and Super MauO 64 2 have been

announced, but there are no release dates vff. Mr. Miyamoto has

said that many things that didn't make it into the first game (such

as being able to ride Yoshi) would be in tire sequel. '"Ultra

Donkey Kong" has appeared on future game lists in Japanese"

magazines, but it has not been officially announced. r
Somebody is spreading rumors that thefNintendo 6 I

platform is being dumped for DVD. Is this rumor orfact?^H

—Bayne

This is a rumor, mere are no plans for any DVD
attachment or system for the Nintendo 64. They're probably

getting this confused with the Nintendo 64 Disk Drive.

©•SIDER BONUS



For this question, I'll turn to Mr. Benimaru Itoh, the sell

described "Crazy Art Director" for E64: "Yes, the pictures are fror

actual work in progress. E64 uses real-time 3-D rendering, but

will also use pre-rendered pictures for objects in the far distance.

Fortunately, E64 is not an action game, so we can use the N64's

CPU performance for high quality pictures rather than game s|

Also, the Nintendo 64's anti-alias effects are great! That's why oi

picture quality is much better than before. Hurray for the N64!

What is this I have been hearing about Link getting older^

in Zelda 64?—Shrubey

0 I heard that Eidos Interactive wants to develop Tomb
Raider for the N64, but that Nintendo has to ask them to do it.

Does Nintendo not want Tomb Raider on the N64?
—Gamemastr5

A:
I 1 I heard that too, and that didn't quite make sense to me.

Nintendo won't ask a company to develop a game unless we want
to publish it under the Nintendo label. We have our own charac-

ters, so if Nintendo wanted to do a game like that, why not make
it with Samus? I don't think there would be any resistance to TR on

Q: Can you tell me how to

get "Ninja Mario” in

Super Mario 64?

A: I’D TELL YOU, BUT THEN I’D

HAVE TO KILL YOU

the N64, but we prefer unique games or unique versions of games.

If EidoS created an all-new, N64-exclusive version of TR, that

would Be way cool! (Editor's note: we later discovered that there

had beA discussions between Nintendo and Eidos concerning a

possible Tomb Raider 2 game for the N64, but Eidos subsequent-

ly signed an exclusive agreement with Sony for this title.)

MR.
INSIDER
As some of you may know, Dan once spent several months in Japan

working closely with Shigeru Miyamoto's development team to

write English screen text for The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past

and The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening. He also lent his vocal

talents to Super Metroid and the original Star Fox. With numerous
connections within Nintendo and the rest of the gaming industry,

Dan has a lot of reliable sources he can turn to for answers.

f Are those pictures of EarthBound 64 (that appeared in

Nintendo Power and on Nintendo Power Source) real-

time p ®os of game play? Or are they just fancy shots you put

togethc gp make the game look cool?—-Jake

I heard this too, but Mr. Miyamoto doesn't want to reveal

much about it right now. Perhaps time will pass in the game, oua
different chapters of the game will take place in different time perfe^

ods. Mr. Itoh said they were thinking about doing this in

EarthBound 64, too.

Hey Dan, I am eagerly awaiting Zelda 64, and I heard

somewhere that it would have a lot of voices in it. PLEEEEASE d|
NOT give Link a voice! I hate it when video game characters, after

A

years of successful silence, are given crappy voices.—Mike

A-
f |

• Mike brings up an interesting point. So far, I haven't heard

anything about it, but if I had to guess, I'd say there probably wonfl
be a lot of voices in Zelda 64. I think

Mr. Miyamoto would rather use the

memory on other things. I know
that Mr. M. likes to leave things to

the player's imagination. That is

why he doesn't call Mario a

plumber and why there isn't really a

detailed story behind any of the Mario

games. He feels players should be free

to have their own image and

world for Mario. I heard it took

them a long time to give Mario

a voice in Super Mario 64.
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At times there seem to be two Dan Owsens: Nice Dan, who

goes out of his way to be helpful, and Dark Dan, who is as like-

ly to ridicule you as give you a straight answer. Dan makes no

apologies for his sarcastic side, but we think he's sometimes dri-

ven to extremes by the questions he receives. For example, he's

gotten countless questions on whether Luigi and "Ninja Mario"

are in Super Mario 64. Despite repeated denials, he still hears

this rumor every week. He's gone from such playful replies as,

"A ninja never reveals his secrets," and "I'd tell you, but then

I'd have to kill you," to flaming anyone who even mentions the

subject. Here are a few more examples of Dark Dan at work.

Check out our redesigned web site at www.nintendo.com-new look,

but all the same gaming goodness you've come to expect!

Q: Is Rare making a Spice

Girls game?

A: You are so Fired!

A*f

l

9 Long-time fans will remember Captain N as a charac-

ter Nintendo used on an early, automated phone line for tips.

Well, he drove off into the sunset in his white Trans-Am, wear-

ing his belt buckle with the holographic eyeball and a back seat

full of Cheetos. In other words, he's gone, hopefully for good.

Q:
Is there a code on MK Trilogy that makes Mario a

playable character? If so, what is it?—Brett

A.
j| 9

Here's the code: U, R, L, A, M, E. For the M and the E,

go grab some of your alphabet blocks (I know you have some)

and play with them for a while. Soon Mortal Mario will come

and perform a babality on you!

Q:
I was wondering if Nintendo could make a sequel to

DKC 3 for Nintendo 64. Will it be possible to kill off Cranky

Kong, because I hate Cranky Kong!

—Cyra

I can't say for sure if a 64-bit version of Donkey Kong

is in the works, but kill Cranky Kong? No way-Cranky rules!!!

In case you couldn't tell, he's the role model for "Ask Dan..."

Hi, Dan. This is an odd question and is probably just

a rumor, but is Rare making a Spice Girls game? It just seems a

likely possibility because Rare is a British company and the

Spice Girls are from there.—StephenF

A-
| | * You are so fired! I think it would be cool if they made

a Spice Girls versus Samurai Pizza Cats game (you all know

how I feel about the Samurai Pizza Cats)! Actually, I did hear

that the Spice Girls will star in a Playstation game. Now if that

isn't yet another reason why the N64 is a better system, I don't

know what is.

0

1

:
What ever happened to Captain N : The Game Master?

—Crowell

SIDER BONUS



THE GOOD, THE BAD,
AND THE WEIRD

Mr. Miyamoto has said that one of the disadvantages

video games have compared to other mediums is that the size

and shape of the screen is a fixed, whereas comics have panels

of every shape and size imaginable. Might Nintendo develop a

game in which the player turns the TV on its side to change the

proportions of the viewing area? How about a Game Boy game
in which the player must hold it upside down?
—Dr. Cossack

I know that

in Star Fox 64 there's a

code to have invinci-

bility, stage save fea-

ture.. .plus you can

play the whole game

on foot the entire way,

and fly Great Fox. Plus

in Pilotwings you can

fight World War 3,

play as Meca Hawk
and have a submarine.

It's all there! It's all true! But Mr. Miyamoto doesn't approve the

codes so they're not released and people can get in big trouble

if they give them out. This is a conspiracy, Nintendo has a con-

spiracy! I am telling the truth, I want to be heard! There's over

Q: This is a HUGE
conspiracy!

A: Sounds like somebody’s
BEEN EATING TOO MUCH
SUGAR-COATED CEREAL...

1 ,500 codes on the N64 that were not approved by Miyamoto,

or NOA. This is a HUGE conspiracy, the N-FILES!! THIS IS

TRUE AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW IT ISM!

We admit, it could be that Dan is just a cranky guy. Then
again, what would you do if you received gems like these in

your e-mail box?

P.S. I got this information from a very good friend of mine who
works for Nintendo. I couldn't believe it.

—EricB

f 1® Sounds like somebody's been

eating too much sugar-coated cereal...

Nintendo Power Source categorically ’

denies that any of the above codes, cheats
"

and fantasies exist in any Nintendo games.

Eric, you won't hear the black heli-

copters coming for you, because HU
they're in whisper mode...

Dr. Cossack, you must be one of those frustrated, mad
professors. How many people do you know who would turn

their televisions on their sides? My wife would kill me if I tried

to do that. And playing a Game Boy game upside-down? No,
Mr. Bond, I expect all the blood would run to your head and
cause you to get really dizzy!

Ask Him
Yourself,
Why ask me? Because I’m the

answer man! Every week, I'll dig

INTO MY E-MAIL BAG AND PULL OUT A

FEW OF THE MOST INTERESTING AND

THOUGHTFUL QUESTIONS TO ANSWER.

I’ll accept one question per e-

MAIL, UNLESS THERE’S A VERY GOOD

REASON FOR A FEW RELATED QUES-

TIONS, BUT KEEP THEM SHORT. YOU
CAN ASK ANYTHING YOU WANT, BUT I

RESERVE THE RIGHT TO IGNORE OR

RIDICULE PEOPLE WHO SEND IN STUPID

QUESTIONS. IF YOU DON’T WANT YOUR

E-MAIL ADDRESS INCLUDED IF I USE

YOUR QUESTION, /LEASE TELL ME.

Send your
QUESTIONS TO:

Ask_Dan@nintendo.com.

If hi I KITCM VOLUME 104 (.19



Instant Demolition

We'll begin with this little gem for
1 M 1

Blast Corps. Park your vehicle

right next to a building or between

f/ two buildings so that the driver

will not be able to get out. Press

and hold the Z Button. You'll hear

the driver scream, "Doh!" as he

tries to open his door. If you're

lucky, the building on the driver's

side of the vehicle will come tum-

bling down after a few seconds.

This trick seems to work best with

the Backlash dump truck.

If you're told to "try something

else," this trick won't work on

that building.

Sumo Santa & Dr. Kiln

Welcome to the second
annual Top 64 Tips for the

N64! Not only have we round-

ed up the best tips and

tricks of the past year, we’ve

also roped a whole herd of

brand-new codes as a bonus

to you, our loyal subscribers.

Just look for the “Bonus”

logo to spot these never-

before-seen blockbusters.

This exclusive feature is just

our way of thanking you, and

we’ll continue to bring you
the inside scoop on the N64
throughout the New Year!

It should come as no surprise that

you can find hidden characters in

Clayfighter 63 /j, and these guys

are as funny as they are deadly.

You must enter both codes on the

Character Select screen. To acti-

vate the surprisingly agile Sumo

Santa, hold the L Button and press

A, bottom C, right C, top C, left C

and B. To make the insidious Dr.

Kiln appear, hold the L Button and

press B, left C, top C, right C, bot-

tom C and A.

He knows if you've been bad

or good! Does this mean we
won't get any presents?

Hidden Options

We love this hidden menu

because you can use it to change

the fighters' body sizes, change

the tones of their voices, set the

Claytality timer, and more. On the

Character Select screen, hold the

L Button and press top C, right C,

left C, bottom C, B and A. Try the

Massive Bodies and the High

Voices or the Itty Bitty Bodies with

the Low Voices. You'll probably be

laughing too hard to fight!

SPX/VOICfc VCtlPE
OIFFICtl-TY
spiuns
THfOUS MO MaOS
TIME LIMIT

Go to the Options screen to

select the Secret Options

option. (Sav that three

times fast!)

%TV
V20, SIDER BONUS



Simultaneously press L, R and A
or B at any time during a bout to

taunt your opponent mercilessly.

Each fighter has a unique taunt,

and some may have more than

one. Keep in mind, though, that

taunting will leave you wide open

to an attack.

i 4-

Oh, yeah? You and what army!
Yeah, I'm talking to you, lumpy!

€43 ci

Fast Cars Fas!

Both drivers should select

different save files and dif-

ferent cars.

ir'ujsuaD Goa iXiaaiuGats

M

Normally when two players run

the cross-country race, only the

winner of the circuit will receive

a car upgrade, but with this trick,

both drivers will be rewarded! Be

sure that both drivers choose dif-

ferent save files and different

cars. Now start across the coun-

try. After the Washington D.C.

race begins, pause your game and

exit. Press the Reset Button on the

Control Deck. Using Controller I,

start a one-player game. Select

Player One's save file and finish

the D.C. race for an upgrade.

Now reset the N64 again. Using

Controller I, finish Player Two's

race for another upgrade.

Be sure to use the Reset
Button for this trick. Do not

turn off the power at any time.

mm
You must enter a code before

the Title screen fades away.

You'll see each victory scene
without all the muss and fuss

of combat.

f Triumphant
To spare you the pain and agony

of beating the game with each

fighter, here are codes you can

enter on the Title screen to

see each character's game-

ending cinema scene. There are

ten codes in all, but each one

begins with the same control

sequence. Using the Control

Pad, press Up, left C, R Button,

Right and Down. Now immedi-

ately press either the L Button

or the R Button twice and then

press A, B or any one of the C
Buttons. If the Title screen fades

before you complete a code,

turn the N64 off and on before

you try again.

Extrerw0raHB

It Idling Stone

We've been finding all sorts of

trick names for Extreme-G, but

this one is the most fun. Begin a

game and go to the Options

screen to change your name to

"roller." You and all your oppo-

nents will become boulders!

It may look kind of chunky, but

your rock can haul!

B5HW
Manic Menu

To enable the special Features

menu, enter? TJLBDFWBFGVJVVB
as your password. You'll start on

Level 1 , but you can then use any

password or load a game from a

Controller Pak.

DK Mode 1. ,

To enable the DK Mode cheat,

complete the Runway stage

within five minutes on Agent

level. Activate the DK Mode
cheat to give everyone huge

f
heads and floor-length arms,

^ just like a certain popular Nin-

tendo game character.

Talk about having a tempt-
ing target!

VOLUME 104 (21.



^ [V GoldenEye 007
LicenSefo Clone

h1 i'-HW
r

To play a multiplayer game with

three of the same character, first

set the match to four players.

Now select characters, with

Player Four taking the person to

he copied. Go back to the

Options screen and set the match

to three players. Now have Player

Three select the same person as

Player Four. Go back to the

Options screen and set the num-

ber of players to two. Now have

Player Two select the same char-

acter as Players Three and Four.

Set the number of players to four

and press Start.

IT ~

SfcVk

This trick can also be used with

three players. Try a Team game with

two clones against a lone agent!

£ - P GoldenEye 007

y No Radar
For another great multiplayer

cheat, complete the Frigate stage

in four-and-a-half minutes on the

Secret Agent level. Once the No

Radar cheat is activated, all radar

screens in Live and Let Die mode

will be disabled.

Fast and Slow

*

-7

You can turn up or tone down
the difficulty on any level

with these cheats.

% fc GoldenEye 007
Invisible

To enable the invisibility cheat,

complete the Archives within one

minute and twenty seconds on 00

Agent. Your enemies may sense

your presence, but they won't fire

at what they can't see.

£) l GoldenEye 007
Mtch

,4

#f\ v
-

This cheat will really stir the

pot. Come out, come out,

wherever you are.

007

Collect two DD44s and two
Klobbs in the Military

Archives.

/ V
nil Die

Try this trick in tandem with

the All Guns code. Some of

the combos are devastating!

This trick allows you to carry one

type of gun in one hand and a dif-

ferent type of gun in the other.

Collect two pairs of guns, making

sure that they are next to each

other on your weapon list. On the

play screen, set your weapons to

the second pair. Now cycle back-

ward through your weapons

twice (hold the A Button, and

before your weapons cycle for-

ward, press Z twice), and then

cycle forward once (release A and

press A once). As the guns switch,

press Z repeatedly. If a gun fires

during the switch, the switching

process will stop, and you'll be

holding a mixed pair of guns!

To enable the Fast Animation

cheat (all enemies move very

quickly), complete the the Silo in

three minutes on the Agent diffi-

culty level. To enable Slow

Animation (all enemies move very

slowly), complete the Depot in

one minute and forty seconds on

the Secret Agent difficulty level.

£ p GoldenEye 007
Guns and Ammo

To enable the All Guns cheat,

complete the Egyptian Temple in

six minutes on the 00 Agent diffi-

culty level. Guns won't be useful

without ammo, so complete the

Control Center in ten minutes on

the Secret Agent difficulty level to

enable the Infinite Ammo cheat.
f

This cheat will give you access

to special weapons like the RC-

P90 and the Tank Gun. Yippee-ki-

Yay!
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-; fT Hexen

Phantom Follies

JfpaiaedJI

rA;#

You must enter the Enable

Cheat Menu code while the

game is paused.

4jttOti3St>easJ|

-afl keys
an.,artifacts,^

an uxapcns ..

puzzle items

rjt

*

To access the second page of

the Cheat menu, highlight

Collect and press A.

A<***>li

god mode : off
-»<Bpp«aa tea

visit : Of

rAts>

m

Hexen has a number of terrific

codes, but to activate them, you

must first enable the Cheat

menu. Pause your game and

then press top C, bottom C, left

C and right C to make the menu
appear. Now highlight the

Cheat option and press A to

open the menu. A list of several

cheats will appear on the

screen. To activate the Clipping

cheat, press top C twenty times

and then press bottom C once.

If you enter the code correctly,

the word "Clipping" will light

up. This cheat will allow you to

walk through walls like a ghost.

While Clipping is on, however,

you won't be able to pick up

items. To see the second page of

the Cheat menu, highlight the

word "Collect" and press A. To

activate any other Hexen codes,

you must first access the Cheat

menu and go to the page on

which it is listed. To turn off a

cheat, access the menu and

repeat the appropriate code.

Clipping will allow you to walk
through walls, but you won’t be
able to pick up anything.

Weapons & Mana

ft ft
This ultimate cheat is indispens-

able on the higher levels of the

game. Access the Cheat menu and

press left C, right C and bottom C
to become invincible.

jL Visit

For adventurers on a tight sched-

ule, we recommend the Visit

cheat, which is really a stage

select option. Press left C, left C,

right C, right C, bottom C and top

C on the Cheat menu.

god mode : off
cfeTping

rfty?

WgKHeads

To give all the players huge

heads, go to the Title screen and

press top C, top C, bottom C,

bottom C, left C, right C, left C,

right C, B and A. Now hold Z
and press Start. What the heck

have these guys been eating?

Hidden All-Stars

To arm yourself to the teeth, first

access the Cheat menu and go to

the second page of cheats. Now
press right C, top C, bottom C and

bottom C to activate the All

Weapons cheat. This cheat will

also give you a full supply of mys-

tical blue and green Mana.

Using the Control Pad and the L

and R Buttons, go to the title

screen and press Up, L, Up, L,

Down, L, Down, L, Left, R, Right,

R, Left, R, Right, R, B and A. Hold

Z and press Start. This will

enable six powerful All-Star

teams in the Open Game and

P.K. modes.

aff keys
afl artifacts

This code works with any char-

acter. Try different weapons to

see which fighter is right for you.

If the code is entered correctly,

the announcer will shout, "What
an incredible comeback!”



I?

To enable all of the special

options without completing the

training levels, press Z, B, A, the L

Button, A and Z. After you hear a

voice say, "Perfect," press Start.

AAcICC* The Dark Age

Pojo the Chickei

Hold Start until the match starts,

or Pojo will revert to Taria.

Pojo is one of the best (and funni-

est) hidden characters we've seen

in a while. To access him, first

play a one- or two-player match

as Taria. She must win the match

and perform her Execution (stand

two steps from your opponent,

hold Strong Thrust for three sec-

onds and release), which will turn

your foe into a chicken. When
you return to the Character Select

screen, highlight Taria and hold

Start. Taria will change into Pojo

the Chicken. While still holding

the Start button, press the A
Button to begin a match. Hold

Start until the match begins or

you'll revert to Taria.

You can use Pojo in one- and
two-player matches, but not in

Practice mode.

To add fuzzy bunny slippers to

all of your warriors' wardrobes,

go to the Character Select screen

and highlight Ragnar, press Start,

highlight Dregan, press Start,

highlight Koyasha and press

Start. Now choose your charac-

ters as normal.

Fuzzy footwear for everyone!

But do they keep going, and

going, and going?

Mace t The

To perform a head swap opera-

tion on your fighters, go to the

Character Select screen and high-

light Al Rashid, press Start, high-

light Takeshi, press Start, highlight

Kull, press Start, highlight Xiao,

press Start, highlight Namira and

press Start. Now select your char-

acters as normal. This code

doesn't work in Practice mode.

^ Mace: me

The ancient Incan city of Machu

Picchu serves as the backdrop in

this hidden arena. On the

Character Select screen, high-

light Namira, press Start, high-

light Koyasha, press Start, high-

light Taria and press Start. When
you select your characters and

start the match, you'll be trans-

ported automatically.

'J/ Mario Kart 64

To challenge the speedy spectres

of Mario Kart 64, complete Time

Trial runs on Mario Raceway

(1:30), Luigi Raceway (1:52),

and Royal Raceway (2:40). If

you meet or beat the times indi-

cated, a special Course Ghost

will challenge you on your next

run. Once a ghost appears, it

will be saved to the game's

memory automatically. You do

not need a Controller Pak for

this trick to work. The ghosts are

tough to beat, but you can

watch them for racing pointers.

If you achieve certain times,

the namesakes of these

tracks will challenge you.

Grendal calls Machu Picchu

home. What secrets might lie

among these ruins?

What in the—? Something is

definitely not right here!



r , Mario Kart 64

Everyone talks about the Mario

Raceway shortcut, but we think

this shortcut is even more spec-

tacular, just for the fact that you

can shave your laps to only a few

seconds each. It's possible to

jump over the left-hand wall at

the top of any of the four hills just

past the Starting line. Climb up to

the top of one of the hills and

face the wall head-on. Accelerate

toward the wall and jump just

before you hit it. You'll bounce

off the wall and then skip up and

over it. Though you should be

going pretty fast, you don't have

to be at top speed to make it over.

If you make the jump, you can

then jump back over the same

wall. Make a wide turn to the left

and aim for a spot just before (to

the right of) the Starting line. This

second jump is a bit harder, since

you won't have a hill to give you

a boost. When you land, turn left

and cross the line to be credited

with a full (but very quick) lap!

We were surprised that someone

was able to find this trick in the

first place! On your first or sec-

ond lap through D.K.'s Jungle

Parkway, turn around at the start-

ing line and head into the cave.

Once inside, turn around and

head toward the wall just to the

left of the exit. Aim just a bit to

the left of the corner that's stick-

ing out from the wall (where the

green and brown areas meet).

Jump just before you hit the wall.

If you aim just right, you'll fall

into a dark space. Lakitu will float

by to pick you up and bring you

back to the track. If he takes you

back to the track at a point out-

side the cave, the trick didn't

work. If he takes you back to the

cave, head through the Finish line

to advance to the next lap. The

key to this trick is landing in the

correct spot in the dark area.

Unfortunately, since it's dark,

there's no way to judge your posi-

tion. If the trick doesn't work, try

it again and push Left or Right as

you fall and see what happens.

Head toward the wall at

;

right angle and jump just

before you hit it.

Aim just to the left of the cor-
ner near the exit of the cave.

When you land, make a wide
turn to the left and head back
toward the wall.

If you hit the wall in the right

spot, you'll fall into a dark
area.

When you make the second
jump, aim just to the right of

the start/finish line.

If you have a Super Star on your

first or second lap around the

desert, turn left at the second

train crossing. Activate the star

just before you enter the tunnel.

You'll advance to the next lap in

the middle of the tunnel. At the

exit, turn left to get back on to the

track. This trick works in the

Grand Prix and Vs. modes.

Lots of fighting games have ran-

dom fighter codes, so why not a

sports game with a random team

code? On the Team Select screen,

hold Up and press Turbo to let the

computer choose a team for you.

Now you'll be able to prove that

it's really your skill (and not a

favorite team) that's the key to

your incredible success.

Keep an eye out for the train

as you approach the tunnel.

If you're truly a terror on the

court, you'll be able to win
with almost any team.



Time

Hidden Pros

{f \ NFL QB Club:^

Star QBs

Using NBA Hang Time's PIN sys-

tem, you can access hidden pro

players that are not on the regular

team rosters, as well as duplicates

of players that are. Just enter a

player's name and enter 0000 as

his PIN number at the start of a

game. If you'd like a complete list

of the available players, check out

Classified Information in Volume

97. In the meantime, here are a

few names to get you started:

Malone, Rodman, Chill, Ewing,

Motumb, Pippen, Mourng,

Stackh, Kidd, Mursan, Ahrdwy,

Elliott, Smits, Hgrant and Dream.

Who's this "Dream" player?

You'll find out!

>» *mo -c .. smo
V ! % l 4.

Whaddya mean, ya got two
Dennis Rodmans? Get outta

here!

You can pair a player with his

clone or sign him to another

team as a free agent.

A Hang Time

Hidden Programmers

NFL Quarterback Club '98 sets a

brilliant new standard for 64-bit

sports games, and its codes

aren't too shabby, either. To

make every quarterback a

superstar, select the Enter Cheat

menu and enter BRDWYNMTH
as your cheat. What does the

code stand for? It honors one of

the all-time gridiron greats:

"Broadway Joe Namath!"

: J.
NFL QB

F^alSe?Ball

Just keep that up, you guys,

and there will be no ice cream
for you after the game!

If the rigors of pro football are a

little too taxing for you, maybe

you should try the pee wee version

of the game instead. Type in

SMLMDGT on the Enter Cheat

screen to shrink all the players

down to a less threatening size. If

his voice is any clue, even the

announcer will regress back to

grade school.

We don't know if anyone on the

Hang Time programming team

ever came close to playing pro

hall, but their video counterparts,

at least, can slam and jam with

the best of the NBA. To access

various Midway staffers, enter

their names and their correspond-

ing PIN numbers at the start of a

game. Once again, the complete

list is in Volume 97, but here are a

few names and numbers: Minife-

6000, Munday-5432, Divita-

0201, Marius-1005, Turmel-0322,

Jfer-0503, Mednik-6000, Nfunk-

0101, Sno-01 03, Patf-2000, Root-

6000, |onhey-6000, Carlos-1010,

Daniel-0604, Mortal-0004 and

Kombat-0004.

c r*
nfl qb c,ub^jm^
Beanpole' C<$de

We don't know what the code is

supposed to stand for, but its

effects are pretty obvious. If you

type in BBMNTBL on the Enter

Cheat screen, your players will

look like they're better suited to

play basketball than football.

They're performance, however,

shouldn't be affected. Maybe

they'll be able to see down the

field better!

Have any of you guys thought

about changing sports?

Who are these bums? Say,

they're not so bad, after all!



Slia & Slide

k.
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All of a sudden, things will

look more like a Three
Stooges movie than a pro ball

game!

We couldn't resist printing these

codes together! To make your

players fumble-prone, type in

GTNHNDS ("got no hands") on

the Enter Cheat screen. To make

things even worse, you can make

the field slippery by typing in

SPRSLYD (slip or slide") on the

Enter Cheat screen. Now sit back,

punch a few buttons and watch

the chaos!

On the Car Select screen, press

and hold right C and left C in

that order. Release both. Now
press and hold left C and right C
in that order to make your rear

tires bigger. For the front pair,

press and hold left C and right C
in that order. Release both. Now
press and hold right C and left C
in that order.

You can repeat either code to

change your tires again.

Robots Galorf

You'll now have a much better

chance of rescuing Mom, Dad

and Mikey from their metallic

pursuers. Using the Control Pad,

press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left,

Right, Left, Right, left C, right C,

left C and right C on the Setup

menu. Start a game as normal.

You'll begin with 50 robots. How many levels can you get
through with 50 lives?

F Rush

CraWes to Mines

m ff-

\ <« M
To change all of the traffic cones to

land mines, go to the Setup screen

and press L, R, L, R, L and R.

A small traffic cone icon will

appear on the screen if you enter

the code correctly. Repeat the

code to cancel it out.

We knew driving in the city

could be dangerous, but this

is ridiculous!

Stage Selects

Only experienced robo-war-
riors need apply for this job.

If you just want to skip over the

simple stages and head straight to

the rough stuff, go to the Setup

menu and press Down, Up, left C,

Down, left C, right C, Down and

right C. A stage select option will

appear in the middle of the menu.

Use the Control Pad to select a

stage. Exit this screen and start

your game as normal. You'll be

able to start anywhere from Stage

1 to Stage 200.

(• p SF'Rush

If you're not prone to car sick-

ness, maybe you can give this

trick a try. On the Setup screen,

press Up, Right, Down, Left,

Down, Right, Up and Left on the

Control Pad. If you enter the code

correctly, a pair of small arrows

will appear on the screen. If you

start a race, the game screen will

now be flipped upside down.

Remember that your steering will

also be reversed!

No, no! Not your left, my le

Oh, just forget it!



Where, oh where, has my lit-

tle hippie van gone? Oh
where, oh where can he be?

Tag Mode

This trick allows you to play a

game of tag with your cars. Start a

two-player practice game but hit

abort (top C) during the count-

P down. The tag game will now

begin, with the clock set at five

minutes. Player 2 will be "it" first.

I.- Find and touch the other car to

flit- make it "it." If your timer is run-

ning, then you're "it."

Bare 1-Ups

tp^Slar Fox 64
Docking Bay 94

There are only two 1-Ups in Star

Fox f>4. To find the first, follow the

default route through Corneria to

Granga. Perform a loop through

his legs without touching him to

make an Arwing icon appear. To

find the second 1-Up, join your

wingmen in a diamond formation

(with you in the bottom position)

near the end of Sector Y.
This trick will replenish your

shields and will even repair

damaged wings.

Animated Antics

For the best scene at Katina,

destroy the enemy mothership

without shooting any friendlies.

There are only two 1 -ups in Star

Fox 64. To find the first, follow

the default route through

Corneria to Granga. Perform a

loop through his legs without

touching him to make an Arwing

icon appear. To find the second

1-up, join your wingmen in a

diamond formation (with you in

the bottom position) near the

end of Sector Y.

In Sector Y, if you have a single

laser, a Laser Upgrade will

appear. If you have twin or

hyper lasers, a 1-up will appear.

In Expert mode. Fox will wear
cool aviator glasses, just like

his father's.

To enable the Expert mode, you

must earn a Medal in every stage.

There are more enemies in Expert

mode, and your shields will be

weaker. If you earn a Medal in

Venom 2, you'll enable the

Landmaster tank in Vs. mode. To

enable the Rocket Launcher, earn

a Medal in Venom 2, Expert mode.

cr
Drive an

One of the best things about Star

Fox 64 is its exciting cinema

scenes. Depending on who you

meet during the game, the scenes

at the conclusion may change

slightly. The scenes at the end of

the Katina mission may also

change, depending on whether

you destroy the enemy saucer,

whether you destroy any friendly

ships, and, if you do hit some

friendlies, the number of them

you shoot down.

To drive an AT-ST in the Battle of

Hoth, first enter your name as

"-Wampa-Stompa" (the hyphens

are spaces) and set your controls

to Traditional. Play the Battle of

Hoth until the AT-STs appear.

Press Left on the Control Pad and

right C simultaneously, and then

press Up. Scroll through the game

views until you see an over-the-

shoulder view of an AT-ST.

Use the Control Pad to move
the scout walker and to fire

its lasers.



Become A Wampa

n use this code in Echo
in Medium difficulty

Become A TrooHer
also requires the

>mpa" name and

This code also requires the

"-Wampa—Stompa" name and

Traditional Controls. To become

one of several types of trooper or

an assassin droid at random, press

Right on the Control Pad and right

C simultaneously and then press

Up. Now scroll through your

game views. Use this code in Echo Base,
Gall Spaceport, Imperial

Freighter Suprosa, Sewers
and Xizor's Palace.

TIE and X-Witij

You can use this trick on any dif-

ficulty level, and you don't have
to fulfill any win conditions.

f( p Super Mario 64

To become a Wampa, use the

name "-Wampa-Stompa" and

Traditional Controls. In Echo Base

or Gall Spaceport, press Left on

the Control Pad and right C simul-

taneously, and then press Up.

Scroll through your game views to

find the Wampa view.

This trick gives Mario two caps.

In Course 8, let yourself be

attacked by the Big Bird. Don't

pick up your cap. Warp back and

forth from the pond to the

Cannon a few times. Jump onto

the two-story building near the

entrance. Get the Wing Cap. Fly

back to your original cap and

pick it up. Triple jump to take off.

If this trick doesn't work, exit

the stage and try again.

£ 5c Tctrisphere

“Lines Game"

CJJVE5

it
J..~
.Si'

One great puzzle game cer-

tainly deserves another!

Like its namesake, Tetrisphere has

been bringing many hours of puz-

zling enjoyment to players every-

where. To try an interesting varia-

tion of the Rescue game, first

enter "LINES" on the New Name
screen. Press OK to confirm. Now
select the new "Lines" option.

You'll be given instructions before

the game begins.

f
i h Tctrisphere

This is Red Five-I’m going in!

To access a hidden TIE fighter and

X-Wing in the Skyhook Battle

stage, first play through the battle

until you reach the station itself.

Pause the game. Press and hold

Left on the Control Pad, left C,

bottom C, right C, L, R and Z.

While holding these buttons,

press Up and Down on the

Control Stick to scroll through the

ships. The controls are the same

for all the spacecraft, but the X-

Wing and TIE fighters do not have

a cockpit view, and the TIE fight-

er is not equipped with proton

torpedoes.

On the New Name screen, press

bottom C, right C and the L

Button simulaneously to make a

new set of symbols appear. Enter

"Planet, UFO, Rocket, Heart,

Skull" as your name. Press OK to

confirm. You'll now be able to use

the Control Pad to select any

stage in Rescue, Hide and Seek

and Puzzle mode.
Let’s just hope that you don't

bite off more than you can
chew!
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Yurok: Dinosaur Hunter
-?*''

The Big Cheat

'f' Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
1 ’

sb
This cheat includes a stage

select option.

It's time for the big payback,

and those mercenaries had

better watch out!

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter was one

of the hottest games of 1 997, and

it's fitting that it also had some of

the best codes of the year. To

enable the Big Cheat, first enter

NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK as your

password on the Enter Cheat

screen. Now go to the Cheat

Menu and highlight any of the

options and press Start to turn it

on. The Big Cheat combines sev-

eral cool options, including

Warp, Invincibility, All Weapons,

Spirit Mode, Big Heads, All Map
and more. If you're serious about

finishing the game in record time,

this is the code for you!

T^Turok: Dinosaur Hunter^1

Disco Dinos

To enable the Disco Mode, enter

SNFFRR on the Enter Cheat

screen. Once this cheat is activat-

ed, most of your enemies will

dance in place. We've heard

reports, however, of enemies that

will act normally and attack.

Once you're done in the Gallery,

press Start to go back to the

main menu.

Dana’s Code

Type in DNCHN on the Enter

Cheat screen. Dana's Code will

make your enemies very small,

but they'll be as tough as they

ever were. "Oh, look at that cute

little raptor! Come here,

boyaaAAAARRGH!"

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter-^

To paraphrase Teddy
Roosevelt, "Walk softly and

carry a big, freaking gun!"

This cheat will reveal enemy

locations on your map. Type in

NSTHMNDNT on the Enter

Cheat screen. Once this cheat is

activated, turn on the Map func-

tion by pressing L. Enemies will

appear as red arrows. Don't be

confused by the purple arrow at

the bottom of the screen, which

is actually the compass.

fi War Gods
Divine CK^its

We give it an "85" because it

has a good Latin beat and you

can dance to it!

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

p* Gallery

To check out a cool gallery of fig-

ures from the game, first enter

THBST as your password on the

Enter Cheat screen. Once this

cheat is activated, you can use the

Control Stick and various buttons

to rotate the enemy figures and

ne in the Gallery, zoom in and out.

This code activates a Cheat menu

on the Options screen. Turn on

your N64, and when the words,

"Midway Presents War Gods"

appear, press Right, Right, Right,

B, B, A and A. Available cheats

include a handicap option, a stage

select, a timer option and an Easy

Fatality mode. In Easy Fatality

mode, all Fatalities for all charac-

ters are executed with the same

control sequence, which is High

Punch, Low Punch, High Kick and

Low Kick.

* OpTIoH*

PLAYER I SKILL Hill

PLAYER 2 SKiLL Mill

LEVEL SELECt OFF
GAD1E timER : On

EASY FAtALitY : Oil

EXit

The Easy Fatality option can
turn anyone into a pro fighter.



" 5 Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hotkey?* {:'$ Wayne Gretzky’s 3D Hoc

mize Teams

You can copy players only to

your chosen teams, and not

from or between them.

r -'
:

KsraKSV’ aifsvrrt

Custom teams can't be saved
and will disappear when you
turn off your game.

To make more changes, just

repeat the code to return to

the copy screen.

ill

You can have a whole squad
of Gretzkys, but they can't

play for the Rangers.

This code allows you to copy

players and create up to two

custom teams. On the Options

screen, hold the L Button and

press bottom C twice, top C
twice, bottom C twice, right C
twice and bottom C once. If you

enter the code correctly, a

string of letters and numbers

will appear along the bottom of

the screen. Now go to the Team
stats screen and press top C ten

times. Two team names will

appear. Use the Control Pad to

highlight a team. Scroll through

the lists and pick two teams to

modify, with your first choice

on top. Press A. Your first

choice team will appear on the

left side of the screen, a random

team on the right side. Press B

to scroll through the teams on

the right until you see a player

you'd like to copy. Use the

Control Pad to highlight a play-

er on each team. The player on

the left will be replaced by the

one on the right. Press A to

make the switch. When you're

done copying the players you

want, press Start. Your second

choice team will now appear on

the left side of the screen.

Repeat the copy process if you

wish and then press Start to go

back to the Team Stats screen.

Your custom teams will now be

available in the One-Player,

Multiplayer and Season Modes.

If you want to make further

changes, just reenter the code

to return to the Modify Teams

screen. Custom teams can't be

saved to a Controller Pak, and if

you turn off your game, all the

changes will be lost.

To make a player invisible, pause

the game during the opening

face-off and select Replay. Press

the L or R Button to select anyone

on the squad. As the player is

flashing, press the Z Button to

make him disappear. If he doesn't

disappear, just select him and

press Z again. You won t be able to see your

player, but his opponents will

react to him as normal.

(•* Wayne Gretzky’s 3D Hockey *>

Which way did they go?
Which way did they go?

To make a team become invisible,

use the same trick as above, but

start with the last player in the

lineup (usually the goalie). When
you press Z, the cursor will jump

back to the Forward. Select each

team member in turn until they're

all gone. If the cursor crosses an

invisible player, he'll reappear, and

you'll have to repeat the trick to

make him vanish again.

Wayne Gretzky’s 3D Hockey *

To make tempers flare every few

seconds, first pause the game.

On the Options screen, highlight

Fighting, hold the L Button and

press the following C Buttons:

Right, Left, Left Right, Down,

Up, Up, Down, Left, Right, Right,

Left, Right and Left. If the code is

entered correctly, a line of

zeroes will appear on the bottom

of the screen. Now, nearly every

time you hit or check an oppo-

nent, a fight will break out!

What's pro hockey without a

little mayhem, eh?



The Nintendo 64 Disk Drive. Zelda 64. Turok 2. With developments like these in the works,

1998 is shaping up to be a very promising year. But who knows what else 1998 will treat

gamers to? Our Psychic Friends charge by the minute, so we asked Taj, the genie from Diddy

Kong Racing, to consult his Magic 64 Ball for some New Year's predictions.

QXftSrtlQW
Will we be seeing more of the

surprise hit, Harvest Moon
(released for the Super NES in

June '97)?

War Gods (May '97) was the first of

the N64's true 3-D fighting games.
Will it influence games in 1998?

Will GoldenEye 007

(Aug. '97) elevate the first-

person shooter to a new level?

NP's 10th anniversary is this July

and the magazine just celebrated

Volume 100 (Sept. '97). What's next?

In August, Tetrisphere turned a

classic puzzle game into a 3-D
game. Will other 3-D puzzlers be

coming soon for the N64?

In October, Bandai released

Tamagotchi for Game Boy. Will the

Tamagotchi craze ever end?

Will a certain blue elephant be the

"next big thing” with movie deals,

his very own game, and merch-
andise like a tickle Me Taj doll?

Do you know what the good-for-

nothing Magic 64 Ball is doomed
to become?

vRtvicrunr TKjWSLjWIOW
Natsume will be making Harvest Moon for both Game Boy and N64. Better yet, the

RPG/sim will expose gamers to the secrets of developing a successful romance such as

spending plenty of time with your mate, giving her gifts, and listening to her and stuff.

Three words describe War Gods: "amazing" and "not very." I have seen the future of

gaming, and no game will ever reach the new standard set by War Gods—sort of like

how no new music will ever dare to reach the mmm-bopperific standard set by Hanson.

Doom/Wolfenstein-style games will be based more on strategy, stealth and prob-

lem-solving than just shooting everything in sight. Moreover, GoldenEye 's success

will help Pierce Brosnan win over younger audiences who'll forgive him for starring

in that ‘‘humans vs. the evil volcano movie," Dante's Peak (Feb. 97).

I'm a stinkin' Magic 64 Ball, you idiot! I can answer only yes and no questions!!! But

here's what's next: Volume 101, 102, 103, 104, 105. . .they usually go in numerical

order, you numbskull! Hey, what are you doing?? Don't shake me up! You're m-mak-

ing me all b-b-bubbly!

No doubt more 3-D puzzlers will follow suit, but only after a few failed attempts

such as Zoop in a Cube, Dodecahedron 64, and Giant Wad o' Solitaire.

Bandai will go to work on creating its virtual pet for the N64. And sit tight for virtual

pooper scoopers, virtual rabies shots, and virtual lamp shade things that you put on

your virtual pet's virtual head so it doesn't virtually chomp away at its virtual wounds.

"What the? Hey! Is this some kind of Sony Ball or something??? This stupid thing

must be broken!" (shake, shake, shake)

Bowling ball

fi.noth.er year, another fad.
Were are our prediction* for what's H’C'f

nr
2Vj-D

Multi-player matches

Top-Gear Rally's milktruck

Wrestling on the N64 _

JAfizpjg

Drumstick the rooster

Racing games

Jhirok

The correct pronunciation: "Blast Core"

Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey '98 (or anything ending in '98)

DK Mode in GoldenEye 007

Zelda 64

(j2^ tystDER BONUS

and what's iTOf for 199fl.

Off
2-D

Taking turns playing against the

Cruis'n USA's school bus

Wrestling on pay-per-view

—Babe

Kenny Rogers Roasters

Lots of racing games

Kevin Sorbo

The mispronunciation: "Blast Corpse'

Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey (or anything ending in '9

enemies with short arms and normal size noggins

Final Fantasy VII
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


